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ABSTRACT

The

purpose

of

this study

was

to

influence as an explanatory variable

investigate

interpersonal

in husband-wife decision making.

Self-report and observational measures of influence were compared, and
the

decision

interaction

process

was

also

examined

to

detect

characteristic patterns of influence.
Sixty married couples

were interviewed in their

entire interview was tape recorded.
purchases that

important, (2)
engaged
products,

in

salient,

role-played
and

decisions

or were considering,

a

for the

decisions that they considered (1)
a source of disagreement.

decision

then completed

instrument that assessed
product

and (3)

and the

Couples were screened regarding

they had recently made

purpose of identifying two product

homes,

making with

respect

to

previously developed

Finally,

couples

questionnaires to supply demographic, psychological,

the

two

self-report

types of influence they had used

identified.

Couples

in the two
completed

and sociological

information.
The taped decision making interactions were coded by judges,
amounts and

types of observed

influence were compared

with couples'

self-reported influence using multitrait-multimethod (MTMM)
Results
addition,

of the

MTMM

neither

analysis

were essentially

the self-report

nor the

and

analysis.

inconclusive.

In

observationally measured

influence variables were significant predictors of decision dominance.
Sequential analysis of the interaction
xiii

data revealed some significant

influence sequences,
the

infrequency

with

Classification of

though the value of this analysis was limited by
which

some

types

individuals based.on their

of

influence

occurred.

observational influence

profiles bore some similarity to previous classification efforts using
self-reported influence profiles.
The

study

was

limited

by

the

difficulty

of

dealing

with

observational data, but it nevertheless demonstrated that (1) there is
a

difference

decision

between

couples'

making interaction;

interaction is structured;

self-reported
(2)

couples'

and

their

verbal decision

observed
making

and (3) different interaction "styles" can

be discerned within the general interaction structure.

xiv

CHAPTER ONE

The Research Problem

Chapter

One begins

research topic area.
the

design

of

with

an

introduction to

the

dissertation

The research questions are then presented,

the

dissertation

Anticipated contributions

of the

study

is

research are

briefly

and

described.

discussed in

a final

section of the chapter.

Overview of the Topic

This

dissertation

family purchase
extension of
Making."

research

examines

decision making.

Spiro's (1983)

influence strategies

It represents

paper,

"Persuasion in

Spiro developed a self-report scale

influence spouses
making process.

exert on

each other

a replication

in
and

Family Decision

to capture the types of

during the

purchase decision

The scale was administered as a written questionnaire

and individual spouses were grouped according

to the set of influence

strategies they reported

using.

Spiro then described these influence

strategy groups in terms

of their characteristic values on a number

of

influence represents

in

determinant variables.
Spiro's

focus

research

on

decision

making in

on

purchase

interaction in

particular.

general

Examining

1

a

new development
and

family

purchase

influence strategies

in

2

family purchase decision making is important
more

complete

specifically,

understanding
knowledge of

processes may lead to:

(1)

of

purchase

the

part

because it may lead to a
decision

making.

influence plays

in

More
decision

better prediction of decision outcomes;

and (2) more effective design of marketing communications.
The

dissertation

research

builds

on

Spiro's

study

in

the

following ways:
- it examines the v alidity of the influence strategy measure that
Spiro developed;
- It attempts to replicate her findings with respect to influence
strategy mixes, or classes, and determinant variables for those
classes; and
- It measures the occurrence of
verbal interactions,

influence strategies in c o u p l e s '

and examines those

data for the presence

of classes or sequential patterns of influence strategy use.
There i s . no general
influence-related terms.
how the terms are used in
implicit definition,

agreement on the

meaning of

Definitions are presented here
the dissertation.

some behavior, verbal or otherwise,
to

direct outcomes

strategy mix"

(including intensity and
individual employs.

Consistent with Spiro's

is the

An "influence attempt" is

in which an individual engages in

according

"influence strategy" is a set of
"influence

to specify

influence in the present study is taken to be the

exertion of various types of social power.

order

influence and

to

his own

preferences.

related influence behaviors;
total set

of influence

frequency of use of each

An
and an

strategies

strategy)

that an

3

The dissertation research,

then, focuses on the process and means

by which

husbands and

making.

During the past half century

of

research on

wives attempt to

dominance

in family

appearing in family sociology,
areas.

Despite

processes" in published papers,

family decision

there has been a steady stream
decision

making,

consumer behavior,

the frequent mention

who dominates in decisions,

dominate in

with

papers

and other research

of "influence"

and "influence

the focus of these papers has been on

not how or

why they dominate —

not means (e.g., Davis 1970, Davis and Rigaux 1974,

on ends,

Schaninger et al.

1982).
The typical research paradigm is one
are asked,

for a variety of decisions,

in which husbands and wives
"Who has the final say?"

most common response format has been a paper, and pencil,
three- or five-point scale:

:.usband

decides,

self-report,

joint decision,

wife

decides (e.g, Bonfield 1977; Burns 1977; Davis and Rigaux 1974;
and Cunningham

1977;

Rigaux-Bricmont 1978).

The body

The

Green

of decision

research has found that dominance varies across products and stages of
the decision process.
subdecisions.

Decision dominance

This means

decision whether

or not

that

to buy

also varies across product

dominance varies

not

different products

only in

but also

secondary decisions attendant to the buy/don't buy decision.

the

in the
Examples

of subdecisions include payment methods, retail outlet selection,

and

product feature options.
Research in family
of agreement

decision making has been

in husband and

Perceptual disagreement is

wife perceptions of

complicated b y lack
decision dominance.

greater for individual couples

than it is

4

in the

aggregate.

aggregate

have

That

a

high

*'. ,

sbands and

: st-cr;tage of

correct

dominates in various decision situations.
examined,
decision

however,

wives considered
assessments

in the
of

who

When individual couples are

reports of relative influence differ in 25-52% of

occasions measured

(Davis

1970).

This brief

discussion

suggests two major deficiencies in family decision making research:
- There

is no

adequate general

understanding

of why

decision

dominance varies as it does; and
- The

methodology most

commonly used

allows

no resolution

of

discrepancies in perceived influence between spouses.

Research Questions

The research

questions which prompted the

are jointly derived from critical examination
previous family

decision making research.

dissertation research
of Spiro's study and of

They focus first

on the

measure, then on

method and process, and finally o n influence strategy

groups

characteristics

and the

Specifically,

of individuals belonging

to

them.

the dissertation research seeks to answer the following

questions:
- How well does
evaluated
- How

well

Spiro's influence strategy measure

using standard tests of validity?
can

influence

and the decision

captured using observational methods, i.e.,
- How

do

perform when

Spiro's

strategy mixes

findings regarding
compare with

making process
verbal protocols?

influence

influence and

be

and

influence

influence strategy

5

mix findings derived from observational data?
- How can the influence
wife

decision

and interaction aspects of

making

process

be

the husband-

characterized

using

observational data?

The Dissertation Research

Sixty married
which their

decision process for

was tape recorded.
product in

couples participated in in-home

Spouses'

two hypothetical

measure both

recorded.

was assessed before

Couples completed Spiro's

independently and

playing situation.

consumer durables

knowledge about and involvement with the

each decision scenario

process was

interviews during

jointly

each decision

influence strategy

following

the second

role-

Self-report information regarding both individual

and family characteristics was also gathered.
The present

research conceptualized

the family

process as

an interplay

of influence attempts

outcome.

The interplay

of influence

protocol analysis,
previously
1983)

and the convergent

published self-report

was tested

using the

decision making

ending in

attempts

a decision

was examined

using

and discriminant validity of a

influence

strategy measure

multitrait-multimethod matrix

(Spiro
approach

(Campbell and Fiske 1959).
The

dissertation

research

differently from previous

operationalized

marketing studies.

In

the

MTMM

approach

the

present study,

traits were considered to be unobservable constructs, and methods were
i

considered to be means of collecting data.

The research met as far as
<
j
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possible

Campbell

and

Fiske's

ideal

condition

of

completely

independent traits and maximally different methods.
The protocol

data and

the self-report

data served

methods in the multitrait-multimethod analysis,
also allowed examination of spouses'
of influence

attempts.

The

from French and

but the protocol data

examined

in

the

multitrait-

different influence strategies derived

Raven's (1959)

consumption-related

two

interactions for order or pattern

traits

multimethod analysis were five

as the

bases of social power

decision processes

by

Spiro

influence strategy

type identified by Spiro,

could not be coded

in the verbal data and so was

and adapted to

(1983).

A

sixth

impression management,
not included in the

multitrait-multimethod analysis.

Contributions of the Research

The dissertation research provides evidence for the existence and
construct validity of influence strategies,

and thus serves as a base

for future research to examine the place of these constructs in family
decision processes.
The

protocol

analysis

represents

a

potentially valuable methodology for marketing
provides a
The

little

research,

useful methodological illustration for

protocol analysis

decision making process,

can also

employed

reveal interaction

but

and as such

other researchers.
patterns in

where recall methods are less

the

likely to do

i
so.
Assessing

the

validity

of

the

self-report

instrument

tells

7

researchers whether or not they have a usable paper-and-pencil measure
of influence
patterns in

strategies.

Such a

measure is incapable

the decision making process,

identifying the overall presence and

of revealing

but it is still

useful in

strength of particular influence

strategies in the decision process.
In a broader sense,
of

family

purchase

documentation

of

decision outcome in
Ultimately,
function

the dissertation research advances the study

decision

"who

making

decides" to a

by

moving

start

on

of individual

simple

understanding

terms of the influence process

decision outcomes may be

beyond

the

that precedes it.

more generally predictable as a

factors and the

nature

of the

interaction

between spouses.
Practitioners

can

benefit most

directly

from

knowledge

of

«

patterns of influence in husband-wife decision making.
possible

to

determine

husbands and wives

in

the aggregate

relative

for a particular product,

has the final say in purchasing the

product.

as well

It is already
preferences

of

as who usually

If it is also possible

to identify in the aggregate the types of influence spouses are likely
to use,
alter or

then it may be possible to design marketing communications to
expedite likely

decision outcomes.

research that yields a better

marketing and

any

understanding of family decision making

will be regarded as a contribution
target

More generally,

by practitioners,

marketing communications

more precise and more effective.

as it will make

for family

purchases

CHAPTER TWO

Literature Review

The dissertation

research investigates

family purchase decision making.
influence
without

is defined
apparent

Influence thus

as "the

force

does not

For

direct

include the

in

the purposes of this research,

act or

or

influence strategies

power of

producing an

effect

authority"

(W e b s t e r 1s

1973).

exercise of

force.

strategies are sets of behaviors a person

Influence

engages in with the goal of

dominating in a joint or group decision situation.

Influence strategy

behaviors need not be verbal, but their intent is always communicative
—

that

is,

influence

strategy behaviors

communicate messages suggesting that the

verbally and

nonverbally

person employing them should

dominate in a particular interaction.
Influence
family.

strategies are

examined

In the present research,

dyad only.

The context in which

in

the environment

of

the

family refers to the husband-wife
influence strategies are studied is

that of interaction or decision making with respect to the purchase of
major consumer

products.

examine children's,

The

relatives',

dissertation research
or

outsiders'

thus does

influence

not

on family

decision making; nor does it study influence strategies in the context
of major but nonconsumption-related decisions.
The present research
related

research streams

draws on or represents an
—

family

decision

extension of two

making research,

and

9

research

on

influence,
represent

influential
and

interaction.

interaction

different

are

classifications

decision making by participants,
interaction by
easily

that
and

is,

of

of

that

The three

influence

family

noninfluential in nature.

types

decision

making,

communication
activity

--

and

classification schemes

may

communication

but

family

influence b y content or intent,

type of behavior.

overlap:

nonfamilially,

all

Family

occur

may

be

familially

or

influential

or

Family decision making and

influence may

both occur either in the context

of interactive communication or as a

result of one-way communication,

though interactive communication is

probably the most common case.
not be confined to overt

Also,

influence as defined above need

disagreement situations between spouses;

it

might also occur during constructive decision making, when spouses are
proposing and evaluating alternative solutions to purchase decisions.
Both family decision
diffuse

research streams

making research and influence
—

that is,

research

on

research are
the topics

is

conducted by several academic disciplines with different orientations.
Family decision making
and

has been studied by

counseling psychologists.

sociologists,

Influence has

been

marketers,

the subject

of

research in psychology under a number of different names, such as mass
persuasion,

compliance,

sociologists under
researchers

and

power.

similar headings,

in management.

It
and by

Interaction

definition could include all studies

has

been

studied

by

organizational behavior

research

at its

broadest

examining communication in dyads

and larger groups.
The purpose of this chapter is

to review the literature in these

10

areas relevant to the dissertation topic,

identify major issues in the

body of research to

date, and state hypotheses which indicate

area

means the

and

b y what

resolving these issues.
influence,

present

research will

The relatedness of family

and interaction

research in the three areas,

research,

as well as

in what

contribute
decision

to

making,

the diffuseness of

required some special decisions regarding

whether and where to include certain studies in the literature review.
In order

to reduce

focus on

relevant sources,

together.
influence

the literature

The focus
research

review to

influence

a manageable

and interaction

are discussed

in this portion of the literature

that

interaction situations,

might
and

apply

to

family

size and

review is on

decision

on interaction research that

making

might help

understand influence processes.
The

plan of Chapter Two is as follows:

1)

Review the

studies of

family decision

making,

emphasizing

conceptual and methodological issues of this research stream.
These studies represent the primary empirical and theoretical
source

field

for

Spiro's

paper,

and

therefore

deserve

presentation in this review.
2)

Review studies

of interpersonal

influence and

interaction,

again emphasizing conceptual and methodological issues.
3)

Review and critique Spiro's
study inspired

the dissertation

dissertation n e e d
study.
aspects of

(1983)

to b e

The critique

paper.

Because

Spiro's

research,

readers

of this

familiar with
portion of

her study w h i c h

this

the contents

of her

section focuses

are corrected,

replicated,

on
or
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extended in the present research.
4)

Summarize the findings and issues
in the

of the literature reviewed

chapter and identify needed

research.

Dissertation

hypotheses are stated in this section.

Family Decision Making Research

Scientific study

of marriage and the

begun around 1920 (Christensen 1964).
sociologists.
II focused
topics

heavily on

being effects

Early studies were primarily by

social reform
of

issues,

premature marriage

viewpoints and

the

field

with
(or

of living in broken

did not include empirical investigations,
in

to have

Studies of the family which appeared prior to World War

consequences for children

scholars

family is thought

to

reach

divorce)

homes.

and

the

These studies

which made it difficult for

consensus

generalizations (Hill

typical research

1975).

regarding
Early

different

examinations of

social power looked at pecking order among chickens (Schjelderupp-Ebbe
1935),

social

power in

relations in street

nursery school

gangs (Whyte 1943).

(Hanfmann 1935),
With their

empirical data and unidimensional view of power,
family and social

and power

general lack of

these studies of the

power have contributed more direction

than data to

the family power knowledge base.
Social power in the family was not investigated until the 1950's.
The earliest studies
Wolfe in the

generally cited today include work

early 1960's (Blood 1963,

Blood and

by Blood and

Wolfe 1960,

Wolfe

1959), work by Dorwin Cartwright (1959),. and some early methodological

12

presentations (e.g.,

Bales 1950 and Strodtbeck 1951).

include

investigations

empirical

but

tend

to

These studies
view

power

unidimensionally.
Investigations of family decision making by marketing researchers
are

all

relatively recent,

with

none

before 1970

(Davis

1970).

Marketing studies have a relatively restricted focus, concentrating on
the exercise of power in consumption decisions.
also consciously oriented towards
researchers have

applications:

deliberately aimed

Marketing studies are
that is,

at understanding

marketing

and predicting

decision outcomes.
The review of family decision making research is organized around
two major sections,
stream,

one addressing

conceptual issues in the research

and the other examining methodological issues.

A concluding

section summarizes important issues.

Conceptual issues
Conceptual issues in studies of family decision making fall under
three headings:
- What exactly is being studied?
- What is

the most appropriate

theoretical foundation

for such

studies?
- What are the determinants of dominance in family decisions?
Each of these issues is discussed in the following sections.

The Nature and Definition of

Family Power.

Many studies define

13

family

decision

researchers

making

and

concepts

readers

only

share

some

understanding of what is being studied.
incorrect.
29

Table 2.1 lists the

empirical

definition

studies

of family

given,

and the

if

implicitly,

assuming

consensual

but

that

unspoken

This assumption appears to be

primary decision-related variable in
decision
means

making,

by

which

the
the

variable's

variable

is

operationalized.
There are
authors

use

thirty-one different
several

terms interchangeably to

decision making construct.
72%)

are not

decision variables

defined.

(1975)

(1977)

Table 2.1 indicates

"relative

"family purchase

to

a

identically —

influence" and

decision making"

quite

Additionally,

differently

—

or

that different decision
for instance,

Green and
are both

Cunningham's

operationalized

using three nominal levels: husband dominant, wife dominant,
or both.

single

Over two-thirds of the variables (21,

variables are frequently operationalized
Bonfield's

refer

because some

and joint

the same variable is sometimes operationalized
see

for

example,

the papers

which

examine

"dominance" in Table 2.1.
The' abundance

of

terms and measures

in family

decision making

research seems more likely an indicator of lack of consensus regarding
family

decision making

implicit understanding.
making,

dominance,

structure

and concepts

that

Terms such as influence,

of any
power,

shared
decision

and conflict resolution lack generally agreed upon

meanings and clearly specified interrelationships.

Table 2.1. Variables Used to Measure Family Decision Making

Author (date)

Primary Decision Variable Name

Definition

Operationalization

Bonfield (1977)

Relative influence

(Not stated)

3 nominal categories for who
had "major influence" husband, wife or joint

Burns (1976)

Recognized authority

The mutually understood right
of one spouse to resolve
disagreement between the
spouses' 1st choices (^legiti
mate authority) - contrasted to
jointly-resolved disagreements

Bums (1977)

Influence, participation,
authority

(Not stated)

(same as above)

Burns & Granbois
(1977)

Recognized authority

A mutually recognized right to
decide assigned to one spouse
in the case of disagreement

(3-point as above)

Burns & Ortinau
(1978)

DM influence

(Not stated)

5-point scale: 1 = H alove,
2 = H > W, 3 = H=W,
4 = W < H, 5 - W alone decides

Cox (1975)

Preference

(Not stated)

Rank-order preferred autos;
calculation of adjustment
factors

Craddock (1980)

Marital power expectations

The identity of the actor who
should make the final decision
when differences of opinion
occur and a stalemate is
reached.

3 nominal levels: H, H, or
joint

Table 2.1 (continued)

Author (date)

Primary Decision Variable Name

Definition

Operationalization

Davis (1970)

Relative influence

(Not stated)

5 pt scale: 1 = H decided,
2 = H > W, 3 = equal,
4 = W < H , 5 “ W decided
(collapsed to 3-point for
analysis)

Davis (1971)

Purchase influence

(Not stated)

4 measures: global,
Blood & Wolfe index, 7 auto
decisions, 7 furniture
decisions

Davis & Rigaux
(1974)

Major influence

(Not stated)

3 nominal levels: H, W, joint

Evans & Smith
(1969)

Family DM pattern

The dynamic process of
interaction among all (family)
participants who determine a
particular policy choice

Influence/dominance assessed
based on response to open-ended
questions

Falbo & Pepldu
(1980)

Power strategies

No general definition of power
- 13 specific power strategies
derived & defined. Strategies
defined as acts presented by
individuals as instrumental to
getting their own way.

By consensus of 6 judges coding
individuals' essays

Gray-Little
(1982)

Power

(Not stated)

2 self-report measures: DM,
frequency of unilateral
concessions; 4 behavioral
measures: talking time,
interruptions, assertiveness,
effective control

Green &
Cunningham
(1975)

Family purchase DM

(Not stated)

3 nominal levels for who
usually decides: H, W, both

2.1 (continued)

Author (date)

Primary Decision Variable Name

Definition

Operationalization

Jenkins (1978)

Relative influence

(Not stated)

100-point constant-sum scale
allocating decision influence
among H, W, & each child

Kelly & Egan
(1969)

Dominance

(Not stated)

SR during interview ("who
dominated")

Murphy &

Dominance

(Not stated)

Leary Interpersonal Checklist

Hendelson (1973)
Olson (1969)

Olson & Rabunsky
(1972)

Locke Marital Adjustment Scale
Power (expected & actual)

outcome power
predicted power
retrospective power
authority
process power

Qualls (1982)

Husband/wife influence

(Not stated directly, but
implication is person who
dominates in family decisions
has actual, person who is
predicted to dominate has
expected)

Questionnaire: items regarding
predicted dominance & authority
(H,W, or both)

who made final decision
who was predicted to make the
decision
who is remembered after the
fact to have exercised power
who was felt to have the
legitimate right to exercise
power
who prevailed in cases of
disagreement

All self-report except process
power, which was derived from
Strodtbeck discussions

Decision dominance

Obs:

observed ability to

dominate in a decision (H, W,
or both)

100-point constant-sum scale

allocating decision power
between H & W

2.1 (continued)

Author (date)

Primary Decision Variable Name

Definition

Operationalization

Quarm (1981)

Marital power

(Not stated)

3 5-point formats involving
decision dominance, resolution
of disagreement, & hypothetical
disagreement

Rigaux-Bricmont
(1978)

Relative influence, influence,
dominance, DM - used
interchangeably

(Not stated)

3 nominal levels regarding
perception of DM influence: H
dominant, W dominant, joint

Rosen & Granbois
(1983)

Role structure, decisions

(Not stated)

5-point format for who decides
or implements: H mostly, W
mostly, H alone, W alone, joint

Schaninger
et al. (19F"’)

Decision influence

(Not stated)

3-pt scales indicating who
usually decides: H, W, both

Sheth & Cosmas
(1977)

Conflict & conflict resolution

Conflict arises when there is a
felt need to decide jointly and
there are differences in goals
or perceptions between spouses

Dichotomous self-report
(yes/no)

Shuptrine &
Samuelson (1976)

Relative influence; dominance

(Not stated)

As in Davis 1970 - 5-pt scale
of who decides: 1 = H,
2 = H > W, 3 = equal,
4 = W < H, 5 = W (collapsed to
3-point scale for analysis)

Spiro (1983)

Influence strategies

(Not stated)

6 influence strategies captured
via 33 item Likert scale
instrument

Table 2.1 (continued)

Author (date)

Primary Decision Variable Name

Definition

Operationalization

Turk & Bell
(1972)

Family power

(Not stated)

9 different measures: 3
self-report questionnaire; 2
task outcome, A interactional
characteristics

Wilkes (1975)

Influence

(Not stated)

4 measures - (1) & (2) global;
(3) Blood & Wolfe index;
(4) stages of decision process

Woodside (1972)

Kelative influence

(Not stated)

3-pt scale: H, W, both

PT

00
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Researchers in
interchangeably.

different papers do
Evans and Smith (1969),

paradigm of "family

(1960)

interchangeably the

and

the terms
McDonald

to the selected
family power and

noted that "most investigators
terms

'family

'decision-making,'
(1980)

the same type

In her review of the family power

literature, Safilios-Rothschild (1970)
have used

presented a

used to assess family power:

Evans and Smith considered

family decision making synonymous.

'influence.'"

for example,

decisions in your family with respect

products?" implying that

structure'

different terms

decision making" that us e d exactly

of question that Blood and Wolfe
"Who makes the

tend to use

reviewed the

power' or

'family

'power

authority,'

underlying

themes

and
of

various conceptualizations of family power and presented the following
extended definition of power:
Power has been defined as the ability of an individual within a
social relationship
to carry out his
or her will,
even in the
face of resistance by others....
There appears to be general
agreement on several definitional issues:
1 ) power is the ability to achieve desired goals or outcomes;
2 ) power
is a system property,
rather
than the personal
attribute of an individual;
3) power is dynamic, rather than static, and therefore involves
reciprocal causation;
4) power is both a perceptual and a behavioral phenomenon;
5) power always involves asymmetrical relations; and
6 ) power is multidimensional in
nature,
including sociostructural, interactional,
and outcome components. (McDonald
1980:842)
Confusion over what
making research
state or process,

exactly is being studied

is increased

b y disagreement

a means or an end.

definition above that

i n family decision

over whether

it is

a

It seems clear from McDonald's

the exercise of power

is a means by

which one

spouse or the other strives to get his way in marital decision making.
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Table 2.1

illustrates,

however,

that what

influence in family decision making
In self-report measures,

is measured as

studies is outcomes (Sprey 1972).

respondents are typically asked,

final say?" for a number of family decisions,
taken to have greater relative
power similarly

influence.

concentrate on

power or

"Who has the

and the spouse named is
Observational measures of

outcomes (e.g.,

Olson and

Rabunsky

function of

decision

1972).
Operationalizing power

or influence

as a

outcomes ignores the possibility that decision making in some areas is
more a reflection
one

or both

of relative unimportance or lack

spouses than

it is

(Safilios-Rothschild 1969,1970;
decision outcomes

also precludes

(including influence strategies),
is exerted.

a

of relative

Wortzel 1980).
examination of
which are

Focusing

influence
solely on

influence processes

the means by which power

At least one author (Sprey 1969) has noted the conceptual

sterility of power operationalized as
turning

measure

of involvement by

instead

to investigations

"who decides" and has advocated
of

influence

strategies

and

processes in the family:
Individuals
are...quite
capable
of providing a blow-by-blow
account of a given argument, but they tend to do this in terms of
strategy rather than power. . Spouses thus,
"are not generally
accustomed to conceptualize their interaction
in terms of power"
because such a conceptualization simply makes no
sense to them.
I would suggest that we start asking family members to tell us
what happens
in terms
of moves and countermoves,
threats and
promises,
aggression and appeasement,
to mention only a
few
potentially fruitful concepts.
The question...is not who has
what power, but rather,
how and why is this individual potential
activated within
the unique setting of the
family process?
(Sprey 1972:237)
In general,

marketing studies

of family

decision making

also

21

focus on outcomes.
of them

There are some exceptions to this emphasis,

fairly recent.

Swasy (1979),

definitional interchangeability
"decision making,"

for example,

of terms

to use the

and has

developed a

(1983),

discussed in detail at the end of this chapter,

Cartwright's (1965)
outcomes),

noted the

like "influence,"

and "authority," chosen
scale to measure

has

power (not

most

"power,"

term "power,"

outcomes).

Spiro

goes back to

distinction between power (the capacity to affect

and influence

(the exercise of that

capacity).

developed a scale to measure influence strategies,
various types of power.

Gupta et al.

She has

or the exercise of

(1983) have also maintained the

distinction between power and influence

in formulating and presenting

their model of family decision making and recommendations for testing.
Buss and Schaninger (1983)
and influence
conflict

at all;

management

have chosen not to speak in terms of power

their model
framework.

of family decision making
Seymour and

provided the most recent contribution

Lessne

uses a

(1984)

have

to conflict management research

by developing a scale to measure conflict arousal in married couples.
The decision "process" has sometimes

been mentioned in marketing

studies of family decision making (e.g., Davis and Rigaux 1974,
and Egan 1969).
only source found

A study by Arndt and Crane (1977), however,
which actually focused on

process.

Kelly
was the

These authors

used Bales Interaction Process Analysis (Bales 1950)

to analyze tapes

of spouses'

Their hypotheses

interactions during

decision making.

were couched in terms of Bales's hypothesis:
couples move from emphasizing orientation

that in decision making

(defining the problem),

emphasizing evaluation (how they feel about the p r o b l e m ) ,

to

and finally

22

to emphasizing control (what to do

about the pro b l e m ) .

The research

hypothesis was weakly supported.
A more
three

common operationalization of

discrete stages:

decision

or outcome

Wilkes (1975) adds a

problem

(cf.

Bonfield

the decision process

recognition,
1977,

Davis

fourth discrete stage —

decision

perspectives.

making

has

The various

taken a

and

and Rigaux

final
1974).

purchase.

Models/Theories of Family Decision M a k i n g .
family

search,

is as

wide

Marketing research on

variety

ways in which family

of

theoretical

decision making has

been conceptualized are discussed below.

1.

Resource

theory.

Resource

theory

was

formulated

presented by Blood and Wolfe in their family power studies of the late
1950's and
1959).

early 1960's

It

Resource

is a

(Blood 1963,

major theoretical base

theory

represents

conceptualization of social
concept of "authority."
one person,
against)

0,

to

movement

Blood

an

and Wolfe

for Spiro's

extension

of

power plus development of

1960,

Wolfe

(1983)

paper.

Lewin's

(1951)

Dubin's (1951)

Power is defined as "the potential ability of

induce forces on another person,
or change

in a given

P,

direction,

behavior region, at a given time" (Wolfe 1959:99.

toward (or

within

a given

All definitions in

the resource theory discussion are from this source.)
Resource

theory assumes

trying to satisfy

that

all

individuals are

their needs and desires and reach

continually

goals,

and that

and
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these

needs

are

satisfied

and

goals

attained

interaction.

The

social interaction process

through

is characterized

social
by a

continual exchange of "resources" which contributes to satisfaction of
individual and group needs/goals.
of a person or

A resource is defined as a property

group which can be made available

to others and which

is instrumental in meeting their needs or goals.

In order for person

0 to have power over P, two conditions must be met:
- P must have

needs or goals

that he feels

cannot be satisfied

without the help of another‘s resources; and
- P must

perceive 0

as possessing

the necessary

resources and

potentially making them available to P.
In resource theory, authority is the ability of one person, 0, to
make decisions which guide the behavior

of another person,

both parties perceive this ability as 0's right.
and shared authority
four regions:

are characterized using a

wife dominant, husband dominant,

P,

where

Degrees of relative
triangle divided into
autonomic,

syncratic

(Fig.2.1).
For any couple, the boundaries of these regions are determined by
two indices

—

the Relative Authority

Shared Authority (DS)
size

of husband

and

index.

region is bounded

index and the

The RA index

wife dominance

indicates the amount of syncratic

(RA)

regions,

determines the relative
while

or joint decisions.

by the other three regions,

Degree of

the DS

index

The autonomic

illustrating the fact

that decisions which are neither joint nor dominated by one spouse are
made independently.
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Figure
(Wolfe

2.1.

Distribution

of

Husband-Wife Authority

Relationships

1959:105).

X

A

*

WIFE

DOMINANT

a

z

SYNCRATIC

AUTONOMIC

§ s

<s

1 s3
<

u
>

HUSBAND DOM INANT

K
<
*
A
X

HIGH

0E 6R E E OF SHARED A UTHORITY

LOW

Diagram 1: Theoretical distribution of husband-wife authority relationships. The
.higher the degree of shared authority the more equal the relative authority of the
husband and wife. The broken lines divide the distribution into four authority types:
W ife Dominant, Syncratic, Autonomic, and Husband Dominant.
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Blood

and Wolfe

(1960)

found

that the

resources, operationalized as income,
status,

the more authority he

greater the

occupation,

husband's

and general social

wielded in the household.

Difficulty

replicating their findings in both domestic and cross-cultural studies
has led to an adapted theory

called normative resource theory (Rodman

1972).

power relations

Rodman

understood in

stated that

a "cultural context"

resources.

More specifically,

as well
the

in the

family must

as in terms

balance

of relative

of marital

affected by 1) comparative resources of husband and wife;
cultural

and

subcultural

marital power.

expectations

about

the

be

power
and 2)

distribution

is
the
of

The predictions of normative resource theory have been

supported in part and revised in other

parts as a result of empirical

tests (Burr et al. 1977).

2.

Family

represent marketing
early marketing
flaws of

Role

Structure.

researchers'

study by Davis

Blood and

Family

structure

adaptation of resource
(1970)

Wolfe's work,

tried

theory.

to remedy some

attempting

to determine

subdecisions spouses

have influence,

their perceptions of

who has what decision power.

(1974)

role

and whether

incongruence

and

extended

between

their

spouses

earlier

with respect

in which
in

Davis and Rigaux

finding
to

An

of the

spouses agree

examined marital roles by stage of decision process,

replicated

studies

of

decision

and also
perceptual
roles

and

influence.
Shuptrine and Samuelson (1976) published a partial replication of
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Davis (1970).

They

hypothesized that compared with

there would be less role dominance

the Davis study

and more joint purchase decisions,

reasoning that resource theory would predict

more power in the family

for women as a result of a number of social changes in the 1970s (e.g,
women moving into the work
Davis's

and

Davis

and

force,
Rigaux's

feminism).

Their study supported

findings,

concluding

that

role

dominance varies by product category and product subdecision, and that
spouses

did

not

agree

in their

perceptions

hypothesis of more joint decisions compared

of

influence.

The

to Davis's study was also

supported.
Bonfield (1977)
also

looked for

with

feminine

supported

replicated

the 1974 Davis and

differences between
wife)

Davis

and

and other

traditional

couples.

Rigaux,

and

he

(masculine

His
also

Rigaux study and

results
found

husband
generally

greater

role

specialization in decision making among traditional couples than among
others.
A variant of
by Burns

(1977).

the role structure perspective
He examined

has been formulated

perceptual agreement

between spouses

regarding decision dominance and arrived at a four-way classification:
decisions may be agreed, presumed, conceded, or disputed.
presents a simple
decision making,
that sheds

typology,

not a fully explicated

the reasons

spouses on the question of who

considers

theory of family

but nevertheless is one of the few marketing studies

some light on

family decision

This paper

decides what.

making from the

two possible

for lack of

moderator

agreement between

Burns (1976)

examines

role structure perspective

but also

variables

—

involvement

in

the
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decision and empathy
spouse and

for one's spouse.

empathy on

decision making.

the part

of the

He finds

involvement of one

other to

covary in

marital

The distribution of influence (i.e., dominance)

is

also related to these variables.
Another researcher
on

family

role structure

authors, Wortzel
durables —

who formulated a typology
is

Wortzel

examined family

(1980).

Unlike

purchase decision

i.e., low involvement items.

on two dimensions:

conceptually based
most

making for

other
n on

He categorized family tasks

who performs them, and who they are performed for.

He presented but did not empirically

test a typology of marital roles

that may be of value in predicting who does which family tasks.
3.

Exchange

theoretical

perspective

Developed b y Homans
by Thibaut

Theory.
on

Exchange

family

decision

(1961) and Blau (1964),

and Kelley

(1959)

and

theory

has

making

in

been

a

sociology.

and extended through work

Emerson (1962),

exchange theory

provides a very "economic" view of the interaction between two actors.
Family relations
which the

are seen as a

costs to one spouse

spouse's power
ability to

continuing series of

interactions in

represent rewards to the

over the other is

seen as depending on

manipulate or determine the

other.

One

that person's

other's rewards and

costs in

exchange for desired behavior.
What
theory?

is the

difference

between

resource theory

The difference is implicit in their names:

marital power

by looking

at resources

concentrates on how power is
theorists require

that power

possessed,

and

the first studies
while

used in marital interactions.
resources be used

exchange

before an

the second
Exchange
actor can

major
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change

or modify

the behavior

of another

and refer

to the

actual

process of power exertion as influence (Cromwell and Olson 1975).
Scanzoni's research (Hill and Scanzoni 1982; Scanzoni 1978, 1979;
Scanzoni and Polonko 1980)

is based on exchange theory,

is also an interactionist.
bases of

power,

interaction.

but Scanzoni

This means that he examines power and the

but concentrates on

the process aspects

of marital

For this reason, Scanzoni's research is discussed in the

portion of this review which deals with influential interaction.

4.
1959)

Social Power T h e o r y .

Social power theory (French and Raven

is the main theoretical foundation

family decision making.

Swasy (1979) reviewed family decision making

and the social power literature and
generally unsatisfactory

concluded that one reason for the

tests of theory was

for measuring social power.

He developed

of the different kinds of social power.
developed an influence
is also

validity of

lack of a

proven scale

a scale to measure the use
More recently,

strategy measure whose main

French and Raven's bases

testing the

of two marketing studies of

of social power.

Spiro's measure is

one of

Spiro (1983)

conceptual source
As

noted above,

the aims

of the

dissertation research.

5.

Conflict M anagement.

Granbois (1971;

Granbois and Willett

1968) adopted a conflict management perspective with respect to family
decision making in

the late 1960s and early 1970s.

possible conflict resolution modes concession,

He specified as

sequential compromise.
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halfway compromise,

creative compromise,

and arbitrary criteria.

A

more recent model of family decision making with a conflict management
perspective was formulated

and subjected to an

test by Sheth and Cosmas (1977).

exploratory empirical

These authors specified as possible

conflict resolution modes problem solving, persuasion, bargaining, and
politicking.

Belch et al.

(1980) subjected Sheth and Cosmas's model

to a more extensive empirical

test.

significant but

for the

concluded that

weak support
the use

The authors found statistically
Sheth and

of self-report

Cosmas model,

methods as

well as

and

possible

social desirability effects led to only weak effects.
Two recent

models of family

conflict management perspective.
a

game

current

theoretic model
and expected

of

patterns of

means by which their model might

process
outcomes
spouse,

which
as a

(1983) have formulated

decision making
conflict

incorporate a

which

management as

includes
immediate

They suggest but do not carry out a
be experimentally tested.

Buss and

have presented a model of a general family decision

appears as
function

Figure

2.2.

of individual

attitudes of each spouse,

management m o d e .

Gupta et al.

family

antecedents to decision outcomes.

Schaninger (1983)

decision making also

The authors
difference

see

decision

factors for

situational factors,

each

and conflict
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Figure

2.2.

Model

of

General Family

Schaninger 1983:440)
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Decision

Process (Buss

and
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Conflict

management

abrogation,
resolution

modes

consist

specialization,
methods such

of

avoidance

withdrawal,

as bargaining,

and

methods

such

routinization;

trading,

as
and

persuasion,

and

mediation.
Spiro's (1983)
Buss

influence strategy typology

and Schaninger1s

framework

of

does not exactly fit

conflict management

modes

resolution methods, but it clearly bears some relation to them.
of

the

Buss

and

Schaninger

model

are

currently

being

and
Parts

tested

empirically (Buss and Schaninger 1984).

The spousal conflict arousal

scale

(1984)

developed by

research stream.

Seymour

and Lessne

also

lies in

this

Though they do not cite Buss and Schaninger, Seymour

and Lessne also view conflict as

an immediate antecedent of influence

strategy mix.
To summarize,

the resource theory

conflict management perspectives

/ family role

structure and

have generated the most

family purchase decision making.
influence strategies which are the

research on

It should be noted that,

while the

focus of the dissertation research

are most obviously derived from social power theory,

they also have a

place in conflict management theories.

6.
perspectives
literature
area.

Other Perspectives.
have
but are

been

adopted

clearly not

A number of widely differing theoretical
in

the

family

decision

"mainstream" theories

in the

making
topic

Two of these are discussed below in the interest of providing a

complete review.
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Ferber and fiirnbaum (1977, 1980)

are the chief marketing authors

examining the idea of the "economic family."
use,

this theoretical

determined by

adapts

perspective views family decision

a joint

utility functions.

function of

leaves no

the individual

outcomes as

spouses' personal

Ferber and Birnbaum's work on the economic family

family economics

still

As adapted for marketing

to include

place

cultural

for individual

differences.

empirical test (Ferber and Birnbaum 1980)
w i f e 's lifetime contribution
labor force participation.

role expectations
The

but

single

of the theory examines the

to the family given

various patterns of

Decision making is more an assumption than

a subject of investigation in the paper.
One unpublished study by DeVere
tests a

model of

from the

and Burns (1981)

"family influential

principles of

interaction" which

relational analysis,

verbal communication patterns in dyads.
using analysis of

variance)

are

constructs and

a method

is derived
of analyzing

Results of the test (mostly

weak and

mixed,

due

in part

to

difficulty operationalizing the constructs in the model.

Determinants

of Influence

Marketing researchers'
their

in Family

conscious focus on

Purchase Decision
outcomes,

and perhaps also

greater emphasis on use of multivariate statistical

has led to

a large number of studies which attempt to

antecedents of decision
decision

making.

making dominance at various

Table

2.2

summarizes

the

Making.

techniques,

determine the

stages of family

variables

examined,

I

analytic methods used,
decision making.

and findings of 29 empirical studies of family

Table 2.2. Variables Related to Family Decision Making

Primary Decision Variable
or Dependent Variable

Hypothesized Antecedent
or Related Variables

Analytic Method

Findings

Bonfield
(1977)

Relative influence

Sex roles

Percentages, means

Significant but very small
differences in influence
by sex role.

Bums (1976)

Recognized authority

Involvement, empathy, 39
product subdecisions

Means, Z scores,
correlations,
percentages

Involvement & empathy have
different & distinctive
relationships to joint and
authoritative decision
situations.

Burns (1977) -

Influence, participation,
authority

39 product subdecisions,
consensus

Proportions,
correlations

Husbands overestimate and
wives underestimate
influence in general; both
agree that husbands tend
to dominate.

Burns &
Granbois
(1977)

Recognized authority

Involvement, empathy^11
auto subdecisions

Correlations, MANOVA,
stepwise regression

Overt conflict resolution
unlikely when
involvement/empathy levels
differ, or when spouses
agree on authority to
resolve disagreement.

Bums &
Ortinau (1978)

DM influence

30 product subdecisions
demographics

ANOVA, factor
analysis, cluster
analysis

Perceptual differences
exist for patterns of
influence across products
and subdecisions.

Cox (1975)

Preference

FLC, length of marriage,
family size

Regression, ANOVA,
correlations

Preference agreement
positively correlated to
length of marriage but FLC
has stronger explanatory
effect.

Author (Date)

Table 2.2 (continued)

Author (Date)

Primary Decision Variable
or Dependent Variable

Hypothesized Antecedent
or Related Variables

Craddock
(1980)

Time in stages of
problem-solving

Davis (1970)

Relative influence

Davis (1971)

Purchase influence (4
measures)

Davis & Rigaux
(1974)

Analytic Method

Findings

Authority role
expectations, terminal
values

ANOVA

Couples solve problems
better when they share
terminal values.

6 auto & 6 furniture
subdecisions

Percentages, gamma
coefficients cluster
analysis, means

Role differentiation
(influence differs) by
product and by decision

MTMM

Blood & Wolfe influence
index invalid; specific
measures more valid than
global

Relative influence

25 household purchase
decisions

Means, percentages

Differing influence by
stage of DM , ^ 2/3
agreement on relative
influence

Evans & Smith
(1969)

Family DM patterns

Social class, life cycle

Percentages

More syncratic DM among
upper middle class; more
autonomic among upper
lower class

Falbo & Peplau
(1980)

Power strategies

Gender, sexual
orientation,
egalitarianism

MDS, multiple
regression

Develops 2-dimensional
model of power strategies;
finds gender differences
in power use.

Gray-Little
(1982)

Marital power (independent
variable)

Marital quality
(dependent variable)

Means, F tests,
MANOVA, stepwise
regression

Similarity in self-report
power but dissimilarity in
behavioral power
associated with higher
marital quality

’

Table 2.2 (continued)

Primary Decision Variable
or Dependent Variable

Hypothesized Antecedent
or Related Variables

Analytic Method

Findings

Green &
Cunningham
(1975)

Family purchase DM

10 products/services;
demographics, sex role
orientation

F-tests, Chi-square
tests

Differences in family DM
patterns by sex role
orientation

Jenkins (1978)

Relative influence

10 vacation-related
decisions

Percentages, means,
standard deviation

Perceptual agreement re
spousal influence in DM

Kelly & Egan
(1969)

Dominance

House purchase-related
decisions, lifestyle
variables, socioeconomic
variables

Frequencies, weighted
averages

Differences in dominance
on various decisions is a
function of different role
assignments in family

Murphy &
Mendelson
(1973)

Dominance

Videotape, transcript,
or self-report

Correlations,
Z-scores

Videotape found to be
superior method (possible
artifact)

Olson (1969)

Power (predicted & actual)

Child-related decisions;
enpathy, authority,
relevance

Correlations,
Z-scores

No relationship between
self-report & behavioral
measures of power

Olson &
Rabunsky
(1972)

Outcome power

Predicted power, process
power, retrospective
power, authority

Frequencies
(congruence/incongru
ence) , Z-scores

None of the 4 measures
valid

Qualls (1982)

Husband/wife influence

Sex role orientation,
6 product decisions,
socioeconomic status

Percentages, means

Sex role orientation
supported as predictor of
patterns of family
influence

Quarm (1981)

Marital power

Task allocations and
family decisions

MTMM, correlations

Finds random measurement
error and respondent error
to be a problem in some
decisions

Author (Date)

Table 2.2 (continued)

Author (Date)

Primary Decision Variable
or Dependent Variable

Hypothesized Antecedent
or Related Variables

RigauxBricmont
(1978)

Relative influence,
dominance, DM (used
interchangeably)

Rosen &
Granbois
(1983)

Analytic Method

Findings

Demographics, wife's
time pressure, husband's
comparative resources,
FLC, social class,
problem recognition,
search for info, final
decision

Percentages, stepwise
regression

Found these variables to
be determinants of
influence: length of
marriage, income, W time
pressure, H belief in own
authority, W's bank
account, H contribution to
family Income, social
class

Dominance (husband or
wife)

Sex roles, locus of
control, implementation
vs. decision tasks,
demographics

Factor analysis,
discriminant analysis

Factors found to influence
decision dominance
include: locus of
control, W's working
status & reason for work,
FLC.

Schaninger
et al. (1982)

Decision influence

16 family financial
decisions, 4 decisions
regarding last major
durable purchase

Factor analysis,
correlations

Sex role modern couples
have more joint DM & less
individual DM in areas
which are traditionally
the territory of a single
spouse.

Sheth & Cosmas
(1977)

Conflict (yes/no); 4
conflict resolution modes:
problem-solving,
persuasion, bargaining,
politicking

Subdecisions regarding
most recent auto and
furniture purchases;
sociodemographic
variables; lifestyle

Percentages

2/3 decisions joint, 1/3
unilateral; conflict in
30-40% of decisions;
persuasion most common
conflict resolution
tactic.

Shuptrine &
Samuelson
(1977)

Relative influence,
dominance

6 auto and 6furniture
subdecisions

Percentages, cluster
analysis,
correlations, means

Role dominance varies by
product and.decision (per
Davis 1970);

Table 2.2 (continued)

Primary Decision Variable
or Dependent Variable

Hypothesized Antecedent
or Related Variables

Analytic Method

Findings

Spiro (1983)

Influence strategies
(independent variables)

Sociodemographic
variables; conflict
avoidance

Cluster analysis,
multiple
discriminant
analysis

Relationship between
influence strategy mix and
sociodemographic and
psychological variables

Wilkes (1975)

Influence

Decision stages

Correlation (HUM)

Global & Blood & Wolfe
measures invalid;
influence varies across
decision stages

Woodside (1982)

Relative influence

11 subdecisions for 8
products;
sociodemographic
variables; lifestyle
variables

T-tests, cluster
analysis, correlation

Dominance varies by
product; some
instrumental/expressive
specialization

Author (Date)
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Some authors have included importance
their

investigation

involvement and

of

decision

empathy to

or involvement measures in

outcomes.

Burns

be significantly related

decision made (joint versus authoritative).
and Granbois (1977)
empathy and type

(1976)

found

to the

type of

A similar study by Burns

also found a relationship between involvement and

of decision made.

Sheth and Cosmas

(1977),

in an

extensive exploratory study, found involvement (or lack of it) to be a
common reason given for autonomous decisions by spouses.
investigated
strategies

the

during decision

decision was not
mix

used by

influence

determinants

of

spouses'

making.

She

choice

strategy

She

mixes

felt these

(unlike

of

influence

found importance

a significant determinant of

individuals.

Spiro (1983)

of

the

the influence strategy
findings suggested

dominance)

may

persist

that
across

decision categories and stages.
Family ideology
studied as

and sex role

determinants of

(1975),

based

on responses

support

their

implicit

purchasing decisions
orientations.

orientation have

decision making.
of wives only,

hypothesis

of

less

when families have

Qualls

(1982)

also

been extensively

Green and

Cunningham

found some
husband

evidence to
autonomy

more contemporary

empirically

tested

sex role
sex

orientation as an explanatory variable in family decision making,
found differences in

perception of family influence

in

role
and

between sex role

modern and sex role traditional family members.
More recently,
tasks involving

Rosen and

Granbois (1983)

implementation and

distinguished between

tasks involving

Sex role orientation and education were

decision making.

found to be most important in
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determining the role structure of implementation tasks,

whereas locus

of control, wife's working status and reasons for work,

and a measure

of family

life cycle

were the

most important

determinants of

role

structure for a group of decision tasks.
Schaninger et

al.

number of hypotheses

(1982)

developed and

empirically tested

linking sex role orientations

handling and decision making.

They found

a

to family finance

sex role modern couples to

have more joint decision making and less individual decision making in
areas which are traditionally the territory
same

researchers

integrated

(Buss

sex role

variables into

and Schaninger

orientation

a general

and a

model of

of a single spouse.

1983)

have

number

of other

family decision

more

The

recently
antecedent

making which

presently being tested empirically (Buss and Schaninger 1984).

is

In her

1i
examination
Spiro's

of the

(1983)

determinants

finding

that

significant determinant of
results

of

spouses'

traditional

influence
family

influence mix is congruent

(because traditional

family

ideology

strategies,

ideology

is

a

with all these

implies a

particular

configuration of sex roles).
Other variables which

have been investigated as

determinants of

family decision making include demographic variables,

such as income,

age,

education,

social class,

number and

age of children (Buss and

Schaninger 1983, Green and Cunningham 1975,

Rosen and Granbois 1983);

psychographic variables

(Buss and

Schaninger 1983;

Rigaux-Bricmont

1978; Sheth and Cosmas 1977); and individual difference variables such
as locus

of control

(Rosen and

(Sheth and Cosmas 1977).

Granbois 1983)

and perceived

risk
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Most of the studies cited
outcomes —

above examine determinants of decision

which spouse decides or

dominates.

conceptualized decision making in a way
determinants

of

a

somewhat

A few

authors have

which permits them to specify

different

nature

than

the

usual

sociodemographic or psychological variables.

Spiro (1983), of course,

distinguishes

and

Though

between

she does

influence strategies

not present

strategies temporally precede

an explicit

decision

model,

it

and in part determine

outcomes.

is clear

that

outcomes.

Buss

and Schaninger (1983, 1984) formulate a model which includes the usual
individual

antecedent

specifies

the

avoidance

or resolution)

outcomes.

means

variables
by

Seymour and

and situational

which

individuals

as the

immediate

Lessne (1984)

factors

manage

but

conflict

antecedent of

specify

also
(e.g,

decision

a conflict

arousal

variable as an immediate antecedent of influence strategies.
While

the

determinants

variables above

of decision

have

outcomes,

frequently
it

been found

should be

noted that

to

be

these

conclusions have often been reached without the support of statistical
inference —
Sheth and
analytical

e.g,

simply through the use of percentages (Qualls 1982,

Cosmas 1977).
methods have

Many

researchers using

found proposed

statistically significant but
variance in decision outcomes.

more sophisticated

antecedent

variables to

to explain a very small

be,

portion of the

Sigaux-Bricmont (1978),

for example,

does not report coefficients of individual variables, but the adjusted
coefficient

of determination

for

equations ranges from 0.04 to 0.35.

a

series of

stepwise

regression
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Methodological Issues.
Methodological issues
are discussed

under two

validity issues.

family decision

subheardings:

data

making literature

collection issues

and

Each o f these topics is discussed below.

Data Collection
family

in the

decision

Issues.

making

decisions examined,

Major

data collection

literature include

and data

choice

issues in
of

collection modes.'

the

respondents,

Each of

these is

discussed below.

1.

Respondents.

Table

2.3 lists

empirical studies of family decision making.
even some current
(e.g.,

Burns

Szinovacz

husbands)

and Ortinau 1978,

1978).

convenience

research has used wives

(wives

This
are

Fox

practice has
home

more

respondent

Much early research and
exclusively as respondents

1973,

Kandel and

been justified
and

thus

and on presumed agreement in spouses'

great increase
accessibility

in the
has

number of

become

researchers have tested

less

more

working wives,
defensible.

than unanimous

Lesser 1972,
on grounds

reachable

responses.

the presumed agreement of

and found it to be much less

choice for

(cf.

1969, Olson and Rabunsky 1972, Turk and Bell 1972).

than

With the

the assumption
Further,

of

of

numerous

husbands and wives
Davis 1970,

Olson
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Table 2.3. Data Collection Mode, Respondent Choice, and Decision Topics in Family Decision Making Studies

Author (Date)

Data Collection Mode

Respondent(s)

Decision Topics

Findings

Albaum et al.
(1979)

Self-report: 29-item, 7-point
semantic differential scale;
non-random sample

34 married
student
couples,
responding
separately

Perceptions of 4
retail outlets

Hives' and husbands' store
evaluations differ
significantly— therefore wives
should not be used as surrogate
respondents for husbands

Arndt & Crane
(1977)

Tape recorded verbal
interaction, coded by
simplified Bales Interaction
Process Analysis scheme;
random sample

Monetary gift
that cannot be
saved

Weak support for movement from
orientation, to evaluation, to
control and finally to positive or
negative reactions

Belch et al.
(1980)

Self-report; apparently mail
survey; convenience sample

270 families
(defined as
husband, wife
and 1 child)

Automobiles,
appliances,
furniture,
television,
vacation,
breakfast cereal

Bonfield (1977)

Self-report; random sample;
3-level nominal scale
(H, H, or joint influence)

60 couples
responding
separately

20 specific
product decisions
(e.g., color of
car)

Significant but very small
differences by sex role

Burns (1976)

(same as above)

101 couples

39 product
subdecisions

Involvement and empathy have
different and distinctive
relationships to joint and
authoritative decision situations

100
husband-wife
dyads

Generally low levels of conflict
reported
Problem-solving most common
method of conflict resolution
Few perceptual differences among
family members regarding
conflict resolution modes
employed

Table 2.3 (continued)

Author (date)

Data Collection Mode

Respondent(s)

Decision Topics

Findings

Burns (1977)

(same as above)

101 copies

39 auto
subdecisions

Husbands overestimate and wive
underestimate purchase influence.

Burns & Granbois
(1977)

(same as above)

(same as above)

11 auto
subdecisions

If husbands and wives have
different levels of ■
involvement/empathy, or agree on
authority to resolve preference
discrepancy, then overt
conflict-resolving behavior
unlikely to occur.

Burns & Ortinau
(1978)

Non-random sample; survey

81 wives

30 product
decisions and
subdecisions

Perceptual differences exist for
patterns of influence across
products and subdecisions.

Cox (1975)

Non-random; survey

93 couples;
separate
responses

Automobile models
and attribute
decisions

Preference agreement positively
correlated to length of marriage,
but FLC has stronger explanatory
effect

Craddock (1980)

Before-after audiotaped
conflict resolution
role-playing plus separate
survey; non-random

U2 couples-

5 family problems:
child discipline,
financial
management,
religious
instruction, job
transfer (two
approaches)

Couples solve problems better when
they share terminal values

matched

Table 2.3 (continued)

Author (date)

Data Collection Mode

Respondent(s)

Decision topics

Findings

Davis (1970)

Self-report— survey;
non-random

100 couples
responding
separately

6 auto and 6
furniture
subdecisions

Influence (role structure) varies
by product and subdecision

Davis (1971)

Self-report— survey;
non-random; re-interview of
1970 paper sanple

77 couples
responding
separately

7 auto, 7
furniture
decisions; Blood &
Wolfe index,
global influence
item

Blood & Wolfe measure invalid,
specific measures more valid than
global

Davis & Rigaux
(1974)

Self-report— survey;
non-random

73 couples
responding
separately

25 household
purchase decisions

Role specialization by stage of DM
/v2/3 agreement on influence

Evans & Smith
(1969)

Self-report— personal
interview; non-random sample

136 wives

8 interior housing
materials (e.g.,
carpeting)

More syncratic UL DM,
more autonomic HL DM

Falbo & Peplau
(1980)

Observation— individuals'
essays coded by judges;
non-random

200 men and
women,
homosexual and

(no decisions)

Gender differences in power use

Important family
decisions - jobs,
sex, mcney,
leisure

Similarity in self-report power
but dissimilarity in behavioral
power associated with higher
marital quality

heterosexual;
not couples
Grey-Little
(1982)

Self-report & observation
(game playing)

75 couples on
self-report
portion; 30
couples on
interaction
portion

Table 2.3 (continued)

Respondent(s)

Decision Topics

Findings

Author (date)

Data Collection Node

Green &
Cunningham (1975)

Self-report— self-administered
questionnaire; random sample

257 wives only

Jenkins (1978)

Focus group interviews preliminary.
Surveys— self-report;
non-random sample

10 couples
pretest; 105
— main

10 vacation
related decisions

Perceptual agreement re spousal
influence in DM

Kelly & Egan
(1969)

Non-random sasqile;
Self-report—
questionnaires, in-home
interviews

62 couples
responding
separated

House purchase
related decisions

Differences in dominance on
various decisions is a function of
different role assignments in
family

Murphy &
Mendelson (1973)

Hatched non-random sample;
seIf-report— questionnaires;
Observation transcript +
videotape

30 couples

10 Thematic
Apperception Test
cards

Possibly artifactual superiority
of videotape

Olson (1969)

Non-random sample;
self-report— separate surveys
Observation— role played
decision dominance as rated by
interviewer

35 couples

Child-related
decisions

No relationship between
self-reported and behavioral
measures of power

Olson & Rabunsky
(1972)

Self-report— surveys
(questionnaires); observed DM
(Strodtbeck's); non-random

35 couples
originally;
down to 17
couples after
all phases

Child-related
decisions

All 4 measures of family power
invalid (incongruent with
outcomes)

10

products/services
and associated
subdecisions

Differences in family DM patterns
by SRO

Table 2.3 (continued)

Author (date)

Data Collection Mode

Respondent(s)

Decision topics

Findings

Qualls (1982)

Self-report— questionnaires;
observation— audiotaped DM,
during in-home interviews,
non-random

102 couples

6 product
decisions
(vacation, auto,
child education,
housing,
insurance,
savings)

Sex role orientation supported as
predictor variable for patterns of
family influence

husbands and
wives
responding
separately
(size varies
with phase)

43 task
allocations and
family decisions

Respondent or sometimes random
measurement error for some
decision areas

Quarm (1981)
Self-report— telephone and
personal interview;
non-random?

Rigaux-Bricmont
(1978)

Self-report— questionnaires;
convenience samples

64 couples
responding
separately

25 family purchase
(budget-related)
decisions

Determinants of influence include:
length of marriage, income, wifes
time pressure, husband belief in
own authority, wife's bank
account, husband's contribution to
family income, social class

Rosen & Granbois
(1983)

Self-report— structured
in-home interviews; stratified
random sample

82 couples
responding
jointly

financial
management
decisions and
financial
implementation
tasks

Factors found to influence
decision dominance: locus of
control, wife's working status and
reason for work

Schaninger et al.
(1982)

Self-report— personal
interviews and questionnaires;
probability sample

409 couples
joint
interviews,
separate
questionnaires

16 financial
family decisions,
4 decisions
regarding last
major durable
purchase

Sex role modern couples have more
joint DM and less individual DM in
areas which are traditionally the
territory of a single spouse.

Table 2.3 (continued)

Author (date)

Data Collection Node

Respondent(s)

Decision Topics

Findings

Sheth & Cosmas
(1977)

Self-report— self-administered
questionnaires; convenience
sample

50 couples
(finally: 93
respondents)

Sub-decisions
regarding most
recent auto and
furniture purchase

2/3 decisions joint, 1/3
unilateral; conflict in 30-40% of
decisions; persuasion most common
resolution tactic

Shuptrine &
Samuelson (1977)

Self-report— self-administered
questionnaires by mail, to
consumer panel

175 couples,
responding
separately

Subdecisions
regarding most
recent auto and
furniture topics

Role dominance varies by product
and subdecision

Spiro (1983)

Self-report— questionnaires
with interviewer present in
home; probability sample

98 couples
responding
separately

Furniture or some
other major
durable purchased
in past 6 months
and disagreed upon

Relationships between influence
strategy mix of individuals and
family ideology, gender, conflict
avoidance, life cycle stage, age,
income, education, wife's
employment, wife's contribution to
income

Turk & Bell
(1972)

Self-report— surveys and
interviews; stratified
probability sample

211 couples
responding
separately to
questionnaires

Blood & Wolfe
family decisions;
hypothetical fight
disposition

Validity study - suggests all
measures lack validity

Wilkes (1975)

Self-report— independent
interviews; non-random sample?

60 black
couples
responding
separately

Woodside (1972)

Self-report— interviews

200 couples;
separate
interviews

Global and Blood & Wolfe measures
of influence invalid, influence
varies across decision stages

11 subdecisions
for 8 products

Dominance varies by product some
instrumental/expressive
specialization
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Davis (1971)

found only 25-52%

relative influence.
spouses'

reports of influence.

exercise

power

This finding occurred, however,

The

which

agreement in

were

not

Turk and Bell (1972)

influence reports in only

lack of

only

cases both spouses predicted neither

(predictions

behavioral measures of power).
in spouses'

reports of

Olson (1969) found no significant differences in

because in the great majority of
would

agreement in spouses'

reports

supported

by

found agreement

21% of the cases they examined.
from husbands

and wives

suggests that responses from both spouses are required,

clearly

and that some

effort should be made to resolve the lack of agreement.
Several

researchers

incongruent responses.
that

husbands'

and

have

responses

measures,

and

resolve

they

perceive

"outsider's"

obtained via self-report

objective

view

obtained

via

Researchers adopting this perspective assert that it is

inappropriate to
the other.

and

This perspective identifies two different types

the "insider's" subjective view

observation.

explain

differ because

of power —

the

to

Olson and Cromwell (1975) have suggested that

wives'

different realities.

attempted

consider one view of

Rather,

aspects of the

power to be "more

observation and self-report focus

power relationship and "are

the same system"

(Riley 1964:996).

valid" than
on different

interdependent aspects of

Husbands'

and wives'

self-reports

are thus both considered valid even if they are incongruent.
Olson and Cromwell's argument has
of family
probably

been reported in major reviews

power research (McDonald 1980,
because

it

possesses

Safilios-Rothschild 1970),

considerable

empirical research has been generated,

however,

face

validity.

No

which directly tests
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the truth of their argument.
Chapter

Three,

explores how

combined to yield
does not
Olson

(Dyadic research,
husbands'

and

briefly discussed in
wives' data

a "household" unit of analysis,

make Olson

and Cromwell's

and Cromwell's

ideas are

might

be

but this research

"insider-outsider" distinction.)

likely to

intriguing minority viewpoint until research

retain the

status of

an

appears which deals with

operationalizing them and assessing their empirical truth.
Other authors (Huston
agreement between
subdecisions are

and Robins 1982)

spouses to
presented.

the manner in
They

fact respond to separate

decisions and

unless great

care is

to be reached or reported,
subdecisions.

when asked who decided to buy the new family car,
she did,

attributed lack of

which the

argue that

taken in specifying precisely the decision
spouses may in

have

For example,

a wife might answer

because she first brought up the subject after the last $500

repair bill for the old car.
respond that he did,

To the same question,

because he alone

the husband might

made the initial rounds of the

car dealerships.
It has

also been

important to assess

noted (Safilios-Rothschild

1970)

the importance of or involvement

decision for each spouse.

that

it is

in a particular

The argument here is that lack of interest

in a decision could lead to underestimation

of one's own power in the

decision, overestimation of the the power of the involved spouse, or a
combination of both.

These proposed remedies aside,

conclusive resolution of the question of

there has been no

how to deal with incongruent

responses from spouses.
A number of

authors have stated that

gathering information from
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just husbands

and wives

forces a

power (Huston and Robins 1982,
Bell 1972).

Most of these

citing,

Sprey 1972,

for example,

members of the family

assume that they

have actually used

Buric and Zecevic 1967,
No researchers

unit,

have some part in family

however,

family,

1980,

family
Turk and

"the power of the

(Sprey 1972).

Children are

authors,

McDonald

definition of

authors have advocated including children

in studies of family power,
powerless"

very narrow

Kolb and

in marketing

though a

few have

and it is

logical to

influence processes.

Few

children as respondents (e.g.,

Strauss 1974,

have obtained

Turk and Bell 1972).

responses from

used parent-child

dyads as

the whole
respondents

(Atkin 1978, Berey and Pollay 19C8).
There are
studies

three main

of family

practiced.

decision

First,

lack understanding
investigation.

reasons using
making is

children are often
of the

children as

much

recommended but

little

poor respondents in that they

relationships or

Second,

respondents in

even the

children rarely are

concepts under

the dominant

force in

decision outcomes, and determining outcomes has been the focus of most
family

decision

respondents at

making

research.

a minimum

Finally,

triples the

power relations

studied (from husband-wife to husband-wife,
child) .

Researchers have

chosen to

adding

children

as

that must

be

husband-child,

investigate

and wife-

the simpler

case

first.
Most marketing family decision making research has considered the
family

to he

information

synonymous
independently

with the
from

marital

both

the

dyad

and has

husband

and

collected
the

wife.
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Children and other
decision

making

family members are typically
studies,

even

though

influence some decision situations.
by

Belch

et al.,

1980,

which

ignored in marketing

these

individuals

clearly

(One exception to this is a study
collects data

independently

from

husbands, wives, and one child.)
As in the sociology literature,
perceptions of

incongruence in husband and wife

decision influence has

been a common

finding (Albaum

1979, Burns 1977, Cox 1975, Davis 1970, Davis and Rigaux 1974,
1975, Heffring 1980).
by

Jenkins (1978)

One exception to this majority view is a study
which finds

considerable

perceptions of relative decision influence.
findings

to special

Ferber

measures

respondents' perceptions of

taken to

agreement in

spouses'

The author attributes his

guarantee

lack

the decision situations about

of bias

in

whigh they

were queried.

2.

Decisions.

Table 2.3 also lists decision topics presented to

participants in 33 empirical studies

of family decision making.

decisions about which respondents are queried
in

family decision

Melson

1980).

Researchers

developed lists of
respondents

making research

have also been an issue

(Bonfield

the late

1977,

1950's

decisions they believed to be

to indicate

Blood and Wolfe (1959),

which

spouse

for example,

decision for car purchases,
job,

in

wife's work status,

The

Jenkins

and 1 9 6 0 's

1978,
simply

important and asked

dominated in

each

decision.

asked couples who made the final

life insurance, dwelling choice, husband's
weekly food budget,

choice of doctor,

and
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where to go on vacation.
produce a power
power is

rating,

To ask

such questions and then sum them to

which is the usual

unidimensional and operating

same intensity across all decisions.
More recent researchers have

procedure,

in the

same way and

employed similar decision dominance

perceived importance of a decision is
dominates on

researchers have

that

decision.

in

As

noted

above (Jenkins

1978),

to describe decisions

in the

order to avoid differing interpretations

of influence or power by spouses.

Finally,

have

is a

suggested that,

since power

actual value (even in the same
measurement on

recognizing that

likely to be one determinant of

also taken great care

same way to each spouse,

with the

This may not be the case.

topics but have assessed decision importance as well,

who

assumes that

subjective condition

decision situation)

several different

The idea is that an average of

Huston and Robins (1982)

occasions is

whose

varies over time,

a correct

procedure.

the individual measures will provide a

value that best approximates the true but variable value.

3.
data

Data

Collection M o d e s .

collection modes

making.

The

the past but
self-report

33 empirical

appropriate means

important issue:
is superior.

in

Table 2.3

the question is

by

additionally summarizes

studies

which

to

of family
collect data

paper-and-pencil

difficult for them to capture power

an

been used most frequently in

suffer from a number of shortcomings.
are

is

whether self-report or observation

Self-report measures have

measures

decision

processes,-

The majority of

instruments.

It

is

they tend to focus on
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outcomes.

Additionally,

self-report measures may be subject to some

of the criticisms made b y Nisbett

and Wilson (1977):

spouses simply

may not think in terms of power when they interact and make decisions.
Their responses to self-report instruments thus may not constitute any
sort of

true measure of what

really happened.

self-report measures are well known:
post hoc reports),

Other

problems with

these include memory lapses (for

plain error if complex questions

are asked,

and

possible bias or falsehoods.
Observational
(extremely

well

methods
when

focus

on process

videotape technology

however, subject to their own problems,

and
is

capture

used).

This means,

that

order

must

be

coded accurately

analyses.

Huston and

developing

valid coding

in

Robins (1982)

to

They

are,

first of all,
yield

hnve discussed

schemes and applying

produce accurate quantitative data.

well

chief of which is how to deal

with the data once it has been collected.
data

it

the problems of

them in

For example,

accurate

a manner

to

coding schemes may

be ambiguous, lacking clear specification of rules assigning events to
categories.

Coders may suffer from lapses of attention, and if aware

of research hypotheses

may systematically distort their

coding so as

to support hypotheses.
Self-report using paper-and-pencil instruments
common

method of

data collection

Research

has

decision

situations

husband-wife
1979,

been

oriented

and DeVere

toward

or stages,

interaction

in both

few

or processes

and Burns 1981).

sociology and

measuring

and

has been the most

static

studies have

marketing.
outcomes

of

focused

on

(two exceptions being Albaum
I
Several
authors (Heffring 1980,
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Qualls 1982, Scanzoni 1977) have evaluated data collection methods and
commented upon
topic"

the weaknesses

paper,

of self-report.

Heffring (1980)

mentions

a

In

a "state

number of

very

of the
basic

assumptions of the self-report method that echo the criticisms made by
Nisbett

and

Wilson

(1977).

Heffring

notes,

however,

that

observational methods have problems of their own:
- they may be subject to
who know

they are

social desirability bias,

being observed

with couples

changing their

behavior to

match what they think the experimenter is looking for.
- laboratory
studied,

settings can

actually

resulting in more

change

the behavior

being

disagreement between spouses being

measured than with self-report methods,- the

sex of

the interviewer

t

may bias

responses,

with

wives

assuming more active and powerful roles when the interviewer is
female;
- the

nature

of the

observational
matters,

decision

methods.

If

may
the

influence the

efficacy

decision concerns

of

sensitive

social desirability effects may occur; if the decision

is extremely complex

and requires a great deal

of time (e.g.,

two months), observational methods may be impractical.
Both Heffring (1980)
(1974)

and Scanzoni (1977)

in suggesting

methods might compensate

that combining

follow

self-report and

for the weaknesses of

has yet implemented this suggestion.

Cromwell and Olson

each.

observational
No researcher

A probable reason is that before
(

researchers can use measures in tandem, the measures must be reliable,
valid, and comparable.

These conditions have not yet been achieved.
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One interesting data collection method

that has been proposed is

Webb's (1978) notion of "unsolicited" protocols.
involve placing voice-activated tape recording
of volunteers,
period.

Such a method would
equipment in the homes

and taping all conversation which occurs over the test

As noted

in

the sociology

literature,

difficulties in coding these verbal interactions.
couples are

unlikely to agree to

there are

Additionally, most

such an extensively

collection method.

For this reason,

data collected

would

be representative

of

probably

not

Whether such a method would yield
process is also questionable.

major

the

intrusive data
by this method

general

population.

an accurate picture of the decision

Couples may alter either the content or

style of their decision making when they know they are being observed.

Validity

Issues.

Validity

issues

in

family decision

research are closely related to conceptual issues.
and predictive validity, Sprey (1969)

making

Addressing content

questioned whether family power

was even potentially measurable, noting that power was the capacity to
influence outcomes, but only
ever been measured.
even

assuming that

outcomes

and sometimes

The author (Sprey 1972,
power

could be

processes have

1975) questioned whether,

measured

adequately,

it

would

provide sufficient information to understand family interaction.
For the

past fifteen

years,

researchers

have been

vigorously

recommending validity studies in family decision making research (see,
for example, Huston and Robins 1982, McDonald 1980, Olson 1969,
and Rabunsky

1972,

Safilios-Rothschild 1970,

Turk and

Olson

Bell 1972).
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Table 2.4 summarizes major family decision making validity studies.
There have
attempt

to

been a

assess

the

fair number

of methodological

validity of

family

power

studies which

measures

(e.g.,

Cromwell and Olson 1975, Murphy and Mendelson 1973, Olson 1969,
and Rabunsky 1972, Turk and Bell 1972).
and confused

The basically unsatisfactory

findings of these studies

continue to call

for more work in

have led recent

this area (cf.

simply the number

satisfactory (many

of studies,

clearly are

appears

to be

promising

proceeding

studies

reconceptualize

but

results are

whether attention

fronts,

from

family power

The issue here

should

better measure development.

on both

appearing

and Robins

or whether their

not),

focus on reconceptualization or on

reviewers to

Huston

1982; McDonald 1980; Miller, Rollins and Thomas 1982).
is not

Olson

those

processes,

as

with

perhaps the

who

have

in the

Work
most

chosen

to

interactionist

research stream generated by Scanzoni and others.
A number
validity

of different

and reliability

include

techniques have been
of the

chi-square analysis

"predicted"

measures of

(Olson

1969)

(self-report) and "actual"

used to

assess the

family power.
to compare

(outcomes) power;

These

measures

of

correlations

(Olson and Rabunsky 1972) to assess agreement between four measures of
family

power

and

the

actual

techniques (Turk and Bell 1972)

observed

measures.

and

Mendelson
Researchers

1973)

nonparametric

to compare various questionnaire and

observational measures of family power,
(Murphy

outcomes;

to

and Z-tests and correlations

compare

have concluded that

different

observational

some measures

power are invalid, but have not agreed on which are invalid.

of family
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The past decade has

seen an increase in the use

of Campbell and

Fisk's multitrait-multimethod (MTMM) approach for assessing convergent
and discriminant
Wieting 1975;

validity (see,

Quarm 1981;

1971; Szybillo, Sosanie,
have been problems,

and

for

example,

Cromwell,

Klein and

several marketing researchers:

and Tenenbein 1979; and Wilkes 1975).

however,

Davis
There

associated with the manner in which the

technique is used and with interpretation of results.

Table 2.4. Reliability/Validity Studies in Family Decision Making

Author (date)

Decision Variable(s) Tested

Testing Method(s)

Conclusions

Davis (1971)

4 measures of purchase
influence: global, Blood &
Wolfe index, 7 auto decisions,
7 furniture decisions

MIMM

Blood & Wolfe measure invalid,
specific measures more valid
than global measure

Olson & Rabunsky
(1972)

4 measures of family power:
predicted, process,
retrospective, authority and
outcome power

Frequencies
(congruence/incongruence) ,
Z-scores

None of the 4 measures found to
be valid

Quarm (1981)

Methods = husbands versus wifes
assessments of decision
dominance

MIMM, simple correlations

Finds random measurement and
respondent error to be a
problem in some decision
analyses (ambiguity, etc.) not believable given flawed
sample

MUM

Finds "adequate support" for
convergent and discriminant
validity of 4 traits
(validity diagonals = 0.82,
0.72, 0.86, and 0.52
respectively)

MTMM

5-point and constant-sum scales
similar (seems to consider
measures all valid)

Traits - different family
decisions
Seymour & Lessne
(1984)

Methods (3) = conflict arousal
scale + 2 other paper and
pencil measures constructed
especially for study.
Traits (4) = involvement,
utility, interpersonal need,
power

Szybillo et al.
(1979)

Methods = (1) 5-point H-W
relative influence scale (2) 10
point constant-sum scale to
allocate relative influence (3)
combined 3-point scales
indicating involvement in
decision for each spouse traits
= 10 product or service
purchase decisions

Table 2.4 (continued)

Author (date)

Turk & Bell
(1972)

Nilkes (1975)

Decision Variable(s) Tested

9 methods of measuring family
power: 3 questionnaire (SR), 2
task outcome, 4 interactional

Methods (2) = Husbands' and
wives' responses
Traits (4) = stage of DM
process

Testing Method(s)

Correlations, nonparametric
tests

MDM

Conclusions

Primary finding is that
measures not highly related to
'each other — conclusion is
that they all lack validity
Replicates Davis (1970);
extends Davis in finding
variation in influence across
decision stages.

Ul

vo
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MTMM

specifies

that two

or

more

independent traits

measured using two or more maximally different methods.
illustrates,

different

differently,
constitutes

authors

and have also
different

have

have

Results of

defined

these

be

As Table 2.4
power

differed in their judgments

methods.

must

of

traits
what

assessments

of

convergent and discriminant validity have been difficult to interpret.
This is

because the MTMM approach

for handling data that

does not contain

meet some

but not

clear guidelines

all of the criteria

for

validity.
Recent developments

in assessing

factor analysis and LISREL
methods

are

advocated

quantitative (as

validity include

confirmatory

(Linear Structural RELationships).

as

superior to

opposed to merely

MTMM

relative)

different types of variance in measures.
confirmatory factor

analysis and LISREL,

3-factor analysis,

have

in

that

they

distinction

Specifically,

permit

among the

methods like

given at least

the advantage of allowing

These

a 3-trait,

the researcher to

(1) estimate correlation values among methods, among traits, and among
methods and traits;
method and
1975).

and (2)

estimate values of the

trait factor on the

This review of the

effects of each

given measure (Kalleberg

and Kluegel

family decision making literature located

no studies that have used these approaches, but it is likely that some
will

appear

soon,

as

researchers

acquire

understanding

of

the

techniques and the necessary software.

Summary of Family Decision Making Research Issues.
Conceptual

issues

in

the

family

decision

making

literature
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include disagreement over
and

difficulty in

formulated.
process,

the nature and definition

satisfactorily

There is disagreement over
or

outcome.

Resource

considerable face validity,
empirical

testing

tests.

of family power,

theories that

have

been

whether power is a capacity,

theory,

though

it

possesses

has received relatively little support in

Interaction-oriented

exchange theories

are in

a

relatively early stage of development but show promise for providing a
more

useful

conceptualization of

power

in

the family.

All

the

theories discussed refer to the marital dyad only.
The applied

orientation of

marketing research

has led

to more

investigation of determinants and outcomes of decision making and less
attention to the decision making process itself,
has begun to address this deficiency.
taken the stage

though some research

Most marketing researchers have

model of individual decision making

and assumed that

it properly described the interplay between two or more individuals in
an intimate personal relationship.
noted,

this simply may not be

However,

true.

as Kassarjian (1982) has

Models of stages of invididual

decision making leave out the interaction process between couples, and
therefore may not adequately capture marital decision making.
The

majority of

marketing

studies

purchase decisions and/or subdecisions.
the decision process,

purchase decision model.

outcomes

of

Some studies claim to examine

but what is meant

measured for the various stages which

have examined

by this is that dominance is

are specified in the individual

Only one study (Arndt and Crane 1977) really

analyzed the purchase decision pro c e s s .
With the exception

of the conflict management

studies of family
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decision

making,

considered

to

psychological)

the
be

and

determinants of
individual

decision

variables

situational variables.

outcomes have

been

(sociodemographic

and

The

conflict management

models take process into account by specifying means couples might use
to

resolve

disagreement

in

the decision

process.

None

of

the

marketing models of family decision making has been extensively tested
empirically, though some tests of newer conflict management models are
in progress (Buss et al. 1984).
for Seymour and Lessne 1984,

There have been few attempts (except

Spiro 1983,

and Swasy 1979)

to develop

scales to measure aspects of the family decision making process.
Methodological issues

in the

family decision

making literature

center on data collection issues and questions of validity.
of the wife only
wives only

as respondent,

as respondents,

and more recent use

have been

decision making processes in the family.
to handle
family.

incongruent responses

the

grounds

Specificity in
been argued
There

that

has been

factors

decision scenarios

a

There is disagreement on how
members of

mediate

presented

power

of

discussion

processes.

to respondents has also

importance in preventing

great deal

the same

about which respondents are queried,

these

to be of great

to capture

have advocated assessing importance

or involvement for all decisions
on

of husbands and

seen as inadequate

from different

A number of researchers

Early use

response error.

on self-report

versus

observational methods of measuring family decision making.
Validity of
concern,
in some

family decision

making measures

probably because of the very
cases lack of comparability)

has been of great

obvious lack of agreement (and
among measures.

A

number of
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methods of assessing validity and reliability have been advocated,
most useful being Campbell and Fiske's MTMM approach.
using confirmatory factor analysis and

the

New approaches

LISREL have been advocated but

have not yet appeared in the journals examined.

Influence and Interaction Research
Family
processes,
process.
little

decision

making

researchers

have

discussed

influence

but they have generally investigated neither influence nor
The review of the family decision making literature revealed

agreement

over

which

decision-related

variable

was

the

appropriate focus of study (see Table 2.1), though "influence" was the
most used

term.

This lack of

consensus regarding exactly

being studied prompted an additional

review of studies in psychology,

home economics, counseling, management,
to be

included in this review,

what was

and communication.

a study had

In order

to focus on one

of the

decision variables listed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.5 summarizes

the results of the

extended review.

Some

conclusions can be drawn from this summary:
1.

The extended

review of

decision variables

reveals no

more

consensus than the family decision making literature review.
2.

Little distinction

is generally

made between

influence and

power.
3.

There

is lack

decision

of agreement

variable should

be

regarding
studied as

whether the
a

state

primary
or as

process.
4.

Little distinction is made between strategies and tactics.

a
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5.

There is no general
constructs are

understanding that some decision-related

effective by means

of their

content,

while

others are effective by means of their structure.

I

Table 2.5. Extended Review of Influence Variables

SOURCE (FIELD)

INFLUENCE/POWER TYPE

DESCRIPTION

Baron (1983) (Hgt.)

Ore. Influence categories:
Assertiveness
Ingratiation
Rationality
Sanctions
Exchange of benefits
Upward appeal
Blocking
Coalitions

- Influence distinguished from power - less global,
more personal, lower magnitude
- Assertiveness: ordering another, or demanding
- Ingratiation: flattery, ego massage
-Rationality: logic, reason as basis for
persuasion
- Sanctions: threats for failure to comply
- Exchange of benefits: reciprocity; tit-for-tat
- Upward appeal: support solicited from higher
organization levels
- Blocking: withdrawal, noncooperation
Coalitions: formation of influential groups
- Conformity pressure ^ legitimate power
- Guilt: influence susceptibility resulting from
violating social norms
- Referent power: based on personal attractiveness
of persons who possess it

Other influence
strategies/tactics:
Conformity pressure
Guilt
Power:
Coercive
Expert
Legitimate
Referent
Reward

Belch et al. (1980)
(Mktg.)

7 conflict resolution inodes
based on Sheth (1974) and
Davis (1976)

Problem-solvine Strategies
lj seek more information
2) family discussion
3) have most knowledgeable family member make
decision
Bargaining Strategies
4 5 promise of future consideration in return for
agreement
5) delaying decision
Persuasion Strategies
6) coalition formation
7) exertion of authority by a family member

Table 2.5 (continued)

SOURCE (FIELD)

INFLUENCE/POWER TYPE

DESCRIPTION

Blood, in Cross et al.
(1979) (Mgt.)

Family conflict resolution
methods: discussion
mediation
accommodation
separation

Discussion 3 talk; 3 possible outcomes:
- consensus
- compromise
- concession
- Mediation = third party help - Accommodation =
recognition of failure to agree;
going separate ways
- Separation = divorce or living apart

Broderick, in Cromwell &
Olson (1975) (Soc.)

Family power
tactics/rules/models of
governance:

- zero sum power confrontations = role induction
= attempt to achieve desired end with out
compromise or seriously considering opposing view

- zero sum power
confrontations
- rules and rule enforcement
- principal interaction

- rules & rule enforcement: 3 types
- rules distributing resources
- rules distributing authority
- rule-bound negotiation
- principled interaction: based on empathy,
respect for goals of others, contracts

Burke, in Cross et al.
(1979) (Mgt.)

Restatement of Blake & Nouton
categories: withdrawal
smoothing
compromise
forcing
confrontation

Withdrawal - no confrontation, no solution, silence
Smoothing - play down differences and emphasize
common interests
Compromise - bargain, split the difference
Forcing - win/lose situation, antagonism
Confrontation - problem-solving, face problem and
deal with it.

Table 2.5 (continued)

SOURCE (FIELD)

INFLUENCE/POWER TYPE

DESCRIPTION

Burns (1976) (Mktg.)

Recognized authority

= legitimate influence/power

Burns (1977) (Mktg.)

Recognized authority

3 legitimate influence/power. Presented along with
empathy and involvement as a moderating variable on
conflict resolution.

Buss & Schaninger (1983)
(Mktg.)

Conflict mgt./resolution

same as Buss & Schaninger (1984) p. (1):
Bargaining = compromise
Trading = tit-for-tat arrangement
Persuasion = attempts to convince other
Mediation = seek resolution by third party
Problem-solving = look for solution to conflict

Buss & Schaninger (1984;
working paper) (Mktg.)

Conflict management/resolution
(trading, bargaining,
persuasion, mediation)

Discussed as avoidance and resolution techniques.
Resolution most relevant, and consists of:
bargaining
trading
persuasion
mediation
None of these are defined

Cox (1975) (Mktg.)

Negotiation

- implicitly defined as adjustment of values/views
of spouses so as to achieve consensus.
- earlier state occurring when true agreement
cannot be reached.

Compromise

Table 2.5 (continued)

SOURCE (FIELD)

INFLUENCE/POWER TYPE

DESCRIPTION

Craddock (1980)
(Soc./Psych.)

Coercion and appeal
Rejection
Role-sending

- coercion = coercive influence
- rejection - emotional influence
- role-sending - referent? influence
These are discussed as 3 out of 7 types of
interaction specified in the CSIC (Coding Scheme
for Interpersonal Conflicts) (Rausch 1974). The
other 4 are not clearly influence strategies:
1) Cognitive: Introductory
2) Cognitive: Reasoning
3) Resolving & Reconciling
4) Tangential conflict

Davis (1970) (Mktg.)

Influence

= decision dominance

Davis (1971) (Mktg.)

Influence

= decision dominance

Davis (1976) (Mktg.)

Consensual vs. accommodative
DM and influential strategies

- Consensual (agree on goals):
11 role structure = legitimate/expert influence
2) budget = legitimate, reliance on rules;
conflict transferred from specifics to rules
3) problem-solving = expert? reliance on
information regarding best way to reach agreed
goal
- Accommodative (disagree on goals):
1) Persuasion - a way of forcing someone to make
a decision they would not otherwise make;
short time frame, unwilling
2) Bargaining - same, but willing, because both
gain something; usually longer time frame.
Subsets of Persuasion:
coalitions

emotional, coercion,

I

Table 2.5

SOURCE (FIELD)

INFLUENCE/POWER TYPE

DESCRIPTION

Davis & Rigaux (1974)
(Mktg.)

Influence

= decision dominance, broken down by phase of
decision process

Dunsing & Hafstrom
(1971) (Mktg.)

DM

= decision dominance

Falbo & Peplau (1980)
(Psych.)

13 Influence strategies
developed based on F & R,
previous work, and present
analysis:

1) Asking - make a simple request
2) Bargaining - do something for target if target
will reciprocate
3) Laissez-faire - take independent action
4) Negative effect - express negative feelings
5) Persistence - agent continues trying to
influence
6) Persuasion - agent literally reports using
"persuasion"
7) Positive affect - agent expresses positive
feelings
8) Reasoning - A. uses reason or logical
arguments
9) Stating importance - A. tells target how
important request is.
10) Suggesting - A. suggests or hints
11) Talking - A. literally reports talking or
discussing with target
12) Telling - A. makes direct statement of desired
outcome
13) Withdrawal - A. withdraws affection, grows
silent, etc.

Asking
Bargaining
Laissez-faire
4) Negative affect
. 5) Persistence

3

6) Persuasion

7) Positive affect
8) Reasoning

9)
10)
11)
12)
13)

Ferber & Bimbaum (1977,
1980) (Mktg.) (Also
Robinson 1980, Mktg.)

Stating importance
Suggesting
Talking
Telling
Withdrawal

Economic model

- No explicit discussion of influence/power.
- Influence (relative influence) is indicated by
magnitude of H/W coefficients in regression model
of DM

Table 2.5 (continued)

SOURCE (FIELD)

INFLUENCE/POWER TYPE

DESCRIPTION

French & Raven, Chapter
9 in Cartwright (1959)
(Soc.)

Bases of social power:
Reward
Coercive
Legitimate
Referent
Expert

Power = decision dominance
Reward - based on ability to reward
Coercive - based on ability to punish
Legit - based on shared role expectations and norms
Referent - based on identification with influencer,
liking
Expert - based on perceived knowledge

Gray-Little (1982)
(Soc./Psych.)

Power processes

= decision dominance

Green & Cunningham
(1975) (Mktg.)

DM

= decision dominance

Grimes (1978) (Mgt.)

Bases of influence/control
Persuasion
Inducements
Constraints
Sanctions
Insulation

Persuasion - attempts to change mind or orientation
of target
Inducements = reward power
Constraints = coercive power
Sanctions = reward/coercive power
Insulation = denial of access, withdrawal,
isolation

Gupta et al«(1983)

Power/Conflict Management

Power = authority = legitimate influence
Conflict management - strategies not specified

Heffring (1980) (Mktg.)

DM

= decision dominance

Table 2.5

SOURCE (FIELD)

INFLUENCE/POWER TYPE

DESCRIPTION

Jamieson & Thomas in
Cross et al. (1979)
(Psyc./Org. Beh.)

6 French & Raven bases of
power -I- Blake & Houton
conflict-handling modes:
competing
avoiding
compromising
collaborating
accommodating

- Assertive/nonassertive refers to strength of
attempts to satisfy one's own concerns
- Cooperative/uncooperative refers to willingness
to satisfy others' concerns
- Competing = assertive, uncooperative
- Avoiding = unassertive, uncooperative
- Collaborating = assertive, cooperative
- Accommodating = unassertive, cooperative
- Compromising = intermediate on both dimensions

Janis & Mann (1977)
(Psych.)

DM strategies

Jenkins (1978) (Mktg.)

Influence

= decision dominance

Jones, in Organ (1978)
(Mgt.)

Ingratiation:
other-enhancement
conformity
self-presentation

- Ingratiation involves misrepresentation of
relationships to make both influencer and
influence appear more attractive
- Other-enhancement: flattery
- Conformity: influence based on liking, based on
perceived similarity
- Self-presentation: explicit presentation of self
so as to be attractive to target

Kaplan & Miller, in
Paulus (1983)
(Psych./Mgt.)

Normative influence
Informational influence

Normative - preferences of others convey a
judgmental norm and cause change

refer to type of goal (e.g., optimizing,
satisfying), and type of information processing
(elimination by aspects, disjunctive)

Informational - change caused by informational
content of arguments

Table 2.5 (continued)

SOURCE (FIELD)

INFLUENCE/ROWER TJTPE

DESCRIPTION

East & Rosenzweig (1979)
(Mgt.)

Influence continuum;
Emulation
Suggestion
Persuasion
Coercion

- Influence taken as most general term; control,
power, and authority are subsets
- Continuum varies in amount of force involved

Kelly & Egan (1969)
(Mktg.)

Dominance

- Determinants of dominance include desire and
ability to dominate, plus willingness of others
to accept dominance
- subsets of these categories are mostly derived
.from F & R: legitimate, expert, coercive, and
referent.
- Some determinants are not strategies, eg:
importance of dominating, expected outcomes

Komorita & Kravitz, in
Paulus (1933)
(Psych./Mgt.)

Coalitions

Coalition formation - 2 parties who cooperate
(pool resources) to obtain a mutually desired
outcome.

Kotter, in Organ (1983)
(Mgt.)

Influence methods
obligation-based power
expertise
identification-based
perceived dependence
persuasion
combination techniques

Obligation: tit-for-tat, favors given for favors
received
Expertise = expert power
Identification = referent power
Perceived dependence = reward/coercive power
Persuasion = not defined

Table 2.5 (continued)

SOURCE (FIELD)

INFLUENCE/POWER TYPE

DESCRIPTION

MeClintook et al., in
Paulus (1980)
(Psych./Mgt.)

Bargaining
Communication aspect of
bargaining process:
- behavioral/tacit influence
- communicated/negotiated
- emanated
- power

- bargaining = exchange bet
2 individuals re
what either will provide/receive from other
- behavioral/tacit influence = nonverbal
manipulation of events or responses to get
other's agreement
- communicated/negotiated = verbal manipulation in
attempt to get agreement
- emanated influence = influence as a by-product of
mere possession of power
- power = ability to produce and control changes in
other

McDonald (1980) (Soc.)

Power conceptualized as 3
domains: power bases
power processes
power outcomes (per
Cromwell & Olson
1975)

- Influence stems from power bases and is expressed
through power processes - Power bases:
normative = authority; legitimate;
economic;affective = level of involvement;
personal = personality, appearance, competence
- Power processes:
control attenets = ?
assertiveness s.
negotiation \
not distinguished
persuasion
r or defined
influence
I

Melson (1980) (Home Ec.)

DM, Power, Authority

DM - set of behaviors that reflects power relations
within the family
Power - potential ability to influence another
family member's behavior
Authority - belief concerning legit power within
family
- No discussion of separate strategies

Table 2.5 (continued)

SOURCE (FIELD)

INFLUENCE/POWER TYPE

DESCRIPTION

Michener & Suchner,
in Tedeschi (1972)
(Psych.)

Power tactics:
Blocking outcomes
Demand creation
Extension of power network
Withdrawal

Blocking = obstructing another's attainment of
valued outcomes or goals
Demand creation = increasing value of behavioral
products exchanged in relationship
Ext. of power network = dealing with someone other
than target, or at least developing alternatives
Withdrawal = devaluation of other's behavioral
outcomes

Miller & Crandall, in
Paulus (1980) (Psych.)

Bargaining = negotiation
Coalition formation

Bargaining - two principal parties; agreement leaves
each no worse off and perhaps better than if no
agreement; usually a number of possible agreements
and conflicting preferences among them
Coalition formation - occurs with bargaining among
> 3 persons: two or more join interest

Minton, in Tedeschi
(1972) (Psych.)

Power vs. influence

Influence = potential to affect outcomes
Power = ability to affect outcomes

Mulder (1960) (Psych.)

Power

= ability to control outcomes

Murphy & Mendelson
(1973) (Psyc./Soc.)

Typology of communication
characteristcs

Leary's Interpersonal Checklist (ICL)
- descriptive
- not focused on influence

Olson (1969)
(Soc./Psych.)

Family power

= decision dominance

Table 2.5 (continued)

SOURCE (FIELD)

INFLUENCE/POWER TYPE

DESCRIPTION

Olson & Cromwell, in
Cromwell & Olson (1975)
(Soc.)

Family Power
Bases of family power
(6 usual French & Raven)

= ability of individual family members to change
behavior of other family members

Olson & Rabunsky (1972)
(Soc./Psych.)

Family power

= decision dominance

Organ & Hamner (1982)
(Mgt.)

Authority
Expertise
Friendship

Authority = legitimate power
Expertise = expert power
Friendship = influence based on liking, pleasant
association, and desire to continue/reinforce
association

Osmond (1970) (Soc.)

Family power

= ability to dominate in decisions
= f (resources of individual)

Patchen, in Organ (1983)

Bases of influence per French
& Raven, plus:
involvement
problem-solving

- Involvement = moderator variable resulting from
extent one is affected by decision
- Problem-solving = get more information

Qualls (1982) (Mktg.)

Family DM/influence

= decision dominance

Quarm (1981) (Soc.)

Marital power

= decision dominance

Table 2.5 (continued)

SOURCE (FIELD)

INFLUENCE/POWER TYPE

DESCRIPTION

Ravens, Centers, &
Rodrigues (1975) (Soc.)

Conjugal power

Same as 6 French & Raven bases of social power

Rigaux-Bricmont (1978)
(Mktg.)

Marital influence

= decision dominance (looks at determinants, but
ignores interaction chars.)

Roberts (1982) (Mktg.)

Household DM/influence

= control over outcomes, decision dominance
(resource theory base)

Rosen & Granbois (1983)
(Mktg.)

Family DM/decision process

= task allocation, task dominance

Safilios-Rothschild
(1970) (Soc.)

Power, Influence, Authority
Hallenbeck's typology:
reward, coercive, legitimate,
referent, expert

Power = multidimensional; measured indirectly
through behavior acts in which one's power is
assessed.
Influence = formal/informal, overt/covert pressure
to impose one's own point of view despite
opposition
Authority = legitimate power/influence
- No def. of Hallenbeck's typology

Scanzoni (1977) (Mktg.)

Family DM/bargaining

Bargaining = negotiative, give and take process
which takes place when roles (and consequently
task allocations) are not clearly defined

Table 2.5 (continued)

SOURCE (FIELD)

Scanzoni & Polonko
(1980) (Soc.)

INFLUENCE/POWER TYPE

Negotiation/bargaining
("negotiation theory")

DESCRIPTION

- Most relevant: "Verbal Persuasion Strategies,"
escalating to "coercive strategies," then to
"threats," and finally to "ultimatums"
- The real distinction is between persuasion and
coercion
- No clear delineation of separate persuasive
strategies

Schaninger et al (1982)
(Mktg.)

Family decision influence

= Decision dominance

Sheth & Cosmas (1977)
(Mktg.)

4 conflict resolution tactics
(based on Sheth 1974):
problem-solving
persuasion
bargaining
politicking

Tactics represent responses to increasingly severe
conflict levels:

Consumer DM

= Decision dominance

Shuptrine & Samuelson
(1976) (Mktg.)

- Problem-solving: agreement on goals disagreement
on specific alternatives or attributes. Usually
search for more alternatives or more information
- Persuasion: agree fundamentally, disagree on
specific subgoals. Attempts to convince other
spouse
- Bargaining: couple recognizes that they cannot
agree, and decision more important to one spouse.
Results in a reciprocity agreement.
- Politicking: fundamental disagreement in values.
Typically formation of and exertion of pressure
by coalitions

Table 2.5

SOURCE (FIELD)

INFLUENCE/POWER TYPE

DESCRIPTION

Sillars et al. (1983)
(Como.)

Verbal conflict tactics

27 separate tactics, classified as avoidance,
distributive (competitive), or integrative
(supportive) acts

Spiro (1983) (Mktg.)

Persuasion/Influence
Strategies:
Expert
Legitimate
Bargaining
Reward/Referent
Emotional
Impression management

Expert: one spouse displays more specific
information regarding alternatives
Legitimate: one spouse attempts to draw on shared
values regarding role expectations
Bargaining; turn joint into autonomous decision by
giving spouse something they want in return for
concession on present issue.
Reward/referent: reward other/behave ideally in
order to get one's way
Emotional: influence via display of strong
emotions
Impression management; "hidden" influence; attengit
to get spouse to misattribute influencing factors

Sprey (1969) (Soc.)
(1972)

Family conflict/power

- Presented as alternative to consensus equilibrium
view
- No examination of specific strategies
- Family power found inadequate to capture DM in
family

Stasser et al, in Paulus
(1980) (Psych.)

Normative influence
Informational influence
Compromise
Mutual accommodation

Normative influence - conformity to positive
expectations of others compliance with others'
feelings regarding proper action
Informational influence - exchange of information
resulting in change of beliefs or preferences
(usually difficult to separate from normative)
Compromise - some solution between either-or
Mutual accommodation - not defined

Table 2.5 (continued)

SOURCE (FIELD)

INFLUENCE/POWER TYPE

DESCRIPTION

Stiel (1983)
(Counseling)

Bases of power (per Raven
1974):
reward, coercive, legit,
expert, referent,
informational

- no descriptions given

Swasy (1979) (Mktg.)

French & Raven's 6 bases of
power
Reward
Coercive
Referent
Legitimate
Expert
Information

Reward - power to mediate positive outcomes or
remove negative outcomes
Coercive = power to punish
Referent = based on targets desire to be similar to
influences
Legitimate = authority, "right"
Expert = superior skills or knowledge
Information = based on content/power of
communication alone, independent of communicator.
Difficult in many situations to distinguish
expert and information.

Szybillo et al. (1979)
(Mktg.)

Family member influence

= decision dominance

VO

Table 2.5 (continued)

SOURCE (FIELD)

INFLUENCE/POWER TYPE

DESCRIPTION

Tedeschi &. Bonoma.
in Tedeschi (1972)
(Psych.)

Power = ability to affect
outcomes

Influence = ways of getting results in interaction
Mediation of Rewards = reward power
Mediation of punishments - coercive power
Modeling & social contagion = referent power

Influence processes/means:
- activation & commitments
- persuasion
- mediation of rewards
- promises
- non-decisions
- probes
- threats
- mediation of punishments
- modeling & soc. contagion

Tedeschi et al., in
Tedeschi (1972) (Psych.)

Modes of influence:
Threats and promises
Persuasion (warnings and
mendations)
Reinforcement control
Information control (cue
control, filtering
information, warnings and
mendations)

Turk & Bell (1972)
(Soc./Psyc.)

Intrafamilial power

Walster & Abrahams, in
Tedeschi (1972) (Psych.)

Liking = interpersonal
attraction

- Modes categorized by 1) control and 2) openness
of influence
- Threats and promises controlled, open
- Reinforcement controlled, hidden
- Information control not controlled, hidden

= decision dominance

referent power

Table 2.5 (continued)

SOURCE (FIELD)

INFLUENCE/POWER TYPE

DESCRIPTION

Wheeless et al. (1933)
(Comm.)

Verbal conflict tactics

Classification of large number of tactics and
strategies into 3 categories:
11 provide expectancies or consequences
2) invoke relationships or identification
3) summon values and/or obligations

Wilkes (1975) (Mktg.)

Family member influence

= decision dominance

Woodside (1972)
(Mktg.)

Marital power/conflict

= decision dominance
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In

the

absence

organization

of

of

consensus

decision

variables,

regarding
the

the

terms

meaning

and

and

definitions

presented at the beginning of Chapter Two were synthesized from Tables
2.1 and 2.5 They are defined as follows and used henceforth:
- Influence -

the act

or power of

producing an

effect without

apparent force or direct authority.
- Influence strategies

- sets of

behaviors a person

engages in

with the goal of dominating in a joint or group decision.
- Influence

tactics -

a

single

particular type

of

influence

be h a v i o r .
Past

family

decision

making

research

has

focused

almost

exclusively on decision outcomes.

In general, the studies have lacked

explanatory

been

power.

There

has

little

success

identifying major determinants of decision outcomes.
psychological

variables

significant but

investigated

typically

very small

portion of

explain a

For this reason,
examined

as part

decision

making.

it was felt
of

to

date

in

Demographic and
are

statistically

decision variance.

that influence might more fruitfully be

the decision
Viewing

process than

influence

examination of interaction research,

in

this

as

the outcome
manner

of

required

especially influence interaction

research.
Interpersonal
communication

interaction

researchers,

and

sociology research focuses on
focuses
patterns,

on

classification
and psychology

has

been

studied

counselors.

social context,
and

sociologists,

Broadly

speaking,

communication research

identification

research focuses

by

of

communication

on interaction

content.
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While these fields overlap a great deal in practice,

they still differ

enough in orientation to discuss them separately below.
interaction papers which
then discussed,

have appeared in marketing

Three recent

publications are

and possible contributions of influential interaction

research from management and social psychology studies are reviewed.

Sociology
Sociologists who focus on
to as

interactionists.

This

interpersonal interaction are referred
school of

sociological thought

views

human behavior and interaction as modified and infuenced by the social
context

in

research

which it

is to

occurs.

identify how

social context to another.

A

major concern

interaction processes

Interactionists say that traditional
social context as a complex of

be,havior

of

of members with the

school

one

"social context."

sociological research views

same social,

or a

educational,

Traditional research thus examines

the sociology of the family,

high

differ from

interrelated roles and statuses,

economic, or cultural attributes.
such subjects as

interactionist

The exact nature of such research differs

according to the meaning assigned to the term,

social group composed

of

students,

and

or

perhaps the social

concentrates

on

role

relationships in those social contexts.
Interactionists define social context
sequences

of interaction

interactional environment"

obtaining in

as "the configurations and

a social

system,

(Lennard and Bernstein 1969).

that human interaction is not merely the context,

i.e.,

an

This implies

but also,

at least

i
I

in part,|the substance of significant human behavior.

Such a "medium
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is the

message"

Consider

the

sociologists

(McLuhan,

idea
and

1967)

that

TV

notion

is

psychologists

bad

requires an

illustration.

children.

Traditional

for

argue

that

the

especially the violence and role stereotyping,
deleterious effects on children.
deleterious

effects

may

interaction itself:
primarily

content

of

TV,

is responsible for the

Interactionists, however, argue that

result

from

the

characteristics

of

the

interaction between a child and TV characters is

one-sided,

can

be

turned

on or

off

at

will,

and

is

interrupted by irrelevant messages (commercials).
Interactionists

do

not

ignore

psychological aspects of interpersonal
it is

at least

equally important

traditional

sociological

interaction;

to examine

and

they simply feel

the properties

of the

interaction process itself.

Examples

of properties examined include

frequency,

patterns

of

duration,

reinforces Spiro's
decision making

and

and the conflict

in that

all of

interaction.

This

management approaches

these look

at what

view

to family

happens between

individual states and final outcomes.
Scanzoni's work

from the late 1970's

example of

research in

traditions

(Hill and

Polonko

1980).

both the

exchange theory

Scanzoni 1982,

Scanzoni

rejects the

phenomenon (typical of earlier research
focus on interaction processes.
(Hill

and Scanzoni

1982)

through the present

Scanzoni
study

is an

and interactionist
1979,

of power

Scanzoni
as a

and

static

based on exchange theory)

to

One of Scanzoni's most recent studies

formulates

and

tests a

process-oriented

The authors'

model appears as

approach to marital

decision making.

Figure 2.3.

model, different types of disparity among spouses

In this
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lead

to

(1)

differential

employment
effectiveness

of

different

for these

assessments of decision importance;
subjective outcomes.

and

influence

strategies);
(3)

strategies
(2)

(and

different

different objective and
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Figure

2.3.

Process

Model

of Marital

Decision

Making (Hill

and

Scanzoni 1982:938).

M u tu a lity
D is p a rity
W ive s'
E va lu a tio ns
E d u catio n
D is p a rity

Style
V erbal
S tra te g ie s

S e lf-E s te e m
D is p a rity

Im portance

O b je c tiv e
O utcom e

Husbands'
E va lu a tio ns
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Based on an exploratory survey

(n=55 couples),

the authors have

identified relationships among model elements, e.g.:
- The greater

the educational and self-esteem

disparity between

spouses, the more individualistic the verbal strategies used.
- Decision

style is

disparity in

related

to

perceptions of

past decision

making,*

past interactions

where

is low,

less

defensive styles are employed.
- Past

decision

styles

are

positively

related

to

present

outcomes.
The study described did not have a

large enough sample size to permit

use of causal modeling techniques.
Initial results of empirical tests
aspects of Scanzoni's
long-term

undertaking.

model,

thus provide some support for

but a complete

Difficulties

test of the model

associated

with

is a

Scanzoni's

approach center on the complexity of his model and the effort required
to develop

measures and test

Scanzoni's

process-oriented

marital

influence

processes

causal relationships for
approach
and

has

provides a
a

good

each element.

general

potential

model
fit

of
with

marketing concerns, but it is not well developed empirically.
Scanzoni includes verbal strategies in
their antecedents are educational

his model and states that

and self-esteem disparity.

Verbal

strategies are not seen to affect either style, decision outcomes,
spouses' evaluations of decisions.
portion of his model;

Scanzoni

for this reason,

to the dissertation research.

or

has not yet tested this

it contributes only indirectly
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Communication
The primary focus of communication

research is on classification

and identification of interaction patterns.
two

levels.

concerned

On a

very

basic

with questions

of

validity of coding schemes,

level,

data
and

This research proceeds on
communication

classification,

research

reliability

is
and

choice or development of appropriate

analytic techniques for interactional data.
The validity of

behavioral coding schemes has been

considerable discussion.
(Folger and Poole 1932,

a subject of

One issue concerns representational validity
Rogers and Millar 1982),

which requires that

the set of messages identified by the coding scheme be consistent with
the shared interpretations
yet no agreement

of the subjects of a study.

on how to determine

whether or not a

There is as
coding scheme

possesses representational validity.
A second validity issue concerns ecological validity.

Rosenblum

(1978) has discussed the process of creating a behavioral taxonomy, or
classification scheme.

He presents a logical argument for all useful

taxonomies being situation-specific at least to some extent.
study,

he

asserts,

should

starting points from
the new study.

consider previous

which to develop a coding

Each new

taxonomies merely

as

scheme appropriate to

A coding scheme developed for small groups observed at

close range, for example, would lack validity in classifying behaviors
of large

crowds of shoppers at

the year.
employed in

It should be noted
the dissertation

Rosenblum suggests

—

by a

a department store's biggest

sale of

that the influence strategy taxonomies
research were

developed in

the manner

priori theory-based specification

of the
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behaviors to be coded,

followed

that

are

these

behaviors

by exploratory research to determine

indeed

relevant

in

the

context

being

examined.
Reliability issues
been

discussed

with respect

at length

by

Kerlinger

Hollenbeck 1978, Weick 1968).

assignment
regarding

(2)
of

the

(1973)

Hollenbeck (1978)

aspects of reliability problems:
. reliability;

to observational

research have

and

others

(e.g.,

has identified four

(1) confusion over what constitutes

problems involving the coding system and observers'

behaviors

to coding

appropriate

(Hollenbeck identifies

categories;

quantitative

seven,

each

measure

with some

special problems of reliability encountered

(3)

disagreement

of

reliability

drawbacks);

and

(4)

in sequential analysis of

interaction.
Communication researchers

have developed

for the analysis of nonsequential

and tested

interaction data,

techniques

i.e.,

frequency

and duration data (Gottman 1978), as well as several approaches to the
analysis

of interaction

over

Gottman and Bakeman 1979,

time

(Bakeman 1978,

VanLear 1983).

Gottman

1979b,

Techniques relevant to the

dissertation research are discussed in Chapter Three.
The second level
variables behave

of communication research examines

in interaction

processes,

of

characteristics of certain types of interaction.
example,
Numerous

studied the

power variable

communication researchers

communication activity was
solving satisfaction,

but had been

simply looks

at the

Mulder (1960),

in communication

had hypothesized

a primary determinant

how certain

experiments.

that amount

of job

for

of

or problem

able to marshall little empirical

support

for

independent

this

assertion.

variable

in

satisfaction with task
hypothesis that

a

Mulder
number of

manipulated
group

power

experiments

performance was the dependent

the exercise of power

as
in

the
which

variable.

is the primary

His

determinant of

satisfaction (job and otherwise) was strongly supported.
Another study,
varible

as a

by

Wheeless et al.

component of

(1983),

reviewed the power

compliance-gaining interactions.

Their

discussion of compliance-gaining behavior provides a useful conceptual
framework in which
making.

to examine influence processes

Compliance-gaining behavior

behavior in which an agent engages so
agent-selected
assert that

behavior"

(Wheeless

is

et

some types of influential

that

a

message

behavioral response;

defined as

"communicative

as to elicit from a target some

category of compliance-gaining behavior.
requires

in family decision

precedes the

al

1983:111).

The

authors

interaction do not fit

in the

Compliance-gaining behavior
occurrence

therefore instrumental

of

the

desired

conditioning is excluded

from consideration.
Also excluded from consideration under the heading of compliancegaining
reason

are studies
given

noncompliance —

for

of doctor-patient
this

is

that

on the problem of

relationships.

doctor-patient

The

studies

primary
focus

on

patients failing to follow medical

advice -- and do not positively address compliance-gaining tactics and
strategies (Charney 1972, Stone 1979).
Finally,

the authors argue

are only tangentially related.
ways to resolve conflict,

that compliance-gaining and conflict
Compliance-gaining is just one of many

and in fact

such techniques may be used in
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situations where there is no overt conflict or antagonism.
Wheeless et al.'s compliance-gaining
Spiro's (1983)

influence strategies in that

behavioral and
review

communicative implementation

literature

on

the relation

compliance-gaining strategies
the effects of

of

of power.

as the

The authors
variables

to

suggest investigation

of

on both participants

in compliance-

Because internals and externals attribute causes

it is felt that the same compliance-gaining message will

elicit different responses from the two types.
externals

both areviewed

psychological

and strongly

locus of control

gaining interaction.
differently,

strategies are analogous to

have

a greater

need

for

belonging

For example,
and esteem

because
than

do

internals, the authors feel that externals would be more responsive to
compliance-gaining

messages

that

relied

in

some

measure

on

the

target's relationship to the agent.
The only family decision making
of control

study found which examines locus

(Rosen and Granbois 1983)

tests the variable's

value in

determining role structure (dominance) for different sets of financial
tasks.

Locus of control is found

to be a significant determinant of

role structure in implementation tasks but not in decision tasks.
The

authors

conclude

with

a

discussion

situation or context on compliance-gaining
evidence (Cody and McLaughlin 1980)

of

behaviors.

the

effects

of

There is some

that the following factors are at

least partial determinants of the type of compliance-gaining behaviors
observed in a given situation:
dominance, resistance,
Jackson and

intimacy, personal benefits,

and future consequences.

Backus 1982)

consider this

rights,

Some authors (e.g.,

finding to

be an

artifact

resulting from confounding situational,

strategic,

and psychological

variables,

but other studies have supported the relationship (Cody et

al.

Hunter and Boster 1981).

vary

1981,

with the

environment,

situation,

If compliance-gaining behaviors

findings

obtained in

such as a business organization,

in another interactional environment,
Some

communication

one

interactional

may be of limited value

such as the family.

researchers

have

directly

interpersonal interaction in the marital relationship.

examined

Sillars et al.

(1983) empirically assessed the relationship between communication and
marital

satisfaction,

classifying

independents, or separates.
view

of marriage,

emphasized

couples

traditionals,

(Traditional couples shared a traditional

independents rejected

closeness and

as

the

traditional view

confronting conflict,

and separates

and
were

neutral with respect

to marital ideology and

emotional distance.)

The findings in Sillars et al.'s study supported

those of earlier
couples were

emphasized autonomy and

research (Fitzpatrick and Best

found to

be most

satisfied,

1979):

independents

traditional
second most

satisfied, and separates least satisfied.
Emery (1982)

empirically examined the effect of locus of control

in marital interaction.

The results of

his study suggest that locus

of control does influence a couple's pattern of interaction.

Counseling and Psychology
Researchers in marriage counseling and
that

concentrating ' on states

and

family therapy have found

resources

is necessary

but

not

I

sufficient to explain the outcomes of interaction.

Their concern with
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adequately capturing the mechanisms of family pathology probably stems
from

the single-case

field:

If a

antecedents,
within it

particular family

structure,

must be

counseling

orientation of

and

much

is

of the

to be

practice in

helped,

the

this

particular

and outcomes of the pathological interactions

understood.

therapy

seems

Thus,
to

the goal-directed

have

provided

nature of

impetus

for

the

development of numerous measures of all aspects of marital interaction
(see, for example, Fi.lsinger 1983).
One contribution of this stream
of

observational

spouses'

techniques

interaction —

and Ryder 1970),
1972),

coding

and

analysis

of

e.g., the Inventory of Marital Conflict (Olson

Couples

Markman 1981).

by

allow

the Marital Interaction Coding System

and the

single-case,

which

of research has been development

Interaction

Scoring System

(Hops et al.
(Notarius

and

While tools such as these have been of great value in

applied contexts,

difficulty in

reliable and valid

coding and

their generalizability has been limitedaggregating results

manner to permit statistical

in a

sufficiently

analysis (Hollenbeck

1978).
Gottman (1979a, 1979b, Gottman and Bakeman 1979)

has contributed

a great deal to developing methods to analyze interaction,- a number of
his

studies have

publications.
this field he
of interaction
therapy,

appeared in

sociology

Gottman's home field is

and communication
psychology,

has published both studies which focus
in general

(1979c);

and

however,

research
and in

on the analysis

works dealing

with marital

the specific type of interaction that interests him (Gottman

1979a, Gottman et al.

1976).

Perhaps the single most integrated and
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extensive

investigation

described in his book.
(1979a).

into

in

this

interaction

Marital Interaction;

In addition

Gottman

marital

to a

book

review of

processes

Empirical Investigations

the interaction

discusses,

in

detail

literature,

sufficient

for

implementation, coding schemes (the CIS5 codes, discussed b e l o w ) ,
training of coders, the use of videotapes to gather data,
assessment of coded data,

the

reliability

and statistical analysis methods, especially

for the sequential analysis of
developed by Gottman

is

dyadic interaction.

which are relevant to

Analytic methods

the dissertation research

are discussed in Chapter Three.
The

book is

research,

therefore

a useful

though parts of it are

than others.

A' case

in point

System (CISS)

code.

This

guide

to marital

less useful to the present research
is the

Couples Interaction

code permits an

observer to

statement according to content, affect, and context.
rather

general

content

interaction

categories:

Scoring

classify a

There are eight

agreement,

disagreement,

communication talk, mindreading (attributing thoughts, etc.,
spouse),

proposing

a solution,

summarizing the

other,

oneself, and providing information about a problem.

to one's

summarizing

Affect refers to

the speaker's nonverbal behavior, and context refers to the listener's
nonverbal

behavior.

Each

of

these may

be

coded

as positive

or

classification scheme

to

negative.
While the

CISS appears

describe marital interaction
less

useful

during marital

for

to be

a good

in general,

understanding and

decisionmaking

than,

its generality

explaining
for

influence

example,

may make it
processes

Spiro's

(1983)
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classification scheme.
audiotaping only,

Additionally,

so the

affect and

coding scheme cannot be used.
marketing has adopted

One

the dissertation research uses
context portions

of Gottman's

of the few interaction studies in

the content code portion of

G o t t m a n 1s CISS and

is discussed below (Brinberg and Schwenk 1985).

Marketing
Brinberg and

Schwenk (1985)

making using G o t t m a n 1s
content

only,

interviewed

not

in

have studied

approach.

They audiotaped couples

affect and

their

husband-wife decision

context.

homes.

Couples

Forty-one
initially

and coded

couples
filled

were
out

a

questionnaire to determine a pertinent

subject for verbal interaction

in

out

the study.

Couples

also filled

marital roles, marital adjustment,

questionnaires to

and sociodemographic status.

assess
They

were then asked to role-play the decision process for the product that
had

been identified

interaction on
procedures,
nature of the

earlier

this subject

with

by

the questionnaire.

was taped

the primary goal

decision process"

coding scheme.

using G o t t m a n 1s

of understanding

"the sequential

(Brinberg and

For example,

verbal

and analyzed

The results of the analysis illustrate
CISS

Their

Schwenk 1985:

n.p.).

the very general nature of the

the authors find:

-

the more
contemporary the wife,
the more likely
will agree with her after she disagrees with him;

the husband

-

the more contemporary the couple,
the less likely the wife is
to express her
feelings about a problem after her husband has
summarized himself.

The generality of the coding scheme results in very broad descriptions
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of and conclusions about the content
A more

specific coding scheme,

higher-order understanding

of the marital decision process.

like

of the

Spiro's (1983),

decision process

might

yield a

and more

usable

results.
Two other recent studies which examine interaction processes have
appeared in

marketing publications.

(Soldow and Thomas 1984,
conceptual

pieces

sociology,

focus

content.

like the

more on

the

These studies are

interactionist

structure

according

perspective

of interaction

modified by the way in which

than

in
its

to

then analyzed for

whether

the

speaker

Again,

verbal interaction,

less useful than Spiro's

relational coding

scheme would

asserts

deference,

sequential patterns.

scheme does classify
would yield is

it is communicated.

according to their relational content

attributes to the listener dominance,

for

It

would not

gaining strategies —

say much

—

that is,

himself

or equality —
while

the kind

or
and

such a coding

of information it

more complex classification.

reveal patterns

dominate, or patterns of acquiescence to domination,
equality.

and Soldow

The overt message from one person to another is perceived to

Messages are coded

The

are by Thomas

Thomas and Soldow 1985).

which,

be supplemented and

coded

Both

about

influence,

of attempts

to

or assertions of
or

compliance-

about how individuals attempt to get their way.

Management
A study by Patchen (1974) appears to be the management paper most
cited in marketing studies of

influence or decision making.

examined business purchase decisions —

33

in 11 firms.

Patchen

Each person
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involved in a decision was asked
1 ) who brought the problem
to his
attention and with whom he
discussed the problem;
2) his role in the decision;
3) who was
involved at any stage of the
decision;
4)
any differences of
opinion within the company;
5)
how differences of opinion were
resolved;
6) whom he judged to have had most
influence on the
decision and why
this person exerted such great
influence
(Patchen 1974:404).
The data were analyzed using descriptive statistics only.
Patchen found an
with that number

average of 15.0 persons

being considerably higher (19.8)

was rated as moderately or of
(7.9)

when the

problem-solving
means of

and getting

resolving the

problem-solving

minor.
more

When disagreement

information

disagreement.
referent power,

and legitimate

power —

approach.

when the decision

major importance and considerably lower

decision was

coercive/reward power,
of expert

involved in decisions,

were the

Patchen

occurred,
predominant

found little

use of

or bargaining, but a great deal

types of

P a t c h e n 1s

power that

analysis

fit with

revealed

a

three

characteristics of individuals named as most influential in a purchase
decision:
1) They were the persons most affected by the purchase;
2) They had the most expertise with respect to the purchase,3) They were formally responsible for the purchase.
Patchen

notes

influentials fit

that

the second

neatly into

legitimate bases of power.
French and Raven's
for

this type

of power

likely to react to

French and
The first

typology,

and

third

characteristics

Raven's (1959)

expert and

characteristic does not fit in

and Patchen proposes

the fact

of

that "those

the decision in a way which

as an explanation

affected persons

are

affects others.

And
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others know this"

(Patchen 1974:416).

P a t c h e n 1s study

is relevant

to the

dissertation research

in a

number of ways:
- It

empirically examines

obtains face

influence in

valid results using

purchase decisions

French and Raven's

and

bases of

power.
• - It

suggests

that perceived

importance

of

a decision

is

a

determinant of the amount of influence a person will exert over
a decision's outcome.

This supports the growing

practice of

-assessing decision importance in decision making studies.
Patchen notes
very special

that "the

findings reported here

type of decision (purchasing)

organization (business

firms)"

are based

in a particular

(Patchen 1974:417).

There

institutions where the results of the study may not hold.
study

has

interesting

generalizing his
with care.

implications

for

marital

findings to that institution

Business institutions involve

and

authority

of decision

type of
are other

Though his

decision

making,

would have to

be done

large numbers of people in

decisions, emphasize rational problem-solving,
status

on a

and formally define the

participants.

Family

decision

situations may have some or none of these characteristics; they rarely
have all.
Other organizational
adopt

perspectives which

behavior researchers
have less

strategies in family decision making.
paper.

Grimes (1978)

influence,

has

obvious

relevance to

For example,

distinguished

and social control.

make distinctions

or

influence

in a theoretical

among power,

authority,

Power is control over the actions of
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others, without their will, consent,

or knowledge.

opposite

"the

of

power,

and

involves

collective goals that are associated
to "pursuit
group

of individual

compliance"

individuals in

an organization

or

pursuit

goals associated

Influence

to convince

is

those with

inducements,

control involves use of resources

with

exerted

by

authority to

to benefit individual goals.

techniques include persuasion,

of

with group consensus" as opposed

1978:726).

change their decisions so as

attempts.

promotion

or particularistic

(Grimes

Authority is the

Influence

and constraints.

Social

by authorities to counter influence

Social control techniques

include persuasion,

sanctions,

and insulation.
The real problem is not
not match
not.

or neatly fit Spiro's

One reason

imply,

to

conceptualization,

is that Grimes's and

at the least,

hypotheses

that G r i m e s 1s theoretical framework does

groups larger

test

in

marital

but why

it does

similar researchers'

concepts

than dyads.
influence

They might suggest

situations,

but

the

suggestions are of necessity very general.
Gamson (1968),

for example,

has found that the use of congruent

means of influence and social control
organizations reinforces whatever
the

organization.

Since

strategies does not

by authorities and partisans in

level of trust presently

Gamson's

and

match the one used in

Grimes's set

of

exists in
influence

the dissertation research,

Gamson's finding does not suggest any specific hypotheses for a family
influence
however,

study.
is the

What

is relevant

to

the dissertation

fact that these researchers have

patterns of occurrence

found:

exist in influence strategies,-

research,
(1)

that

and (2)

that
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these patterns of influence affect
trust) and interaction outcomes

both individual states (individual

(organizational climate).

Research by Bacharach and Lawler

(1980),

who view organizations

as political systems, provides more evidence of both the potential and
the limitations of different theoretical
influence

research.

influence —
and within
have

not

Bacharach

and Lawler

primarily in the form
coalitions in an
tested

organizational

numerous

environment,

among groups larger

emphasize

propositions;
and

the study

of power and bargaining

organization.

than dyads.

testable and relevant

frameworks in guiding family

They have
all

most assume
Some of

of

—

of

among

generated but

these

assume

an

interaction within

or

their propositions suggest

hypotheses in family influence

research.

For

example:
An increase in the temporal constraints,
established directly or
indirectly,
will
reduce
the mutual
toughness
of bargaining
between conflicting coalitions (Bacharach and Lawler 1980:128).
suggests testing
When making decisions under
time pressure,
couples use
fewer
influence strategies (or make fewer influence attempts) than when
they are not under time pressure.
Other propositions are
studies.

For example,

simply not relevant to

husband-wife influence

the following.

The smaller the power difference between U and the prospective ML
coalition,
the greater the inclination of U to form a coalition
with M or L (Bacharach and Lawler 1980:70).
(U, M,
and L stand
for upper,
middle,
and
lower hierarchy
levels
in
an
organization.)
refers to groups larger than a dyad and also coalitions,
exist in a dyad.

which cannot
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Social Psychology
Since interpersonal influence
surprising that social
paradigms

and under

is such a broad topic,

psychologists have studied it
a number

of

or persuasion,

social influence,

using different

different names.

approaches include decision theory,

it is not

Some of

conflict theory,

these

attitude change

and bargaining (sometimes referred to

as game theory).
Numerous
their way

decision making

into marketing

concepts

studies of the

ideas of satisficing (Simon 1976),
Etzioni 1967),
perception

stages of

processes

conflict theory

perceptions

1949,

but it is

and thought

Janis

and

making.

found

include the

(Tversky 1972,

(Janis 1968),

selective

Rausch 1970),

and

One idea which has not

Janis and Mann's (1977)

model of decision

idea of influence,

These

decision heuristics

(Vroom and Deci 1971).

been adopted in marketing is

psychology have

topic.

decision making

(Klapper

postpurchase dissonance

from

intraindividual

This model

includes the

solely the influence of an individual1s

on his

own decision

processes.

Like

the

organizational conflict studies mentioned above (and perhaps even more
than

them),

the

intraindividual

conflict

theory

makes

little

contribution to the dissertation research because the unit of analysis
is

not appropriate.

That

is,

the model

excludes

interpersonal

interaction.
Other
influence

authors have
terms,

present research.
conflict

in a

and

examined

conflict

their studies

Tedeschi et al.

small-group setting.

in more

have greater

(1973),

general

social

relevance to

the

for example, have examined

They find

that the

necessary
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components of

a theory of social

communication,

and the personal

Their review

of the

conflict are a

characteristics of the participants.

psychology literature

three components reveals

small-group

behavior,

in the

marital dyad

et al.

1973:48).

during decision

to have made more influence attempts,
reward/reference

investigating in

friendliness,

expect the individual whose preferences

more

on these

For example:

dominance,

talkativeness covary (Tedeschi
true

for information

findings that appear worth

the context of marital decision making.
- In

conflict situation,

If

making,

and

this is
we

might

dominate in a decision
and perhaps to have used

strategy (which

is

"friendlier"

than

legitimate strategy).
- Low self-esteem persons

are more

persuasable than

esteem individuals (Janis and Field 1959).
spouses who

have low self-esteem

and less effective

high self

This suggests that

are likely to

use different

influence strategy mixes than

spouses with

high self-esteem.
- Gender

and

sex

bargaining

and

role

are

associated

compliance-gaining

Baxter and Philpott 1981).

women are

moderns —

(Terhune

in

1970,

to use

than men,
different

and traditional men
strategy mixes

than

results Spiro (1983) has already obtained.

Persuasion and
1981),

likely

behaviors

differences

This suggests that women are likely

to use different strategy mixes
and

with

attitude researchers

like conflict

researchers,

influence as they see it and

have

(e.g.,

Petty

and Cacioppo

identified components

have then studied those components.

of
In
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the case of persuasion and

attitude change studies,

are derived from communication models
message factors,

and receiver

trustworthiness,

likeability,

most interesting

in terms of

persuade as

studied in

and consists of source factors,

factors.

which affect the persuasiveness of

these components

Source

factors identified

a communication include expertise,

and intent to

persuade.

The last is

the dissertation research.

psychology refers

to the

Intent to

effect of

overtly

persuasive messages on receivers with differing levels of involvement.
Petty and Cacioppo

(1979)

found less attitude

were personally

involved,

findings

importance

that

which

fits in

affects

the

change when receivers

with interaction
content

and

research

nature

of

that increasing

the

interpersonal influence.
Researchers have
number of
Insko,

some evidence

messaga arguments increases message

and Yandell

this would

also found

1974).

suggest that

influence attempts

effectiveness (Calder,

In the dissertation

spouses who

are more

engage in

likely to

research situation,
a greater

dominate in

number of

decision making.

Persuasion researchers have also found that self-esteem,

gender,

and

sex role affect receiver persuasability.
The last area to be discussed here which relates to influence and
is

potentially

relevant

bargaining research.

to

the

dissertation

research

concerns

Bargaining is defined as

an exchange between two or more
individuals who attempt to reach
an accommodation or agreement
regarding what behaviors
or
commodities
each
will or
will not
provide
and
receive
subsequently from the other (McClintock et al 1983:206)
Bargaining thus defined is a type

of influential interaction and does
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involve decision making,
of bargaining than
This greater

but it appears

that which takes place in

structure in bargaining

very structured

to be a more structured form

research paradigms

family decision making.

situations is expressed
prevalent in

in the

bargaining studies,

including payoff matrix games, experimental economics games, and roleplaying simulations.

All

of these involve simplified

the case of matrix games,

very simplified),

realities (in

with a limited number of

rules governing action and possible outcomes.
Nonetheless,

numerous

potential applicability to
making.

findings

bargaining

research

studies of marital influence

have

and decision

Deutch (1960) found that dyads who communicate in bargaining

obtain greater

total profit than those

certain kinds of influence strategies
will lead to better decisions
decision situations.
with

a strong

bargainers,

which supports

influence strategies

who do not,

suggesting that

(such as information influence)

(objectively?

subjectively?) in marital

Chertkoff and Esser (1976) found that males and

individuals

value

in

internal

locus

Spiro's finding of gender

in marital persuasion

of investigating

the

of control

locus of

are

differences in

and further

control

tougher

suggests the

construct in

marital

decision making studies.
Several researchers
found

that caring

contradicts

Spiro's

(Chertkoff and Esser 1976, Dorris 1972)

leads to
finding

more cooperation
that

marital

determinant of influence

strategy mix.

have found

couples take less

that married

less frequently break off negotiations,

have

in bargaining,
satisfaction

Schoeninger and
time to

is

which
not

a

Wood (1969)

reach agreement,

start with lower demands,

and
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concede more

readily than

mixed evidence,
couples to each

then,

mixed-sex pairs

for the idea

of strangers.

There is

that the commitment

of married

other results in typically

influence rules from unmarried couples.
as a result

different interaction and

The mixed findings may occur

of different operationalizations of

marital satisfaction

and/or response bias with respect to this variable.
The

theoretical

basis

of

much

of

the

research

discussed,

especially conflict theory and bargaining,

is social exchange theory,

psychology's adaptation of the sociology's

exchange theory.

research discussed in this chapter is clearly related,
of relationship differs.
of

relationships,

involved,
interact

formality

and commitment
can limit

As has been noted,
of

applicability of

number of

to others

findings

but the degree

differences in intimacy

relationships,

of individuals

All the

persons

with whom

they

to marital

influence

in

Decision-

processes.

Spiro's Paper

Rosann Spiro's
Making," is
research.

1983

paper,

"Persuasion

the marketing literature
It occupies this position

examines influence

as a process

Family

starting point for

the present

primarily because it explicitly

which occurs

prior to and

which in

part determines decision outcomes.

The dissertation research attempts

first to validate Spiro's work and

then to extend it conceptually and

methodologically.

Because

a central

research,

paper is reviewed

Spiro's

it is

source for

completely below.

the present
The review

lOfi

concludes with a discussion of the paper's limitations or flaws.

Purpose
The paper

is written

to rectify

what Spiro

Aldous 1977, Davis and Rigaux 1974,

Heffring 1980)

excessive

on

purchase

and

unfruitful emphasis

decision

outcomes,

Spiro

making

process.

asserts,

reach decisions"

the

(e.g.,

perceive to be an

outcomes of

Because

"very little

and others

of

the

this

family

emphasis

is known about

on

how families

(p.393).

The stated

purpose of

the paper is

"to examine

the strategies

used by individual spouses in making accommodative joint decisions for
major durable purchases"
to indicate

(p.393).

Spiro used the term "accommodative"

decision situations in which

spouses have at

least some

disagreement over the desirability of various alternatives.

Problem

solving,

agree on

an

activity which

desired outcomes,
The

purchase

is

typically occurs

when spouses

thus excluded from consideration

influence

of

children

is

also

in the study.
excluded

from

consideration, on the grounds that children are likely to have minimal
influence on the purchase of major durables.
A more specific purpose of the
of

influence

strategies

used

by

paper is to identify combinations
individuals

relationship of socioeconomic and situational
such strategies.

Less central aims

of various influence
husband/wife

patterns,

perceptions of

and

evaluate

the

variables to the use of

include examination of frequency

assessment of degree

influence attempts,

of agreement in

and evaluation

i

perceived effectiveness of different types of influence.

of
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Influence Strategies
Influence strategies are sets of
to get their

behaviors spouses use in trying

own way in a decision situation.

particular strategies

to be

sociology

and depth-interviewing

literature

Spiro determined the

examined in her

study by
twenty

reviewing the
couples.

The

strategies which were included are briefly described as follows:
—

Expert strategy
other

that he

involves one
is more

spouse trying

knowledgeable about

to convince
the products

the
or

alternatives under consideration and that therefore his wishes
should be acted upon.

—

Legitimate influence
the

strategy involves one spouse

other's shared

e.g.,

values

asserting that

fulfills a role

concerning

calling on

role expectations

her wishes should dominate

associated with the product

because she

or product class

under consideration.

—

Bargaining occurs
say

in

when one spouse

a present

decision

by

attempts to get
promising the

the final

other

spouse

dominance in some future decision or some other favor.

—

Reward/Referent influence combines the French and Raven (1959)
categories.

Spouses reward each other in ways appropriate to

their

marital

ideal

roles

(referent

influence),

in

the

expectation that this will help them get their own way.

I

(

—

Ercotional

influence

expression of

is

just

what

some emotion towards

it

seems

to

one's spouse in

be:

the

order to
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improve

—

one's chances

of

getting one's

way

in a

decision

situation.

Such influence attempts may be nonverbal.

Impression

management involves

information or

situations by

influence over the other.

premeditated manipulation
one spouse

to gain

of

or justify

Spiro gives an example of claiming

the spouse's preferred alternative is unavailable (even though
it is available)

as a means of increasing

the likelihood of

getting one's own way.
Spiro

did

not

claim

these

comprehensive classification,
used in

of influence

strategies

constitute

a

but rather that these are most commonly

husband-wife purchase decision

primary research attention.
number

six

Also,

strategies in

making and

therefore deserve

since individuals typically use a
decision

situations,

the

study

focuses on influence strategy mixes rather than single strategies.
A series of
the different
the scales

Likert scale items were developed to

influence strategies.

ranged from

ranged from

0.63 to

Item-to-total

0.67 to 0.88,

0.91.

capture use of
correlations for

and coefficient

The author

stated that

alpha values

factor analysis

confirmed the intended structure of the influence strategy instrument.
Based on
interaction,
Wolfe's

a review of the

sociology literature on

and decision making,

(1959)

resource

theory,

family power,

and relying primarily on Blood and
Spiro

examined

the

following

nondirectional hypotheses:
1.

Age, income, education,
number and age of children,
whether
the wife is employed, and income contribution of the wife are
significant determinants of the use of an influence strategy
mix.
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2.

Degree of satisfaction with
the marriage
is a significant
determinant of the use of an influence strategy mix.

3.

Traditional
family ideology
determinants of the use of an

4.

Importance
of the decision is a significant
the use of an influence strategy mix.

5.

The
the

and
gender are significant
influence strategy mix.
determinant

of

desire to avoid conflict
is a significant determinant
use of an influence strategy mix.

of

Method
Couples

were

qualified

as respondents

by

randomly

individuals from the phone book, contacting them by phone,
whether

they

and

their

spouse

had

purchased

or

selecting
and asking

thought

about

purchasing furniture or some other major durable during the past three
months,
purchase.

and had

experienced some

disagreement with

regard to

the

Couples who qualified were visited in their homes and given

questionnaires to be

completed independently by each

spouse.

These

questionnaires included the following:
- The 33-item influence
strategy measure,
worded to capture an
individual's perception of his own influence strategies?
- The influence strategy measure a second time, worded to capture
an individual's perceptions of the influence strategies used by
his spouse;
- A series of Likert
scale items used to test
the hypotheses,
including:
1.
a 4-item scale measuring the importance of the purchase to
each spouse,
2.a 6-item scale (from Levinson and Huff 1955)
measuring the
extent of each spouse's belief in a "traditional
family
ideology",
3.
a 3-item scale measuring marriage satisfaction;
- A set of life-cycle and classification items,
including age,
education,
income,
percent of income contributed by wife,
number of children, and age of youngest child.
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Items

within

the

two

influence

strategy

presented in order to reduce response

measures

bias.

were

randomly

Copies of the influence

strategy measure and the questionnaire are included in Appendix A.
Analysis of the data proceeded in two stages.
strategy mixes

used by husbands and

Howard-Harris clustering algorithm.

First,

influence

wives were identified

using the

A

six-group solution was chosen

based on examination of marginal error term and common s e n s e ,
groups were labeled as follows:
Subtle Influencers,

Emotional

Non-influencers,
Influencers,

and the

Light Influencers,

Combination Influencers,

and Heavy Influencers.
The second
Multiple

stage of

discriminant

strategy groups
variable.

analysis involved

analysis

testing the

was employed,

treated as six levels

with

of a single

hypotheses.

the

influence

nominal dependent

The demographic and attitudinal items served as independent

variables in the discriminant analysis.

Findings
The second and

fourth hypotheses were not supported

—

that is,

marriage satisfaction and importance of the decision were not found to
be determinants of the influence strategy mix employed.
fifth hypotheses were supported:

traditional family ideology, gender,

and conflict

avoidance were found

the

influence

type of

regarding life cycle
except

that

age

and

to be significant

strategy mix

used.

of

children

determinants of

The first

and other demographic variables,
number

The third and

were

significant determinants of influence strategy mix.

not

hypothesis,
was supported
found

to

be

Ill

Other findings not related to the hypotheses are as foll o w s :
Though not tested statistically (because of insufficient sample
size),

it appears that spouses were

more likely to employ the

same influence strategy mix than different mixes.
- A s pouse1s perceptions of the
was using rarely agreed with
strategies used.

influence strategies his partner
the partner's self-reports on the

This finding is very

similar to the lack of

agreement in reports of who dominates in family decisions found
in the marketing and sociology literature.
- Individuals using

the different

strategy mixes

significantly different estimates of

did not

give

the effectiveness of each

mix.
In general,

the author concludes that traditional life style and life

cycle are two major dimensions which affect strategy choice.

Limitations
Spiro notes two limitations of the study reviewed above.
a possible

lack of generalizability stemming

study and means of qualifying respondents:
more frequent purchasers
the study
.results

is biased
obtained by

from the nature

of the

since younger couples are

of major durables,

the

towards younger couples.
analyzing this

One is

sample

sample obtained for
It is

may not

possible that
apply to

older

couples or other groups.
The
study's

second
focus

obtained in

limitation
on

mentioned by

accommodative

Spiro's study

decision

may not apply

the

author

making

involves

only.

with respect

the

Findings

to consensual
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decisions —

those decisions in which

couples agree on goals but need

to determine how to achieve them.
Two major

limitations not

identified by

dissertation research direction and design.
of Spiro's influence
six

strategies

husbands

strategy typology.

investigated

and wives

are

trying to

shaped the

One concerns the validity
The author

the ones

reach

Spiro have

most

states that the

commonly

used

accommodative decisions.

by
The

majority of the strategies delineated by Spiro are derived from French
and Raven's (1959) bases of social power and resource theory,

but she

also cites other sources for her typology (e.g.,

Davis 1971,

Patchen

Spiro's typology

and the

1974, Safilios-Rothschild 1970).
It is

very important

instrument developed

to know whether

to measure

it adequately

capture influence

in

«

family purchase decision making.
validity,

then

the

If the typology and instrument lack

influence

instrument are meaningless

strategy

mixes

and it makes no

instrument as

family

decision

validity of
evidence

a

starting point

making,

they

the measure.

by subjecting

should

in
have

The dissertation
the measure

from

sense at all to

"significant determinants" of strategy mixes.
Spiro's

derived

the

look for

Before researchers use
advancing knowledge
some evidence

for

research provides

to Campbell

and Fiske's

of
the
this

(1959)

multitrait-multimethod (MTJ01) analysis for convergent and discriminant
validity.
The second major

limitation of the study concerns

the nature of
i

what is being studied.
place

during the

Influence

process

strategies are behaviors that take

of decision

making.

Even

if there

is
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evidence for the validity of Spiro's instrument,
process of influence —
This

use of

post

it can

at best summarize strategies employed.

hoc self-report

methodological approach

it cannot capture the

in both

measures

has

sociology and

been the

dominant

marketing studies

family decision making,

but it is incapable

over time and aspects of

strategic interaction between spouses.

of examining strategies

kind of question that Spiro's approach cannot answer, for example,
whether use of strategy
strategy B
Spiro's

A at time t predisposes an

at time t+1.

measure,

communication

the

In addition
dissertation

and marital

of

therapy research

draws

to

is

individual to use

to examining the
research

The

validity of
primarily

on

examine patterns

of

interaction in family purchase decision making.
There are some

other more specific limitations

which are remedied in the present research.

to Spiro's study

Spiro's literature review

covers only the studies of family power in sociology,- the dissertation
literature

review

psychology,
Data

discusses

relevant

research

in

marketing,

communication studies, and other areas as well.
collection in

limitations.
is contacted.

Spiro's

For instance,
This

study is

subject

to

a number

of

in qualifying respondents, only one spouse

is a limitation because it

is entirely possible

for one spouse to perceive no disagreement and the other to perceive a
great

deal of

disagreement in

recall of the decision process

the

in qualifying

couples

Additionally,

(not the outcomes) is often selectively

biased (Olson and Rabunsky 1974).
spouses

same situation.

The dissertation research uses both
for inclusion

problem of recall is approached in two ways:

in
first,

the sample.

The

couples role-play
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in

two decision

situations

and respond

instrument immediately afterwards.
the decision
strategies

situations will
used by

to

It is

the influence

fel.t that the immediacy of

improve recall.

spouses are

also

strategy

Secondly,

influence

measured observationally,

by

counting the frequency of the different types of influence attempts in
the audiotaped decision situations.
One

final

limitation

of

Spiro's

study

concerns

appropriateness of the clustering algorithm employed.
Harris algorithm

is relatively uncommon and

extremely large number of cases to
impractical —

which is not the

dissertation research

the

The Howard and

is usually used

when an

be analyzed makes other algorithms
case with Spiro's 98

uses Ward's

couples.

hierarchical clustering

The

algorithm

(SAS 1982, Veldman 1967, Ward 1963), which has been extensively tested
against

other

algorithms

and

found

to

yield

the

best

general

performance (Blashfield 1976, 1980; Blashfield and Aldenderfer 1978).

Summary and Hypotheses
In a recent review article,

Kassarjian (1982)

status of family decision making research.
some of

the major issues

research on process

in the topic

has assessed the

His comments draw together

area,

and interaction and the

including the

lack of

possible inapplicability

of findings which refer to individual decision making:
It
is becoming increasingly clear that the appropriate
unit of
analysis for much of consumer behavior should be
the family and
not the individual.
However,
little
of the research on family
consumption behavior has explored how families make decisions or
the process of family decision making.
This

stream

of research

is

still

in

a very

early

stage...
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Theories such as role bargaining, negotiation, exchange,
interaction process have yet to be studied.

and the

Once one turns from individual
decision making to group decision
making,
much of the prevailing knowledge in consumer psychology
simply may not apply (Kassarjian 1982:636-637).

Family decision
this area's

making research in

major source

field,

has

outcomes and antecedent stages or
outcomes administered
results,

and a

to a

marketing and
focused almost

conditions.

single spouse

have yielded

has also been found to yield incongruent results.

very weak in

magnitude.

incompatible

husband and wife

Attempts to measure

conditions as determinants of

has typically yielded results which

exclusively on

Different measures of

single measure administered to both

antecedent stages or

in sociology,

decision outcomes

are statistically significant but

These findings have led

both sociology and

marketing researchers to a concern with measure validity.
Spiro's (1983)

influence strategy

occurs between antecedent

states and final outcomes.

the measure, Spiro pretested it,
subscales,

measure has not,

been subjected

The

is the first step of the present research.

influence strategy

That MTMM analysis

The analysis involves a 5

with the 5 traits being the influence strategies as Spiro

conceptualizes them,
scale as

In developing

to MTMM analysis to obtain

evidence for convergent and discriminant validity.

x 2 matrix,

what

and factor analyzed the scale to

for construct validity.

however,

focus on

assessed internal reliability of the

discarded inferior items,

obtain some support

measure does

developed and

and the two

methods being self-report

observation using

a coding

Spiro's influence strategy conceptualization.

via the

scheme based

on
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Observation has been chosen as the

second method because (1)

is maximally different from self-report;
validity than the self-report measure.

and (2)

it

it may have greater

Kerlinger (1973) states.

The important clue to the study of the validity of behavioral
observation measures would seem to be construct validity.
If the
variables being measured by the observational procedures
are
embedded in a theoretical
framework,
then certain relationships
should exist.
Do they indeed exist? (Kerlinger 1973:540)
If Spiro's conceptualization of family

influence processes is correct

and if, as the literature reviewed and common sense assert,
processes

precede and

in

part

determine decision

influence

outcomes,

Spiro's influence strategy measure should predict outcomes.
Spiro has found (as have

However,

previous family decision making researchers)

that spouses do not

agree in their perceptions of degree

influence

exercised,

strategy

then

and that

influence

and type of

perceptions

of

neither spouse are very good predictors of decision outcomes.
The most common explanation given for lack of predictive validity
of self-report decision infuence measures
bias.

cites some sort of response

If response bias is truly the problem,

then properly controlled

observational measurement based on Spiro's conceptual framework should
demonstrate greater predictive validity

than her self-report measure.

It is therefore hypothesized that
HI.

Observation will be a better
than self-report.

Summarizing
information.

data
This is

provides

information

usually not

whoever summarizes the data (e.g.,
the unsummarized information (the

predictor of decision outcomes

an

but

also

obscures

insurmountable problem,

calculates

a mean)

as

has access to

individual observations).

Spiro's
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self-report

measure,

however,

summarizes

influential

without ever recording the actual interaction.
all

the

fields

interaction not

reviewed

have

only exist

is

observational

incapable
measure

Researchers in nearly

that

repeated

but also constitute

content of the interaction.
strategies

found

interaction

sequences

part of

of

the message

Spiro's self-report measure of influence
of

capturing

based

on

conceptualization can if they do exist.

these

sequences,

but

the

her

influence

strategy

It is therefore hypothesized

that
H2A.

Repeated sequences
of
observed:
1. Within individuals,*
2. Within couples.

influence

strategies

will

be

Evidence discussed above from psychology,

sociology,

research

characteristic sequences

indicates that

interaction.

It is

dyads

develop

therefore hypothesized for the

and communication
of

present research

that
H2B.

Repeated sequences of
influence
across decision situations:
1.
For individuals;
2.
For couples.

strategies will

Spiro's study found that individuals could

be grouped by the set

and intensity of influence strategies they typically employed.
the observational measure used in the
gather more

detail,

constructs measured.
H3A.

it

is not

persist

While

present research is expected to

expected to

differ from

Spiro's in

It is therefore hypothesized that

Groupings
or classes
cf influence
strategies similar
to
those
found in Spiro's study will be observed across
individuals.
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Gottman and

interactionist researchers in

sociology have

found that

families can be characterized by the set of communication or influence
strategies they

collectively employ,

so

it is

further hypothesized

that
H3B.

The

Groupings
or classes
of influence
strategies similar
to
those in Spiro's studies will be observed across couples.

literature

review

suggestions for research
fill

many years

replicating

of

this

chapter

has

yielded

on antecedents and outcomes

study.

Spiro's

in

The

results

dissertation

using

and stating

an

of influence to

research focuses

observational

hypotheses

enough

measure

influence

strategies,

justified

by Spiro's

reviewed.

It is therefore hypothesized that, as in Spiro's study,

findings and/or

directionally

other research

on
of

where

that has

been

i

H4A1.

Individuals who belong to
influence
strategy classes
characterized by low strategy use will have the following
characteristics
compared to
individuals
belonging to
classes characterized by greater strategy use:
a.
greater length of marriage;
b.
less traditional family ideology,c.
later stage of family life cycle,d.
less education,e.
lower income;
f.
greater age.

Additionally,
H4A2.

Individuals
belong
to
influence
strategy
classes
characterized by heavy use of emotional influence are more
likely to be female.

Spiro

found

influence strategy
various influence

some
mix,

factors to
but

be

did not

strategy classes.

research simply hypothesizes that

significant
specify their
For

determinants

of

relationship to

that reason,

the present
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H4B.

Membership
in different
influence
strategy classes
is
characterized by
significantly different values
on
the
following v a r i a b l e s :
1 . conflict avoidance
2 . wife's employment
3. wife's contribution to income.

Spiro found

importance of the decision

determinant of influence
found importance or

strategy mix,

not to be

though numerous

involvement to affect the

The dissertation research does not

a significant
studies have

nature of interaction.

retest this hypothesis.

Instead,

selection of decision interaction topics in the present research takes
importance into account.
influence attempts
enough about
details.

The intent is to select

are likely

to be

the decision to be
Design of

made,

and

where spouses

more likely to

the research

is

topics both where
care

remember interaction

discussed in

more detail

in

Chapter Three.
In
validity,

summary,

the

dissertation research

replicating Spiro's findings,

is examined primarily via MTMM analysis,
used

in assessing

extend Spiro's findings

and examining

whether they

classes are derived

can be

of

examining

and extending them.

Validity

though regression analysis is
The

research attempts

Spiro's

work

in

to

by testing

them directionally

obtained when

influence strategy

from an observational measure

not from her self-report measure.
extension

on

predictive validity.

replicate and

focuses

of influence,

and

The dissertation also represents an
that

it

directly

characteristics of the influence interaction process.

examines

the

CHAPTER THREE

Methodology

The research
were stated

questions that

in Chapter One.

prompted the

dissertation research

Hypotheses tested by

research were stated at the conclusion of Chapter Two.

the dissertation
Chapter Three

describes research methods,'and is divided into four sections:
- measures and operationalizations;
- special methodological tools, techniques, and issues;
- the design of the study;
- transcription and coding procedures.

Measures and Operationalizations
Measures
described

of

influence

separately.

constructs of interest
this section.

Table

strategies and

Operationalizations
are discussed as a

decision
of

dominance

are

other variables

and

group in the last

3.1 summarizes operationalizations used

dissertation research.
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part of
in the
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Table 3.1.

Operationalizations of Constructs.

Constructs

| Operationalizations

Influence strategies

I Two m e t h o d s :
j -Spiro (1983) self-report in|
strument (66 Likert items; once
|
individually and once jointly)
| -Counts based on a coding scheme
I
applied to taped verbal
I
interactions

Decision dominance

I -husband dominance, wife dominance,
I and relative dominance based on
I matches between preferences on
I individual and joint product
I decision worksheets

Other constructs:
-family ideology

|
I-6-item scale used in Spiro (de| veloped by Levinson and Huff)
| -five items (Likert) - Spiro's
I plus four similar
| -match Spiro where possible
I

-conflict avoidance
-demographic and social
variables
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Self-Report Influence Strategy Measure
Influence strategies were measured in
and by observation.
(1983).

two ways —

The self-report measure was

by self-report

developed by Spiro

This instrument consists of 33 Likert scale items designed to

capture six influence strategy categories:
-

Expert strategy
Legitimate strategy
Bargaining
Reward/Referent strategy
Emotional strategy
Impression management.

Spiro arrived
review of

at these influence

the family

research consisting
couples.
to 0.88,
not

strategy categories

power literature
of focus

in sociology

group discussions

Item-to-total correlations for the

through a

and exploratory

with a

total of

20

scales ranged from 0.67

and coefficient alpha values ranged from 0.63 to 0.91 It was

stated

whether

these were

corrected

alpha

values.

(Means,

standard deviations, correlations, and alpha values for the instrument
are presented in Chapter Four as Table 4.4.)
analysis

which

she said

confirmed

the

Spiro performed a factor

intended structure

of

the

influence strategy instrument.
Each individual

in Spiro's study responded

instrument —

one

or

influence

her

own

which assessed the individual's
strategies,

individual's perceptions of his or

and

one

to two forms

of the

perceptions of his
which

assessed

the

her spouse's influence strategies.

The second form of the instrument merely reworded each item so that it
applied to the spouse instead of the individual.
Spiro's

instrument is

included in

Appendix A,

A sample copy of the
and a

copy of

the
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revised instrument

used

in the

dissertation research is

included in

Appendix B under the (heading, "Family Decision Questionnaire."
Participants in

the dissertation

third form of Spiro's instrument.

research also

responded to

a

In addition to the two measures in

her study, spouses jointly completed a measure assessing the influence
strategies
combined and

they

each employed.

The

reworded version of

employed _______
In

strategy on the

forms.

33 of the general form,
wife," and

data obtained

were summarized

strategy subscale.
consisted of six

simply

33 of the

a
It

"Husband

form,

"Wife

strategy on the husband."

Spiro's study,

instrument

measure was

Spiro's two individual

consisted of 66 Likert scale items,
employed _______

joint

as

with

the mean

of

Influence strategy data
values

strongly disagree).

The

summarize data from both

with a range

the influence
the

strategy

responses to

each

for each individual thus

from 1 to 5

(strongly agree to

dissertation research used the same method to
individual and joint forms of the self-report

instrument.

Observational Influence Strategy Measure
Spiro

developed

her

influence

strategy

measure

based

on

a

literature review and on focus group discussions with married couples.
The

focus groups

were used

occurred most frequently

to identify

which influence

so that these only would be

strategies

included in the

m e asure.
Spiro's six
for use

influence strategy

in analyzing verbal data

classification was

not suitable

in the present study.

This study
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sought

to examine

decision making,

the

influence

process in

and analyzing process

husband-wife

purchase

required developing and using

an exhaustive classification scheme for the verbal data.
The dissertation research approached development of an exhaustive
classification

scheme

for

the

verbal

starting with

previous research and

data itself.

These are discussed

concludes with a description of

data

from

starting with
separately below,

two

directions,

the observational
and the section

the final classification scheme,

and

how it was employed.

Categories Based on Previous

Research.

This procedure involved

examining all the literature reviewed in Chapter Two.

All terms that

described types of influence were extracted from these sources,
with their definitions if authors had
list

of 191

different

terms and

provided them.

phrases

researchers

describing and analyzing influence (Table 3.2).

along

This yielded a
had used

in

Table 3.2.

List of Terms and Phrases used in Categorizing Influence
(Based on Literature Re-review)

BARGAINING

TRADING

PERSUASION

MEDIATION

PROBLEM-SOLVING

DELAYING

AUTHORITY EXERTION

RECOGNIZED AUTHORITY

NEGOTIATION

COMPROMISE

COERCION

REJECTION

ROLE-SENDING

COGNITIVE: INTRODUCTORY

COGNITIVE: REASONING

RESOLVING & RECONCILING

TANGENTIAL CONFLICT

ASKING

LAISSEZ-FAIRE

NEGATIVE AFFECT

PERSISTENCE

POSITIVE AFFECT

REASONING

STATING IMPORTANCE

SUGGESTING

TALKING

TELLING

WITHDRAWAL

ROLE STRUCTURE APPEAL

BUDGET APPEAL

EMOTIONAL

POLITICKING

EXPERT

LEGITIMATE

REWARD/REFERENT

IMPRESSION MANAGEMENT

REFERENT

INFORMATIONAL

NORMATIVE

AFFECTIVE

ECONOMIC

PERSONAL

ASSERTIVENESS

MEDIATION

INGRATIATION

RATIONALITY

SANCTIONS

UPWARD APPEAL

BLOCKING

.

EXCHANGE OF BENEFITS
COALITIONS

Table 3.2 (continued)

CONFORMITY PRESSURE

GUILT

EMULATION

SUGGESTION

AUTHORITY

FRIENDSHIP

OBLIGATION

IDENTIFICATION

PERCEIVED DEPENDENCE

JOKING

FAULTING

REJECTION

PRESCRIPTION

HOSTILE QUESTIONS

HOSTILE JOKES

PRESUMPTIVE ATTRIBUTION

AVOIDING RESPONSIBILITY

INFORMATION GIVING

DESCRIPTION

DISCLOSURE

QUALIFICATION

SOLICITING DISCLOSURE

NEGATIVE INQUIRY

SUPPORT

EMPHASIZING COMMONALITIES

ACCEPTING RESPONSIBILITY

PREGIVING

MORAL APPEAL

ESTEEM (FOR OTHER)

DEBT

ALTRUISM

THREAT

AVERSIVE STIMULI

IDENTITY MANAGEMENT

HINTING

DIRECT REQUEST

DECEIT DISCLAIMER

STATEMENT

SUGGEST NEGATIVE ALTERNATIVES

COOPERATION

INACTION

EXPLANATION

INGRATIATION

ALLUREMENT

WARNING

AUDIENCE USE

MANIPULATION

NONNEGOTIATION

Table 3.2 (continued)

EMOTIONAL APPEAL

PERSONAL REJECTION

EMPATHIC UNDERSTANDING

DANGLING CARROT

HANGING SWORD

IN TARGET'S BEST INTEREST

SIAMESE TWIN

FOOT-IN-THE-DOOR

REMUNERATIVE POWER

NORMATIVE POWER

SOCIAL POWER

INDUCEMENT

DETERRENCE

PRESSURE FOR ACTION

JUSTIFICATION FOR ACTION

WARNING

COMMUNICATOR IMAGE

STATEMENT AS QUESTION

AGREEMENT

DISAGREEMENT

COMMAND

OTHER ENHANCEMENT

FLATTERY

CONFORMITY

SELF-PRESENTATION

INDUCEMENTS

CONSTRAINTS

SANCTIONS

INSULATION

INVOLVEMENT

COMPETING

AVOIDING

COMPROMISING

DISCUSSION

SEPARATION

WITHDRAWAL

SMOOTHING

FORCING

CONFRONTATION

COALITION FORMATION

BEHAVIORAL/TACIT INFLUENCE

COMMUNICATED/NEGOTIATED INFLUENCE

EMANATED

POWER

ACTIVATION OF COMMITMENTS

MEDIATION OF REWARDS

PROMISES

NON-DECISIONS

Table 3.2 (continued)

PROBES

THREATS

MEDIATION OF PUNISHMENTS

MODELING & SOCIAL CONTAGION

LIKING

BLOCKING OUTCOMES

DEMAND CREATION

EXTENSION OF POWER NETWORK

WITHDRAWAL

THREATS

WARNINGS

MENDATIONS

PROMISES

REINFORCEMENT CONTROL

INFORMATION CONTROL

ZERO-SUM POWER

RULES/RULE ENFORCEMENT

PRINCIPLED INTERACTION

AVOIDANCE

DENIAL

NONRESPONSIVENESS

TOPIC SHIFTING

TOPIC AVOIDANCE

SEMANTIC FOCUS

PROCESS FOCUS

PESSIMISM

ABSTRACTNESS

EXCUSE

HUMOR

INTERRUPTION

MINDREADING/EMPATHY

N O RESPONSE

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

PROBLEM RESTATEMENT

SOLUTION PROPOSAL

QUESTION

DISCUSSION

TALK (IRRELEVANT/NONINFOR.)

COMMUNICATION TALK

INFORMATION EXCHANGE

SUMMARIZING OTHER

SUMMARIZING SELF

INFORMATION ABOUT PROBLEM

FEELINGS ABOUT PROBLEM

CONFRONTATION
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The terms and phrases
three judges,

who were instructed 1)

based on similarity,
sorted the

were typed on slips of paper

and 2)

group names and

contents.

This task produced

categories

making,

influence, and communication:

research

similarity of

fifteen observational
in

family

decision

Legitimate/authority
Expert
Bargaining
Identity management / modeling / referent
Impression management / information control / manipulation
Reward
Positive affect
Negative affect
Coercion
Conformity/normative expectations
Informational -straight facts,description
Informational - advocacy, rational,
reasoning
Avoidance/withdrawal
Interaction characteristics/categories
Other

Categories Based
above

on previous

into piles

The researcher then

three judges based on

coding

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

based

to sort the slips

to name each pile.

groups formed by the

and given to

were

felt

to

on Observational D a t a .
adequately

discussed in previous research,
from theory and
statements.

the

the

range

the categories
of

influence

influence types had been derived

not from actual classification

of verbal interaction

The research-based classification was thus considered to

be not necessarily
exhaustive

describe

Though

exhaustive,

classification

and an attempt was made

scheme

from

the

decision

to derive an
interactions

themselves.
Five interactions (two product decisions each)

were transcribed.
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Two

judges

were asked

to

transcripts

into piles

based on

Influence attempts

separately

sort

similarity

were defined as things

each statement
of influence

in

the

attempts.

people say (words

or just

sounds) ostensively to make it more likely that their preferences will
prevail in a decision situation.
many piles

as made

sense to

Judges were told they could have as

them but

were asked

to write

a brief

description of each pile.
The

categories

derived

by

both

judges

characterized by less sophisticated distinctions
abstraction
"tactical"

than the

research-based

than "strategic"

generally

and a lower level of

categories

in nature.

were

—

they

Examples of

were

more

observational

influence categories generated by the judges include:
- Use of humor
i

- Use of sarcasm
- Expresses

"personal considerations"

having a

bearing on

the

decision
- Declares other's opinion unacceptable
- Razzes spouse.

Final Observational Classification Scheme.

The researcher found

that most judge-generated influence categories could be subsumed under
the more general influence categories
The judge-generated
as they

replaced the

"Interaction

derived from previous research.

general interaction categories were
extremely broad

more useful,

research-based category

Chararacteristics/Categories"

with

more

named

specific
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categories such as "Questions," "Simple Agreement," and so on.
The final classification scheme for use on the observational data
included

twenty influence

and

general

interaction categories,

as

follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
Because

Legitimate/authority
Expert
Bargaining
Identity management / modeling / referent
Impression management / information control / manipulation
Reward
Positive affect (
Negative affect
Coercion
Conformity/normative expectations
Informational - descriptive
Informational - advocacy
Avoidance/withdrawal
Simple agreement
Simple- disagreement
Questions
Additions/clarifications
Incomplete/unclear
Other non-influence
Other influence
of

its

length,

the full

description

of

each

of

these

categories is included in Appendix C rather than here in the text.

Decision Dominance
A measure
hypothesis HI.
1.

Couples

of decision

dominance was required

in order

to test

That measure was derived as follows:
engaged

in

decision

making

for

two

different

hypothetical purchase situations.
2.

A

one-page worksheet

was

making for each situation.
Appendix B .)

developed
(Copies

to structure

decision

of worksheets appear in
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3.

Spouses completed

these worksheets

decision process.

separately prior

These individual

to

worksheets provided

the
a

measure of each spouse's personal preferences.
4.

During each decision

making situation,

couples completed the

same worksheet jointly.
Decision dominance was
each spouse's

individual preferences matched

final decision,
Subdecisions

measured by counting the

both spouses'

were not included in this

for husbands

number of matches between the

dominance

was

descriptions

a

and

a relative

in the couple analysis portion

husband's individual preferences and the
divided by the sum of

was

difference

of these

separately,

dominance was measured as H/(H+W) — the

jointly completed worksheet,
Wife dominance

agreed

Decision dominance variables

and wives

For example, husband

matches.

arrived at

individual preferences

calculation.

dominance variable was created for use
of HI.

the jointly

and summing matches over the two decision situations.

for which

were calculated

number of times

measured

husband and wife

as W/(H+W),

measure:

and

relative

(H-W)/(H+W).

operationalizations are

Detailed

presented in

Chapter

Four.
These were relatively
for

using

them

was

operationalization.
it

is possible)

characterize joint

crude measures of dominance.
the

lack

of

any

The reason

clearly

superior

Researchers have yet to agree on how (or whether
to

combine responses

marital outcomes.

from
This

individual spouses
problem is

more detail below under the heading, "Dyadic Analysis."

to

discussed in
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Other Variables and Constructs
Other variables that
include the following:
life cycle,

number

income, age, sex,
contribution to

were examined in the
length of marriage,

of children,

age of

conflict avoidance,
income.

With the

dissertation research

family ideology,

youngest child,

education,

wife's employment,

and wife's

exception of length

which was not directly assessed in Spiro's study,
for the
them.

most part

family

operationalized exactly

of marriage,

these variables were

as Spiro

operationalized

A copy of Spiro's questionnaire is included in Appendix A.
Length d£ marriage

was measured by a single

item requesting the

number of years an individual had been married.

Husbands'

and wives'

responses to the item were'compared, and where there was a discrepancy
the average of the two answers was used.
Spiro

measured conflict

avoidance

with

a single

Likert-scale

item, and the family ideology measure used in her study consisted of 6
items

taken from

the

12-item short

(Levinson and Huffman 1955).

form

of

a 40-item

instrument

The dissertation research used the same

family ideology measure as Spiro.

For the conflict avoidance measure,

four similar items were generated and tested.

These extra items were

included in order

the conflict avoidance

to improve the stability of

measure over that obtained with a single indicant.

Special Tools and Techniques
Some of the methods employed in
unfamiliar

to

readers.

Tools

and

the dissertation research may be
techniques

which

have

been
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identified

as requiring

description and

a rationale

for their

use

include the following:
- Strodtbeck's revealed differences technique;
- Protocol analysis;
- MTMM (Multitrait-Multimethod) analysis,- Cluster analysis
- Dyadic analysis,- Sequential analysis.
Each of these is discussed separately below.

StrodtJb e c k 1s Revealed Differences Technique (Strodtbeck 19 5 1 )
There is no
its form has

standard instrument associated with

been adapted by the

this technique;

research areas which have

used it.

Strodtbeck describes the method as follows:
(The technique)
consists of:
(a)
requesting subjects who have
shared experiences to make individual evaluations of them;
and
then (b)
requesting the subjects to reconcile any differences in
interpretations which may have occurred (Strodtbeck 1951:473).
In family decision making studies,
to indicate
have then

which spouse would
been requested

couples have been separately asked

dominate on specific

to interact

and resolve

decisions,

and

differences where

their responses for a given decision disagree (e.g., Olson 1969,

Turk

and Bell 1972).
The adaptation of Strodtbeck's technique used in the dissertation
research did assess disagreement about
Spiro).
wives

However,
was

also

the

contemplated purchases

importance of each purchase

assessed

and

figured

in

the

(as did

for husbands and

decision

situation
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selection rules used by interviewers.
by interviewers is included in
in the

present research

amount

and intensity

example,

Appendix B.)

because it

of influence

a husband might

likely determinant

i.e.,

of the

between spouses.

want to buy a power mower,

situation is important —
she

is a

Importance was included

attempts

feels such a purchase is unnecessary.

better use —

(The worksheet and rules used

For

while his wife

If the wife feels the purchase

the money involved can be put to some

is more likely to attempt to

influence the husband

than if she views the purchase situation as unimportant.

Protocol Analysis
Protocol
studies

analysis is

which are

based

discussed here briefly

the

general term

on the

analysis of

used

in marketing

verbal

data.

because the dissertation research

part on the analysis of verbal data.

for

It

is

is based in

A protocol has been defined as

a transcript of the verbalized thought and actions
of a subject
when instructed to think or problem-solve aloud.
The transcript
is a record of the subject's thought processes,
while engaged in
making a decision (Clarkson 1962:27).

Douglas et al.
in consumer

research.

protocol analysis
fact

that

(1981) have recently reviewed the use of protocols

the

They

lie in the
method

the approach
collection is

impose

any

a

advantages of
gathered,

priori

The

the

theoretical

and the concurrent collection

or processes under study.
lies in its

that the

extremely detailed data

does not

orientation upon respondents,
about the acts

have concluded

of data

chief disadvantage of

poorly developed methodology.

fairly straightforward (audiotapes or

While data

videotapes being
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the obvious choices),
the

transcription,

Additionally,

all

there are many unanswered
coding,

and

analysis

methods commonly used

questions regarding
of

protocol

for these latter

.data.

tasks are

extremely labor-intensive.
These

difficulties in

relatively

few

uses

handling

of protocol

verbal

data have

analysis

in

Because it is capable of continuous behaviors,
does seem

particularly useful for

resulted

marketing
however,

research on .how

in

research.

the approach

consumers process

information.

The majority of marketing studies which employ protocol

analysis have

indeed appeared in

Bettman and

Park 1980a,

1980b;

that research stream
Park

and Lessig

(examples are

1981;

Payne

and

Ragsdale 1978).
Douglas (1980)

has

reviewed protocol methods in

the context of

both information processing and cross-cultural research, and has noted
their

superiority to

traditional

survey

methods in

capturing

the

decision making p r o c e s s :
(The increased interest in protocol methods has)
been stimulated
in large measure by
increased interest in understanding how
consumers
actually arrive
at,
and use
information in making
decisions....
Traditional data collection procedures are largely
inadequate
for such purposes,
since
they focus
on decision
outcomes or end results,
rather than tapping the internal
workings of these processes (Douglas 1980:684).

A recent discussion
verbal protocols and
obtained from one
more individuals.

paper by Rudd (1984)

interactive protocols —

individual,

distinguishes between
verbal

protocols being

and interactive protocols

The distinction is not

from two or

in general usage

at this

time, so the original term is employed throughout this dissertation to
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refer to the verbal interaction between husbands and wives.
Rudd's

paper

repeats

advantages and disadvantages

in

greater

detail

the

of protocols in Douglas

discussion
et al.

of

(1981).

He does suggest that there are some circumstances in which interactive
protocols might be superior to verbal protocols —
course,

when a

process which involves social

most obviously,

of

relationships is being

studied.
Though

few

family

decision

protocols have appeared,
and has been
however,

use of

making

studies

involving

verbal

the technique is clearly appropriate

explicitly recommended (Rudd 1981).

It

must be noted,

that no standard procedures exist for transcribing,

coding,

and analyzing protocol data.
Protocol analyses
research or
analytic

information processing

techniques

centering on

in marketing have involved

employed

have

frequency counts.

characterization of couples'
making,

the

methods

developed

been

In order

influential

dissertation research
in

research.

both cases,

quantitatively
to obtain

the

simple,

a higher-level

interactions during decision

utilized lag

psychology.

discussed below under the heading,

In

either qualitative

(Lag

sequential analytic

sequential

analysis

is

"Sequential Analysis.")

Multitrait-Multimethod (M T M M ) Analysis
Campbell and
(MTMM)

Fiske (1959)

designed the

multitrait-multimethod

matrix as a means of convergent and discriminant validation of

psychological
criteria:

constructs.
tests designed

The

method

to measure

is
a

based on

two

essential

specific construct

should
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correlate highly
and

tests

among themselves (demonstrate

designed

to

measure

a

convergent validity);

specific

construct

should

not

correlate with tests designed to measure a second construct considered
to be unrelated
validity).

to the first (i.e.,

should demonstrate discriminant

The MTMM approach also assesses reliability.

Four informally stated requirements guide
matrix

and

conclusions

First,

the

same trait

regarding the

evaluation of the MTMM

various

measured by different

types

of

validity.

methods should

correlation both statistically significant and

high enough to warrant

further consideration (evidence of convergent validity).
validity diagonals (same trait measured
be higher than

than the
method.

Third,

second

and

discriminant validity.
pattern of
heteromethod

third

The fourth criterion

trait intercorrelations
and

traits measured by

criteria

the

should

traits measured by

the validity diagonals should

correlations between different
The

Second,

by different methods)

the correlations between different

different methods.

have a

provide

be higher
the same

evidence

of

requires that a similar

be apparent

in the

heterotrait-monomethod triangles.

heterotraitThis

provides

evidence for construct validity.
Campbell and

Fiske specified

independent traits,
traits and methods,

maximally different

methods,

in the
and

MTMM matrix
uncorrelated

noting that meeting these conditions will provide

an ideally interpretable matrix.
not impossible,

for inclusion

to meet

quantifying or testing

The fact

these conditions,

that it is difficult,

if

plus the

difficulty of

statistical significance of the

four criteria

above, has led to many criticisms, adaptations of, and alternatives to
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the MTMM matrix approach (Bagozzi 1978;
Reve 1975;

Kalleberg

Jackson 1969, 1975;

.and Kluegel 1975;

Schmitt,,

Coyle,

John and
and Saari

1977).
A

good review

of criticisms

F i s k e 1s informal criteria
(1977).

designed to

analysis,

one

analysis of variance.
be

is provided by Schmitt,

These authors compare the

other methods
factor

and alternatives

useful

in

significance tests of

evaluate MTMM

The analysis of

matrices:

construct

and

and Saari

three

types of

one method

using

variance approach is found to
validity

the various criteria and

relative variance estimates.

Coyle,

and

Campbell-Fiske criteria with five

path-analytic method,

evaluating

to Campbell

However,

in

that

it

permits

allows computation of

it is not able to specify which

traits or methods fail to meet the criteria.
The path analytic approach is found
information

regarding the

MTMM matrix

to provide the most complete
but requires

at least

three

traits and three methods in order to estimate all thr parameters.

The

authors note that the various factor analytic type .pproaches are most
useful in research that aims to explore
of data

across data

the factor structure of a set

collection methods —

which is

one aim

of the

dissertation research.
The present

study is

procedure by two factors —

limited to

Campbell and

F i s k e 1s original

its two-method matrix, and a small sample.

The former prevents use of the path analytic approach,
prevents use of confirmatory factor analysis methods.
recommended by a number of authors

(e.g.,

and the latter
These have been

Bagozzi 1978,

but provide unstable results with small samples.

Long 1983),
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Cluster Analysis
Cluster analysis is discussed here,
technique unfamiliar to marketers,
for employing this
dissertation
technique:
way

that is,

Cluster

analysis is

not

a

of analysis.

Rather,

decisions regarding the

and means of assessing results.

nature of

the amount of prior

analysis

the research,

analytic methods,

Wind (1978) has described this

a priori or a posteriori methods

data set are appropriate.

single best

These are discussed below.

The Nature of the R e search.

as deciding whether

deterministic

cluster

the choice and form of data to use in the research,

1.

used in the

there is no generally agreed upon,

this type

requires successive

rather to present a rationale

particular analytic approach as it is

research.

to perform

but

not primarily to describe a

The key

of segmenting a

criterion guiding the decision is

knowledge about groups in the data

is insufficient prior knowledge to

identify groups,

—

when there

cluster analysis

methods are one approach to a posteriori classification.
Cluster

analysis —

identifying groups

after the

fact —

was

employed in the dissertation research for two reas o n s :
1)

the

research was

in part

a replication

of Spiro's

(1983)

study which used cluster analysis; and
2)

there

was

insufficient

influence strategies,

prior

knowledge

about

influence,

and influence strategy mixes to permit

use of a priori classification.
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2.
respect

Choice and
to cluster

Form of D a t a .
analysis

The two key

involve which

data decisions with

variables

whether variables should be transformed in some way.
strategy groups were
influence variables
Additionally,
types of
cluster

in the

however,

analyses

Examination

cluster analysis

the contribution

influence to

successively

distance

sought in the dissertation

using

deleting groups
of graphs

coefficient

all
of

of the

variables were not contributing to
dropped from

the final

was an

rarely

that

occurring

by performing

variables

and

occurring influence

some

in the
of

the

This type

then
types.

within-cluster
rare

cluster formation,

analyses.

using the

obvious choice.

was assessed

percent change

indicated

research,

influence

and

Since influence

of infrequently

cluster formation

first

to use,

influence

and these were

of procedure

has been

advocated by Anderberg (1973).
The

second

transformations,
cluster variables
whether

data
was

decision,

relatively simple

were ratio

to standardize

involving

scaled,

them.

in the
and

It was

variables used in the cluster analysis
different influence types was felt to

possible

present case:

the primary

decided

not to

data
all

question was
standardize

because the absolute amount of
be a likely important dimension

on which influence strategy groups might form.

3.
whether

Analytic M e t h o d s .
to

approaches;

use

Choices involving analytic method include

hierarchical,

optimizing,

and which specific algorithm

or

other

clustering

and distance measure to use
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once the general
used

the

clustering approach has been

Howard-Harris

clustering method.

k-means

method,

chosen.

which

is

Spiro (1983)
an

optimizing

Optimizing techniques, however, have been severely

criticized by Lance and Williams
The cluster solution arrived

(1967a,

1967b)

and Everitt (1980).

at by such methods has been

found to be

unstable in the sense that it is dependent on the starting points,
"seeds," used in

the analysis —

different starting

very different cluster solutions.

or

points may yield

This criticism led to the decision

to use a hierarchical fluste r i n g method in the dissertation analysis.
The particular hierarchical clustering approach chosen was Ward's
method.
1)

The method was chosen because:
Ward's

method is

an

agglomerative hierarchical clustering

method, and as such is older, better understood, and has
more

extensively empirically

methods,

e.g.,

tested

than other

iterative partitioning

been

clustering

or graph

theoretic

methods (Blashfield and Aldenderfer 1978).
2)

There

is some

empirical

evidence that Ward's

method

has

superior ability to discover clusters that exist in the data,
at least when the clusters

are relatively spherical and well

separated (Blashfield 1978, Kuiper and Fisher 1975).

4.

Assessment

hierarchical cluster
number of clusters,

of Resu l t s .

Two

analysis performed in

result-related issues
the dissertation

in the

are the

including cluster stability; and separation of the

i

clusters.

There is no general agreement

on the best "stopping rule"
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to

determine the

analysis.

appropriate number

of clusters

in a

hierarchical

The dissertation research amassed evidence in favor of the

cluster solutions eventually chosen as follows:
1)

Change

in within-cluster

distance

coefficient was

against number of clusters (Gower 1975,

plotted

Thorndike 1953).

A

sharp step in such a plot was taken to indicate the number of
clusters.
2)

For the individual spouse cluster analysis,
cluster analyses were performed.

two split-sample

If stable clusters exist in

the full data set, then cluster analyses of the split samples
should yield

solutions similar

to the

full-sample solution

(Everitt 1980).
3)

The clusters were subjectively evaluated to be sure that they
made sense.
groups

Clear separation

that are

of observations

uninterpretable would

be

into stable

useless for

the

dissertation and other research purposes (Everitt 1980).
Once a solution was chosen,
multivariate normal
been

recommended

methods,

an

iterative reclassification based on a

distribution was performed.
to

overcome

a

flaw

which is that observations

may by the end of the procedure

of

This

procedure has

hierarchical

clustering

classified early in the analysis

more properly belong to another group

(Everitt 1980, Lance and Williams 1967).
In

summary,

cluster

analysis was

employed

because there

was

insufficient ^Information to classify spouses on influence strategy use
before the
exists,

fact.

While

no one

best approach

the dissertation analysis using this

to cluster

analysis

method was based on the
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available recommendations from previous investigators of the method.

Dyadic Analysis
Most marketing
analysis.

studies focus

on the individual

Despite claims that the family

in

husbands

sociology and

and

differences
analyses.

wives

separately

between spouses
The few

marketing

gather

and

based

unit of

is the appropriate unit of

analysis for studies of family decision making,
studies

as the

then

the great majority of
and analyze

assess

on the

data

from

overall

response

of the

separate

results

studies on dyadic processes suggest

this may not

always be an appropriate approach.
The

issues

regarding

beginning to be addressed.

dyadic

analysis

are

complex

and

just

Thompson and Walker (1982) have identified

two major questions in dyadic research:
- the

issue

of

how

to

distinguish

between

individual

and

relationship properties; and especially
- the

issue of

appropriate sources

for and

means of

deriving

dyadic scores.
Their paper, however,
must be addressed

primarily provides a framework of problems that

in future dyadic research.

It

does not recommend

any particular form for a dyadic variable.
Two studies,
which

one in sociology and

combined equally

simultaneous use
using LISREL,
be estimated

weighted

data from

in dyadic analysis.

found that couple
in a model where

one in marketing,
husbands

Thomson and

were found

and wives
Williams

for

(1982),

childbearing expectations could best
each spouse's child

utility responses
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were distinct from the other's and
an exploratory
unit of

study,

obtained promising

analysis derived

responses.

This

equally weighted.

from a

evidence

contradict or supplement it.

is

scanty,

an

equally

weighted

double

a household

of husband

and

future

and wife

research

may

however, the justification for

forming the couple unit of analysis in
as

results using

double vector

It is,

Wind (1978), in

tests of hypotheses HI and H3B

vector

of

h u s b a n d s 1 and

wives1

individual responses.

Sequential Analysis
Sequential
behavior,

analysis

either verbal

methodology

for

refers

to

the

or nonverbal.

sequential

analysis

analysis

The question
has

been

of

streams

of

of appropriate

addressed

by

more

i

researchers and
Like

for a

dyadic analysis,

characterized as

longer time

than the

however,

dyadic analysis

sequential

analysis can

a developing methodology.

Some of

issue.
also

be

the techniques

used to perform sequential analysis are briefly discussed below.
Mathematical sociologists

have studied

interaction (sequential behaviors over
using the theory of Markov chains.
make probabilistic
conflict,

time)

of social

as stochastic processes

Markov analysis has been used to

predictions of

social mobility,

various types

behavior in

games,

voting,

conditions of
and the

social

development of

friendships (cf., for example, Bartos 1967, Leik and Meeker 1975).
Most

studies which

employed

situations in which the number of
This

is

because

the

number and

Markov

analysis have

dealt

with

possible behaviors is very limited.
size

of

conditional

probability
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calculations increase very rapidly as the number of possible behaviors
increases.

As

Sackett notes,

"Although

reasonable in

actual practice this method (Markov analysis)
often processes a mind-boggling quantity of
comprehend and to summarize"
More recent

theory,

is time consuming,

(Sackett 1978a:39).

studies dealing with

are usually

values)

for

the analysis of

measured by

obtaining

event streams

the event at successive

time intervals —

Gottman (1979c)

and cross-spectral techniques

for the analysis of

will not

be discussed

Continuous

scores (e.g.,

generating time series data.

techniques

and

data that is difficult to

have categorized events as either continuous or discrete.
events

in

intensity

that

is,

by

has described spectral

here because

such data.

These

the sequential

data

analyzed in the dissertation research are discrete, not continuous.
The predominant technique in the
data

is

lag-sequential

analysis,

analysis of discrete sequential
developed

by

Sackett

specifically to aid research on behavioral interaction.

(1978b)

Very briefly,

lag-sequential analysis does two things:
1)

It

identifies

repeated

(verbal and otherwise).
situations

for both

sequences

in

behavioral

The technique has been

individual

and

streams

applied to

dyad behavior

streams

(Gottman 1978).
2)

It tests the significance of
the

conditional

probability for

behavioral sequences by testing

probability
events at each

against

the

unconditional

step of sequences

which are

identified.
Gottman (1978)

describes the process

of lag-sequential

analysis as
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follows:
Each behavior,
C,
in the coding scheme plays
a role as the
"criterion behavior"; for each other behavior, X, the conditional
probability is calculated as a function of the lag of X from C,
for lags 1,
2,
3,
4,
and so on.
This 'produces a probability
profile of X, given C at some lag (Gottman 1978:38).
An

example of

Table 3.3.

lag-sequential analysis

This table relates to

nonsocial behavior for a single
this individual

would include

results is

included here

as

the criterion variable of abnormal

individual.

A complete analysis for

five additional

tables for

the other

five possible criterion behaviors, plus Z-tests of conditional against
unconditional probabilities.
Lag-sequential analysis is

used in the dissertation

research in

preference to some other technique for the following reasons:
1)

It

summarizes

the

sequential data

more efficiently

and

used approach to

the

interpretably than Markov analysis.
2)

It

is the best

developed and

analysis of discrete sequential
study

which

performs

most
data.

sequential

The single marketing
analysis

(Brinberg

and

Schwenk 1985) uses this technique.
3)

A computer program has

been developed

perform lag-sequential analysis.
exists to perform Markov analysis.

and

is

available to

No such ready-made program
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Table 3.3.

Example of

Lag-Sequential Analysis

Results.

(Sackett

1978:40)

Table 8. Sample event sequential analysis for lagged probabilities of major activities preceding
and following abnormal nonsocial behavior by resident I"
Lag size
Match follows abnormal
Matching behavior

1

2

Match precedes abnormal

3

4

1

3
0
0
2
2
2

0
0
0
7
1
I

4
0
1
__ b

2

3

4

3
2

0
2
0
8
0
0

3
0
1
1
2
2

0
1
0
7
1
0

Frequency o f event matches
Awake-inactive
Self care
Eat-drink
Abnormal nonsocial
Positive social
Negative social

4
1
0
__ t>
3
2

0
0
1
8
0
I

Total

10

10

9

9

10

10

9

9

0.40
0.10
0.0
__ b

0.0
0.0
0.10
0.80
0.0
0.10

0.33
0.0
0.0
0.22
0.22
0.22

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.78
0.11
0.11

0.40
0.0
0.10
__ b

0.0
0.20
0.0
0.80
0.0
0.0

0.33
0.0
0.11
0.11
0.22
0.22

0.0
0.11
0.0
0.78
0.11
0.0

Probability of event matches
Awake-inactive
Self-care
Eat-drink
Abnormal nonsocial
Positive social
Negative social

(0.17)'
(0.08)
(0.04)
(0.42)
(0.17)
(0.12)

0.30
0.20

0.30
0.20

"Data are derived from event sequences shown in Table 7.
‘Mutually exclusive; see text.
‘Unconditional, overall probabilitiesfor each major activity (see Table S).

i
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The computer program

used in the

sequential analysis is called E-LAG.

present study to

perform lag-

It has been developed by Bakeman

(1984), and represents a revision of his JOINT program, which was used
to

perform

sequential

analysis

in

Gottman*s

Marital

Interaction

research (1979).
A detailed description of the manner in which sequential analysis
was employed and
Four.

It was

interpreted in the present study

appears in Chapter

considered best to place this material

describing the analysis of Hypothesis 2

in the section

because it would help readers

unfamiliar with the technique to understand H2 results.

Design of the Study
This

section discusses

the

population,

sample size,

design, and data collection procedures of the study.

sample

These topics are

covered in three sections, one relating to the sample, a second to the
means by which data were collected,

and a final section on coding and

transcription.

Population, Sample S i z e , and Sample D e s i g n .
The

population from

which

the sample

married couples (husbands and wives)
metropolitan area.

A

Rouge city directory
was observed, however,
sampling plan:

was

drawn consisted

in the Baton Rouge,

systematic sample using the
was used to select the first

of

Louisiana,

most recent Baton
nine couples.

It

that severe self-selection occurred under this

for at least seven of

the nine couples,

one or both
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spouses was employed by the researcher's
administrative
methods were

position.

It

preferable to

university in an academic or

was concluded

a systematic

that judgment

sample that

sampling

exhibited such

bias.
The rest of

the couples were recruited by

interviews subject to

the following constraints:
- neither

spouse

could be

employed

by

the university

in

an

administrative or academic position;
- both spouses could not be full-time students;
- couples recruited could

not be personally acquainted

with the

researcher.
All couples recruited for the study
that consisted of

were offered a monetary incentive

a lottery distributing six $100

prizes among study

participants.
Six couples
Two

proved to

were dropped
have

from the

inaudible tapes

of

group of

sixty interviewed.

the decision

interactions.

Interviewer error resulted in the other four couples discussing one or
more

products they

did not

consider important.

The final

usable

sample for the study thus consisted of 54 couples who had each engaged
in

two

product

decision

interactions

(for

a

total

of

108

interactions).
The sampling
focus

of

the

design used was

considered acceptable

dissertation research

was

construct validation) rather than applied.
1983,
(1962).

have
The

argued in support of
primary reason

methodological
Calder et al.

this position,

for revising the

as well

because the
(primarily
1981, 1982,
as Suchman

sampling plan

was to
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choose

a

sample

interest.

with

sufficient variation

It was also felt that

in

the

constructs

of

offering a monetary incentive might

result in a slightly wider range of incomes in the final sample.

.Data Collection Procedure
The

data collection

section.

It is

were arranged

procedure is

summarized in Table 3.4

with couples who agreed

both spouses could be present.
the completed interview.
designed to

described in
below.

to test

necessary,

Female interviewers

time when

Interviewers were trained and paid by

All interviewers were female.

for interviewer

analyze male

this

In-home interviews

to participate at a

minimize interviewer influence,

large enough

detail in

and female

were chosen

The study was

but the sample

gender effects

and then,

interviewed groups

for the

was not
if

separately.

practical reason

that they

were easier to recruit than males.
On arriving

at the participants'

presented the couple

interview.

the

interviewer was

release form.

the phone

by the University.
if they wished

If couples were unwilling to sign

This problem did not occur:

participate during

interviewer first

to read and sign the form

to go through with the interview.
form,

the

with a release form required

Both spouses were requested

the release

house,

instructed to

terminate the

all couples who had agreed to

contact were also

willing to

sign the

Copies of the release form and all other forms used in

data collection are included in Appendix B.
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Table 3.4.

Data collection procedures in chronological order.

Prior to Interview:
1.
Initial phone or personal contact
— Interviewer explains
study and monetary incentive, gains agreement to participate.
2.
Reminder call approximately four hours before interview.

During Interview:
1. Interviewer explains release form; couple signs.
(Copies of
all forms used in the interview are included in the Appendix
B.)
2. Interviewer requests permission to record interview;
starts
tape recorder.
3. Spouses
individually complete Product Decision Evaluation
Sheets.
4. Interviewer uses
Product Decision
Evaluation Sheets
to
determine
the two products couple will
discuss (based on
importance and amount of disagreement).
5. Spouses individually complete Decision Worksheets for the two
products identified.
6 . Couple jointly completes identical decision worksheets
for
same
two products
— they are ihstructed to discuss
each
decision on worksheets thoroughly and come to a decision they
both can live with.
7. Spouses individually complete
self-report influence strategy
measure.
8 . Couple jointly completes
self-report
influence
strategy
measure — again instructed to discuss thoroughly and come to
decisions they both can live with.
9.
Spouses
individually
complete
questionnaires
containing
psychological and demographic items.
10.
Interviewer encourages
comments
regarding similarity of
interview decision making to couple's usual
decision making
style.
11.
Debriefing — Interviewer presents
couple with
debriefing
letter, answers questions, and concludes interview.

Following Interview:
1. All participants receive letter giving ID numbers of couples
who won the incentive lottery.
2. The six winning couples each receive a $100 check.
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The

interviewer then

modified form

requested

of Strodtbeck's (1951)

(discussed in more detail in
For a

product;

preferences

areas,

who would have the final

2)

importance of the
with respect

revealed

to

respond to

a

differences technique

the "Special Techniques" section below).

variety of purchase decision

indicate 1)

both spouses

to

each spouse was

say in deciding to purchase the

product;

the

asked to

and 3)

budget allocation

product decision.

The

modified

Strodtbeck instrument also asked Spiro's qualification questions:
- Has the product has been purchased in the past six months?
- Has the couple discussed purchasing the product in the past six
months? and
- Have

they

have

experienced any

sort

of

disagreement

over

purchasing the product?
The purpose of

this procedure was to determine

areas for which both spouses
and

substantial

research,

simultaneously indicated high importance

disagreement

it was expected

the two purchase

on outcomes.

Based

on

that all or nearly all of

exploratory

the couples who

agreed to participate would both indicate importance and qualify under
Spiro's rules.
Products
rated them
product

This turned out not to be the case, however.
were only

chosen by

as important decisions.

decisions,

or

97% of

all

the interviewer
For

if both

105 of these

decision

spouses

108 important

situations,

couples

indicated that they had purchased or considered purchasing the product
within the past

six months.

For only 59 of

however (55% of

the interactions),

had disagreed about the purchase.

the products discussed,

did one or both

spouses say they
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Almost half of the sample thus lacked the overt disagreement that
Spj.ro

selected for.

Stated

importance of

the

product from

spouses was the key criterion in the present study.
couples would

be more likely to

both

It was felt that

attempt to influence each

other for

product decisions both considered important.
The interviewer had with her

pre-prepared worksheets for all the

decision areas rated by respondents.

Decision areas were chosen based

on joint perceived importance of the decision,
the purchase,

and

rules interviewers

stated disagreement.
used to choose

recent consideration of

The worksheet

purchase decisions

and decision
for discussion

are included in the Appendix B.
A major

reason for

using Strodtbeck's

instrument was

to avoid

difficulties in qualifying couples for inclusion in the study.

Spiro

i

(1983)

contacted 688 couples in order to qualify 158,

these actually

participated in

using

Strodtbeck's instrument

might

lessen

immediacy

her study.
and

external validity;

of recall

in the

It was

and only 98 of
recognized that

hypothetical purchase
however,

present

it

was felt

research would

situations
that

the

result in

less

instrument,

the

response error.
When

the

couples

interviewer collected

completed
it and

supplied to her to identify the
interactions.
the interview.

the

Strodtbeck

used the decision

rule sheet

that was

appropriate products for the decision

She then introduced the decision interaction portion of
For each decision

completed worksheets that
for short answers.

area,

spouses first independently

listed product subdecisions and

When individual

had spaces

worksheets for the first product
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were completed,

the interviewer collected

them and gave

another blank worksheet for the same product.
to discuss all the purchase-related
they came to decisions with which

the couple

Couples were requested

decisions on this worksheet until
they both could be content.

the interviewer collected the jointly completed worksheet,

After

this whole

procedure was repeated for the second product decision.
Verbal interaction
recorded.
tape all

The

during

both decision

interviewer'was instructed

proceedings at the

situations

to request

beginning of the

was

tape-

permission to

interview,

explaining

that it was important to the study to have a record of everything that
was said.
interview
especially

The purpose
was
in

of starting the tape at the

to

minimize

the

first

couples'

decision

reactions

situation.

beginning of the
to

being

Taping

taped,

the

whole

procedure also provided a check on interviewers.
When the interviewer presented the couple with the first decision
situation worksheet,

she explained that

influence the couple as little as
she could sit,
turned to the
purpose of

in view,
couple.

she had been

possible.

She asked the couple if

in the next room if possible,
Like the tape-recording

this was to

encourage the

other and avoid distraction;

instructed to

with her back

specifications,

couples to interact

the

with each

and also to minimize bias resulting from

the interviewer's presence.
The interviewer
informed her that
in the first

remained with her

back turned until

they had reached agreement on

decision situation.

She then

the couple

all the subdecisions

collected their decision

sheet, presented them with the second decision situation, and withdrew
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as before.

She

collected the second decision sheet

when the couple

informed her that they had reached agreement on all items.
After

the

interviewer

second

decision

presented each

instrument,

which

strategies an

was

interaction

spouse

intended

individual used

with
to

collected it

version together,

coming

the

influence
and the

his spouse used.

Couples

independently in the presence of

When couples completed the

the interviewer

both

the

strategy

decision situations,

individual's perceptions of the strategies

the interviewer.

completed,

Spiro's influence
measure

in the

first completed the Spiro instrument

was

and asked

individual instrument,

them to

fill out

to agreement on the proper

the joint

rating for each

Likert scale item.
When

the

interviewer
spouses

couple

collected it

to

complete

sociodemographic items
observed

by Spiro

Likert-scale
indicate

completed the

how

one

This

related
also

to family

included

and personally

to

instrument>

last instrument
instrument

to elicit information on

were

"real"

Spiro

and administered

independently.

to be

items

joint

the
for

contained

variables previously

decision making.
permit

involving

Two

respondents

they

perceived

to
the

hypothetical decision situations to be.
When
collected
about their

the

last

it and

questionnaire was

then engaged

completed,

the couple

understanding of the research

the interview was structured.
the couple with

in informal

interviewer
conversation

and assessment of

the way

The interviewer concluded by presenting

a debriefing letter and answering

had after reading the letter.

the

any questions they

The approximate duration of a complete
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interview was one and one-half hours.

Transcription and Coding
All tapes were transcribed by the researcher.
to

produce

verbatim

transcripts,

but

there

An effort was made
were

two

types

of

occurrence for which this was impossible:
1)

unintelligible statements
was unintelligible,
and

judges

-

When part or all of a statement

that fact was indicated in the transcript

coded

it

as

category

#18

unintelligible/unclear.
2)

overtalking

-

When

transcriber attempted
said.

both spouses
to sort

talked

out and

at

once,

order what

the

they had

When this was impossible, overtalking occurrences were

labeled unintelligible.
Judges were given copies of the final observational coding scheme
and attended
they

training sessions together

achieved greater

remaining transcripts

than 90%
separately.

led b y the

coding agreement.
The

researcher until
They coded

researcher was

both to answer questions and resolve inconsistencies.

the

available to

CHAPTER FOUR

Analysis and Findings of the Study

This

chapter

begins

statistics on study
assessments of
discussed.
of

the

a

section

presenting

descriptive

itself.

Reliability

participants and the study

scales and

the observational

coding method

are then

The rest of the chapter describes the analysis and results

hypotheses

hypotheses

with

proposed

are summarized

in Chapter

and

Three.

briefly discussed

Findings
as

a

of

group in

the
a

concluding section of the chapter.

Sample Characteristics and Descriptive Statistics

Sociodemographic

characteristics

summarized in Table 4.1.

of

study

participants

are

Also included in this section is information

on types and importance of decision situations chosen, and husband and
wife assessments of the decision situations.

Participant Characteristics
Husbands

and wives

independently on
responses
Slight

to

provided

this sociodemographic

separate questionnaires,

the same

discrepancies

question
were

were

presumed

differences or different notions of required
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and differences

observed for
to

information

originate

several
in

in their
items.
rounding

precision on the part of
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the spouses

and are

accurately
correct;

not commented upon

determining
therefore,

(if either)

For family income,

0.5 lower

There

is no

discrepant

way of

response

is

if cases of larger differences in responses, both

are reported here.
average

which

here.

on

a 5-point

wives' estimates were on the

scale,

giving

estimate $5,000 lower than their husbands'.
estimate is correct,

perhaps an

income

Even if the wives'

income of sample families was

lower

much higher

than

that of the population as a whole.
Husbands and wives
estimates of

also demonstrated clear differences

how much they each

questionnaire

requested

each

contributed to family

income.

spouse

the

to

estimate

contribution to family income of the other spouse,
estimate of

his own contribution

his response to the item from

in their

percent

so an individual's

could be calculated

100%.

by subtracting

In the present study,

estimated that wives contributed 37% to

The

husbands

family income on the average,

yielding an implicit estimate of their own contribution of 63%.
estimated
income;
income

their husbands
wives'

was

discovered

estimates of the
figure

for the

on the

average to

family

implicit estimate of their own contributions to family

thus 28%.
in

contributed 72%

Wives

the

This

was

the largest

sociodemographic

response

information.

wife's contributions differed from
population as

a

whole —

difference

Both
the U.S.

spouses'
Census

wives underestimated

husbands slightly overestimated the wife's contribution.

and

Table 4.1.

Sociodemographic Characteristics of Study Participants

Characteristic____________

Study
Participants

U.S. Population
(1980 U.S. Census)

Length of marriage
(median)

9 years

7 years

Number of children
(avg.; median, mode)

1.25 (md. = 1)
(mo. - 0)

1.24 avg. (mo = 0)

Age of youngest child
(avg.; median, mode)

9.3

Family income

md. = $40-50,000
mo. = $50,000*

$20,885 md.

Percent family income contributed
by wife working outside of home

37% (per H; (1))
(W. est. = 28%)

34.7%

34.4 years
58% college degree
or more
72%
34.2 hours
(md & mo = 40)

29.1 years
20% college degree
or more
58.7%
**

Wives:
Age
Education
Percent working outside home
Number hours worked outside
home per week (avg.)

(md. = 6)
(mo. = 1)

**

Table 4.1 (continued)

Characteristic_________________________

Husbands:
Age
Education
Percent working outside home
Number hours/wk worked
outside home per week (avg.)

(1)

*
**

Study
Participants

U.S. Population
(1980 U.S. Census)

36.9 years
90% college degree
or more
93%
43.6 hours
(md. & mo. = 40)

31.4 years
22.2% college degree
or more
**
**

Spouses estimated each other's contribution to household income.
Wives' estimates of their own
contribution was calculated by subtracting estimate of H's contribution from 100.
Based on husband's responses:
wives' inpome estimates were on the average approximately $5,000 lower.
Census data not available; included in table to provide a complete respondent profile.
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Participants
population as

in the

study were

a whole:

58% of

undergraduate degree or

more.

much better

wives and

educated than

90% of

Out of the 114

the

husbands had

participants,

an

only 6

wives and 5 husbands (less than 10%) had no college experience,

i.e.,

had a high school degree or less.

Decision Situation Characteristics
Table 4.2 summarizes the number

of times product categories were

discussed in the dissertation research, and the importance ratings and
ranks for each by husbands and wives.
Husbands and wives

exhibited little overall difference

assessments of the importance of
average

response was

3.68,

considered over all decisions
1 =

totally unimportant

differences

in

question were
4.2).

Of

and

was 3.76

on this

very important).

appeared

examined separately

most interest

wives'

Husbands'
question

(answers were on a 5-point scale,

and 5 =

importance

these product decisions.

in their

was the

when

for each

when

where

Somewhat larger
responses

product decision

relatively large

to

this
(Table

difference,

and

different rank, with respect to the life insurance decision situation.
Only a few

couples (5)

group considered it
husbands.

discussed life insurance,

but

to be considerably more important

wives in this
than did their

Table 4.2.

Decision Situations Frequency and Importance Characteristics (n = 114)

Product Category

Number of
Discussions
(% of Total)

Importance Ratings (Rank)
Wives

Husbands

Car

35 (30%)

4.3 (2)

4.3 (2)

Furniture

27 (24%)

3.8 (5)

3.5 (5)*

Vacation

23 (20%)

4.0 (3)

3.9

House

8 (7%)

4.7 (1)

4.4 (1)

Out-of-home entertainment

8 (7%)

2.7 (8)

3.0 (8)

Life insurance

5 (4%)

3.9 (4)

3.5 (6)*

Appliance

4 (4%)

3.7 (6)

3.6 (4)

Home entertainment
equipment

4 (4%)

3.0 (7)

3.2 (7)

1
2
3
4
5

=
=
=
=
=

totally unimportant
not very important
neutral
important
very important

Given this ranking by examination of second decimal place

(3)
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Dominance in Decision Situations
Decision
number

dominance in

of matches

between

the

unique,

subdecisions and jointly expressed
measure,

wives dominated

present study

was

individually expressed
product subdecisions.

in about 20% of total

of difference when product decisions are

percent (58%)
—

the

product

Using this

decisions made,

husbands dominated in about 22% of total decisions.

new (Davis 1970).

measured by

and

The relative lack

considered as a whole is not

What is more interesting is the fact that almost 60

of all decisions did not represent dominance situations

they were either agreed upon from the start, or were introduced and

mutually developed during decision interactions.

Decision Situation Realism
Two items

assessed participants1 feelings

the decision interaction

situations.

and wives to state their agreement
statement:

about the

The first item

realism of

asked husbands

or disagreement with the following

"The interview discussions with my spouse were similar to

the way in which we usually make important decisions about purchases."
On a scale where 1 means strongly agree and 5 means strongly disagree,
the median response for both husbands and wives was 2,
80% of

both husbands

and wives

agreed or

"Agree."

strongly agreed

Over

with the

statement, and none strongly disagreed.
Responses to the second reality check item, however, make it more
difficult to draw

simple conclusions about the realism

of the study.

The second item asked husbands and wives to express their agreement or
disagreement with the following statement:

"I felt it was important
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to get

my way

in these interview

response to this item for both
and

fully a

third of

that these

husbands and wives was 4,

"Disagree,"

Spouses'

decision interaction "for

among

indicated that

distinction between

responses reflect the

disagreement

and wives

the statement.

constitute a

interaction and

The median

both husbands

strongly disagreed with
questions may

product discussions."

spouses

in

responses

real."

decision

to these

"realistic" decision
It is

more likely

relatively modest levels
the

they

of actual

situations

—

the

interactions may have been realistic, but spouses would be unlikely to
consider

adominance

as

important

a

goal

when

only

moderate

disagreement was encountered in the decision process.
In

summary,

couples

who participated

displayed the common sociodemographic biases
making research participants:

in

the

present

found in family decision

they were older, better educated,

had a higher family income than the general population.
a considerably

larger percentage of

home —

72%

compared to 58.7% in

sample

characteristics obviously

the population as a

and

Additionally,

sample wives worked

limit the

study

outside the

whole.

These

generalizability of

the

study.
With respect to
of the research

couples'

design,

overall behavior and

the picture is one

problem-solving decision interactions.
that

the

study

interactions.

interactions

their assessments

of consensual,

rational

Couples agreed fairly strongly

resembled

their

normal

decision

Couples did not consider it important to get their own
i

way in decision interactions,
(by their own assessment).

though they did interact fairly normally
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Reliability Assessments

Cronbach alpha

measures of internal consistency

were calculated

for the six scales in Spiro's (1983) influence strategy instrument and
for the conflict avoidance scale used in the present study in place of
Spiro's single conflict
judges in

avoidance item.

rating statements

using Cohen's

in the

Kappa statistic.

The consistency

observational data

These three

of the two
was measured

reliability assessments

are discussed separately below.

Spiro Influence Strategy Instrument
Spiro's influence scales were subjected to reliability testing to
assure that

their performance ' in the

their performance in her original study.

present study

was similar

to

The results of the Cronbach

alpha analysis indicated dissimilar performance.
In her 1983 paper,
the six
scale

Spiro described scale development results for

types of influence strategies
were positively

intercorrelated

as follows:

"All items

and correlated

significantly

with the appropriate overall scale (but not with other scales)"
1983:395).

She

also

presented mean

Cronbach alpha values for each scale.
Table 4.3

with initial

inter-item

in a

(Spiro

correlations

and

These results are compared in

reliability analysis

results of

the present

study.
The very
combined

low mean item-total

with coefficient

alphas

correlation in the
generally

present study,

comparable to

Spiro's,
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suggested that the problem might be with one or more specific items in
each

scale,

rather

than

with the

scale as

correlation matrices supported this belief,

a

whole.

The

scale

each showing at least one

item which was minimally correlated to other scale items.
It was decided

to delete selected items

in order to improve the internal
This weakened the

consistency of the influence scales.

replication aspects of the present

considered preferable, however,
full instrument as
study.

from Spiro's instrument

study.

It was

to perpetuating error by using Spiro's

input to other analytic procedures

in the present

Accordingly, items were deleted and alphas recalculated until

the alpha

of each

additional items.
presented

in Table

scale could

not be

improved by

the deletion

of

The reduced influence strategy scales obtained are
4.4,

along

with individual

means and

standard

deviations, and final mean item-total correlations and alphas for each
scale.

A

total of

eight items

from Spiro's

dropped, including all four reverse-scaled items.
that appear in

Table 4.4 were used in all

instrument in the present study.

I

original scales

were

The reduced scales

analyses requiring Spiro's

Table 4.3.'
Research

Comparison of Spiro (1983) Study Reliability Analysis Results with Those Obtained in the Present

Scale Name

Present Research_________

Spiro Study___________
Mean Item-scale
Correlation

Coefficient
Alpha

Mean Item-scale
Correlation

Coefficient
Alpha

Expert

.67

.63

.23

.64

Legitimate

.79

.81

.32

.74

Bargaining

.87

.91

.61

.89

Reward/Referent

.88

.85

.42

.74

Emotional

.88

.87

.28

.66

Impression
Management

.83

.90

.44

.85

These values are based on analysis of husband and wife responses considered together.
Separate analysis of spouses yielded similar results.
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One cannot
reliabilities

avoid speculating on
found

in

the

the cause(s)

two uses

of

the

of

the disparate

instrument.

participants on the whole appeared to be older,

Study

much better educated,

and to have a higher income than participants in Spiro's study.

These

differences might possibly relate to use of different kinds or amounts
of influence,
the

but

there is no reason to expect

present study

might

be unusually

responding to questionnaires.
poor

performance of

Spiro's

Spiro's study.

Specifically,

careless

The lack of

it

or inconsistent

in

any obvious cause for the

original scales

suggests that insufficient attention was

that participants in

in

the present

study

paid to scale development in

would appear

that the

influence

strategy instrument was inadequately tested on different groups.

Table 4.4.

Reduced Spiro Instrument (Husband and Wife Data Merged* n = 114)

Mean (SD)

Legitimate Influence Scale

4.13 (.99)

1.

4.46 (.63)

4.35 (.88)

4.40 (.91)

4.37 (.76)

8.

14.

27.

33.

Item-Total
Correlation

I tried to convince her to accept m y judgment
because "men know more about these things."

.54

I implied that since I'm the man, I know what
is best.

.58

I asserted that I am the husband and really should
make a particular decision

.54

I implied that she should respect m y judgment
because the house is a man's castle.

.59

I implied that "after all, I really should make
this kind of decision because I'm the husband."

.77

Spiro alpha = .81279

Present alpha = .82

Spiro mean item-total correlation = .47

Table 4.4 (continued)

Mean (SD)

Impression Management

4.13 (.87)

2.

4.07 (.96)

4.06 (1.0)

4.44 (.68)

4.07 (.96)

4.25 (.89)

5.

15.

18.

24.

29.

Item-Total
Correlation

Rather than considering alternatives I just did
not like, I told m y wife that the alternatives
. were unacceptable.

.60

In attempting to persuade m y wife, I acted like
it was more critical than it was.

.61

I exaggerated the disadvantages of her choices to
discourage m y wife from wanting them.

.70

I misrepresented what I knew about the other
alternatives in order to convince her.

.61.

I exaggerated the extent to which I had investigated
all of the available alternatives.

.66

I exaggerated the extent to which her choices were
not acceptable to me.

.68

Spiro alpha = .89857

Present alpha = .86

Spiro mean item-total correlation = .50

Table 4.4 (continued)

Mean (SD)

Expert

3.91 (1.1)

17.

2.91 (1.23)

4.02 (.99)

22.

32.

Item-Total
Correlation

I attempted to convince her that I really knew
more about these things than she did.

.65

I tried to convince her that I really know
differences between the alternatives.

.47

the

I reminded or implied to her that I have better
judgment in these matters than she does.

Spiro alpha = .62606

Present alpha = .76

Spiro mean item-total correlation = .51

.62

Table 4.4 (continued)

Mean (SD)

Item-Total
Correlation

Emotional

4.41 (.77)

4.

I acted hurt.

.46

4.22 (.91)

19.

I displayed m y anger.

.64

4.35 (.86)

23.

I used the silent treatment.

.56

4.41 (.80)

28.

I made it obvious that if she didn't give -in,
I would be angry.

.56

Spiro alpha = .86795

Present alpha = .75

Spiro mean item-total correlation = .43

Table 4.4 (continued)

Mean

iSDl

Bargaining

4.19

(1.02)

12.

4.35 (.92)

4.20 (.99)

4.30 (.85)

16.

25.

30.

Item-Total
Correlation

I promised to do some favor for her if she
would go along with m y decision on this.

.73

I tried to bribe her into agreeing with me by
offering (to give) her something I knew she
liked.

.78

I offered to do something she wanted if she
would agree to m y decision on this.
'

.83

I attempted to influence m y wife by giving her
her w ay before we made one decision so she would
be more likely to let me have m y w ay on the
next decision.

.68

Spiro alpha = .90858

Present alpha = .89

Spiro mean item-total correlation = .66

Table 4.4 (continued)

Mean (SD)

4.19 (.99)

4.29 (.83)

4.29 (.92)

Item-Total
Correlation

Reward/referent

9.

20.

26.

I tried to soften her resistance to m y opinion
by buttering her up.

.76

I made a point of pleasing her prior to a decision
so that she would be more likely to give in to me.

.75

I made it clear to her that I would be especially
nice to her if she would accept m y decision.

.70

Spiro alpha = .85047

Present alpha = .86

Spiro mean item-total correlation = .68
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Conflict Avoidance Scale
Spiro measured conflict avoidance by p a r t i cipants1 responses to a
single item:

"I gave in on

this decision to avoid

conflict."

average response to this item in her study was 3.71,

The

based on a scale

where 5 equals strongly agree and 1 equals strongly disagree.
In the

present study,

the following

five items

were used

to

measure conflict avoidance:
-

I

gave in

on

conflicts.
-

one of

the decisions

we

avoid

(This is the same as Spiro's single item.)

I stuck to my guns in a

decision even though I knew it'd make

it more complicated to reach agreement,
-

discussed to

(reverse scaled item)

I let my spouse have their way on a decision in order to avoid
an argument.

-

I insisted on getting my way in
it'd cause a fight,

-

a decision even though I knew

(reverse scaled item)

I yielded in a decision in order to avoid unpleasantness.

Calculation of

Cronbach1s alpha

mean inter-item

correlation of

Inspection

of the

for these items
0.09 and

correlation matrix

recoded reverse-scaled items were not
items.

Deleting these

two

items

showed that

To insure

that deleting the

calculation
items.

was

performed

of 0.34.

responses to

the

bathwater," a

which retained

reliabilities

0.67 and an alpha

reverse-scaled items

with the

low alpha

and recalculating

mean inter-item correlation of

baby out

very low

consistent with the other three

yielded a

"throwing the

a very

yielded a

only

was not a

of 0.86.
case of

separate reliability
the

reverse-scaled

This yielded in inter-item correlation of 0.44 and an alpha of
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only 0.59.

These results supported the decision to drop the reverse-

scaled items,

and analyses in the

present study were conducted using

only the three positively scaled conflict avoidance items.

Consistency of Observational Coding
Reliability assessment
meant

checking

the

with respect to the

extent

to

which

judges

statements to observational categories.

observational coding
agreed

in

Gottman (1979)

assigning
states that

the most commonly used measure of agreement between observers i s :
number of classification agreements
number of agreements + disagreements
For the present study,

.

this formula yielded the ratio:

7762/8501 = .91 (91% agreement between judges)
Several authors
stated,

however,

(Johnson and

Hollenbeck 1978)

have

that this method yields meaningless results because

it does not correct for
Gottman uses

Bolstad 1973,

chance agreement.

Cohen's (1960)

Kappa

Hollenbeck recommends and

statistic,

which

removes chance

agreement from calculations:
Kappa = ' (Po - Pc) / (1 - Pc)
where Po is the observed proportion of
proportion of agreement,
weighted
matrix.

column and
This

agreement and Pc is the chance

calculated as the

row totals

statistic

from

was

sum of the product of the

the interjudge
calculated

for

classification
observational

classifications in the present study:
Kappa = (.913 - .263) / (1 - .263) = .882
an 88% agreement between judges after chance agreement was deleted.
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The Kappa statistic provided evidence that the observational data
were

coded consistently

analyses in
greater.
1)

the study.

to serve

The agreement

Why was it not?
less than

enough

as

the

could,

basis of

however,

further
have been

Likely reasons include:

perfect training.

study had learned

The

researcher in

about training judges by

training process,

but had

prior to this study.

not actually

the present

reading about the
trained any

judges

This problem can clearly be remedied by

experience.
2)

genuine ambiguity in respondents'

utterances.

When a matrix

was constructed comparing judge 1 and judge 2 classifications,
several

instances

prdbably due
instances,

of

inconsistency

to this cause.
where judge

(simple

agreement)

category

#19

1

and

There were,
coded "O.k."

judge

(non-influence

metastatement).

2 coded

other

(See Appendix

subdecision
genuinely

Better

as

within
unclear

a

training of

the same "O.k."

as

in this

type of statement.

at

a
of

interaction or a

this

and

it

was

point

in

the

let's go on

to

or somecombination

could mask

problem by providing an explicit

case,

full descriptions

I agree," or "O.k.,

judges

41
#14

interaction,

"O.k."

thing on the agenda,"

example,

were

These "O.k."s all occurred

decision

whether

judges

a category

statement of either a decision

interaction meant "O.k.,
the next

for

—

C for

observational coding categories.)
as the final

between'

but

of each.

not remove

this

classification rule for this
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3)

lack of
There

independence of
were

38

observational influence

instances

in

which

statement as #2 (expert influence)
same statement as #11
also 85 instances

as

1

and judge

(informational

instances in which judge 1 coded

There were

a statement as

2 classified the same

descriptive),

and

107

a statement as' #11 and judge

2 coded the same statement as #12.
better training would reduce

a

and judge 2 classified the

in which judge 1 classified

#11

classified

(informational descriptive).

#12 (informational advocacy)
statement

judge

categories.

While it is probable that

these inconsistencies,

it seems

likely that part of the inconsistency stems from the fact that
all three

confused categories

claims with different
less confusing in

involved expressing

degrees of intensity.

future studies to restate

It

knowledge
might prove

these categories

so as to more directly express their relationship.
To summarize,
was found to

j u d g e s 1 reliability in coding

be sufficiently high to permit use

data in further analyses.
and lack

of independence

observational data
of the observational

Training deficiencies,
of observational

genuine ambiguity,

categories were

possible

reasons inter-judge reliability was not higher.

Multitrait-Multimethod Analysis

Results of the

(M T M M )

MTMM analysis are presented in

and 4.7 and discussed in this section.

Tables 4.5,

4.6,
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Because of

the use of

MTMM analysis,
not be

observation as

in the

Spiro's Impression Management influence category could

included in the

matrices.

deliberate misrepresentation

Impression management

or lying,

and

detect whether an untruth was purposeful.
included

the second method

as an

observational coding

might be able to detect it,

but

amounts to

judges were not

able to

(Impression management was

category on

the chance

judges

no occurrences of this category were

coded by either judge.)
Spiro's

influence categories

comprehensive to
made

were

exhaustively classify

it necessary

to

develop

found

all verbal

an exhaustive

(described in Chapter Three and reproduced
previous

research

communication for
always a

in

the

use with

areas

insufficiently

statements;

classification

in Appendix C ) .

influence,

the observational

direct match between a

category,

of

to be

scheme
based on

bargaining,

data.

Spiro category and

There

and

was not

an observational

and in some cases it was necessary to combine observational

categories for comparison with one

of Spiro's categories.

observational categories s i m p l y . involved summing the number
separate categories

occurred.

The

categories should be combined and
made based on
Spiro's

this

decision of

category

of times

which observational

matched with Spiro's categories was

comparison of descriptions of

influence

Combining

descriptions,

the categories involved.
and

observational categories matched to Spiro categories,

descriptions

of

are presented in

Table 4.8.
The
responses.

couple . MTMM

analysis

required

aggregating

individual

For observational data, a couple's influence strategy use
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was represented
strategy

was

categories,

as the
used

sum of

by

each

spouse

a couple's use of a

of responses to scale items by
aggregating individual

the number

of times

separately.

that particular
For

the

Spiro

category was represented as the mean
husbands and wives.

data have been

Other methods of

discussed and

used;

since no single aggregation approach has general approval,

however,
the simple

aggregation method described here was chosen.
One final issue in constructing
reliability measures to
and Fiske's (1959)

the MTMM matrices concerned what

use in the reliability

diagonals.

original paper expected test-retest reliabilities,

which were not available for the present study.
requirement

of

"approximate

(Kerlinger 1973:465),

internal

standard

reliability

reliabilities"

were calculated and used

the Spiro influence category scales.

measures

observational data categories,

Following Kerlinger's

consistency

Cronbach alpha values

in the reliability diagonals for
No

Campbell

were

and it was

appropriate

for

the

finally decided to use the

following measure:
# times judges 1 & 2 agreed on classification into a category
total # of occurrences (final classifications) in that category
This was felt to be a crude measure, but more informative than leaving
the reliability diagonals blank.
MTMM matrices were constructed for husbands,
using Pearson correlation coefficients.
provide

evidence

of

convergent

correlations ranged from
statistically significant.

and couples

All three matrices failed to

validity:

-0.19 to +0.20,

wives,

validity

and none of

diagonal

the values was

As expected given the validity diagonals,
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there

was no

between

evidence of

different

consistently

lower

traits
than

discriminant

validity:

measured

different

the

correlation

measured by different methods.
measured by the

by

the

methods

between

the

was

same

not
trait

Correlations between different traits

same method were also generally much

validity diagonal values.

correlation

higher than the

None of the matrices satisfied Campbell and

Fiske's criterion for construct validity.
Reliabilities for the Spiro categories
and for the
the

observational categories from 0.25 to

high end

of

intercorrelated
categories seemed
between

ranged from 0.72 to 0.90,

that range).
(most well

The

over r

Spiro

=0.50),

relatively independent.

observational

categories

correlations were less than 0.25.

was 0.48,

0.73 (most towards

categories were
but the
The highest
but

the

highly

observational
correlation
majority

of

Table 4.5.

Multitrait-Multiaethod Matrix Baaed on Husband Data
METHOD 1— SPIRO INSTRUMENT
LEGIT.
LEGITIMATE

KCTHOO 1
-SPIRO

MEIHOD 2
-OBSERVATION

EXP.

EMOT.

BARG.

MEIHOD 2— OBSERVATIONAL DATA

REW./REF.

LEGIT.

.54*

(.72)

EMOTIONAL

.55*

.44*

(.72)

BARGAINING

.57*

.59*

.70*

(.87)

REWARD/
REFERENT

.58*

.50*

.69*

.85*

(.87)

LEGITIMATE

J22

.14

.06

.09

.17

(.50)

EXPERT

.11

EMOTIONAL

.12

.20

BARGAINING

.11

.04

REWARD/
REFERENT

.08

.08

_

EMOT.

BAR.

REW./REF.

(.78)

EXPERT

(

EXP.

.14

.23*

22

.02

.03

23**

.33

.25**

.08

.14

,08

.48*

.06

(.72)

.07

.17

16

.24**

.11

.12

.29*

(.59)
(.58)

(.52)

) * reliability diagonals
» validity diagonals
* significant at p

.05

** significant at p

.10
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Table 4.6.

Hultitrait-Hultiaethod Matrix Based on Wife Data

MEIHOD 2— OBSERVATIONAL DATA

METHOD 1— SPIRO INSTRUMENT
LEGIT.
LEGITIMATE
MEIHOD 1
-SPIRO

MEIHOD 2
-OBSERVATION

EXP.

EMOT.

BARG.

LEGIT.

EXP.

EMOT.

BAR.

REW./REF.

(.83)

EXPERT

.59*

(.76)

EMOTIONAL

.53*

.59*

(.78)

BARGAINING

.71*

.63*

.74*

(.90)

REWARD/
REFERENT

.53*

.53*

.68*

.81*

LEGITIMATE

*

20.

.20

EXPERT

.06

EMOTIONAL

.15

BARGAINING
REWARD/
REFERENT

(

REW.,

(.83)

(*)

.14

.02

.06

.05

.01

.03

14

(-73)

.25**

-tSJ

.05

.06

.01

.35*

.13

.02

.04

.06

.04

.01

.23**

.12

.04

.06

.10

.14

JiI

.41*

.17

.07

(.31)
. (-68)
.14

(.47)

) ■ reliability diagonals
* validity diagonals
* significant at p

.05

** significant at p

.10
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Table 4.7.

Hultitrait-Hultiaethod Matrix Baaed on Couple Data

KEIHOO 1— SPIRO INSIRU5NI
LEGIT.
LEGITIMATE
HEIHOD 1
'SPIRO

EMOT.

BARG.

HEIHOD 2— OBSERVATIONAL DATA

REW./REF.

LEGIT.

EXP.

EMOT.

BAR.

.61*

(.75)

EMOTIONAL

.61*

.61*

(.76)

BARGAINING

.72*

.71*

.80*

(.89)

REWARD/
REFERENT

.70*

.57*

.73*

.85*

1*11

-.16

-.13

-.12

.06

.09

.11

-.004

(-25)

1*11

-.03

-.09

.20

1*11

-.05

-.03

.04

.30*

BARGAINING

.21

.10

.10

*11

.15

-.06

.32*

.05

(.70)

REWARD/
REFERENT

-.03

-.09

-.15

-.11

1*11

.44*

.08

.27*

EXPERT
EMOTIONAL

(

REW./REF.

(.81)

EXPERT

LEGITIMATE
MEIHOD 2
'OBSERVATION

EXP.

) - reliability diagonal!

- — - ■ validity diagonal!
* aigniflcant at p

.05

** lignifleant at p

.10

.28*

.26*

(.66)
(.44)

(.49)

Table 4.8.

Correspondence Between Spiro Influence Categories and Observation Influence Categories

_

Spiro Influence Category a____________________________________________ Observational Category/Categories

Expert influence is reflected in the spouse's
enumeration of specific information concerning the
various alternatives.
For example, one spouse can
try to convince the other that s/he is more
knowledgeable concerning the products under
consideration by presenting detailed information
about various aspects of these products.

Expert influence (category #2) - Statements which
belong in this category involve a claim by the
speaker of superior knowledge or expertise in a
decision area.
The implicit or explicit argument
is that the spouse who makes the claim knows more
about the decision area and should dominate in the
decision because he or she is capable of making a
better decision than the less knowledgeable spouse.

Legitimate influence deals with one spouse's
attempts to draw upon the other's feelings of
shared values concerning their role expectations.
Therefore, the spouse's influence is based on the
shared belief that s/he should make the decision
because s/he is the "wife"/"husband." For example,
the husband can argue that since he is the "man of
the house," he should make a particular decision.

Legitimate/Authority (category //l) - Statements
which belong to this category call upon the other
spouse to acknowledge the speaker's right or
responsibility to make a particular decision.
The
key part of this strategy involves getting one's
spouse to agree that the speaker fills a role
(father, mother, husband, wife, social planner,
financial planner, etc.) that makes it proper for
the speaker to dominate in the decision.

Table 4.8 (continued)
Spiro Influence Category a__________________________________ Observational Category/Categories
Bargaining involves attempts by one spouse to turn
the joint decision into an autonomous one in return
for some favor granted to the other spouse.
For
example, in return for autonomy in a particular
decision, one spouse may agree to give the other
autonomy in another decision when s/he had
previously refused to do so.
"If you do this, I'll
do that" may be the most common type of bargaining
attempt.

Bargaining (category #3) - Statements in this
category offer some sort of exchange of benefits or
a compromise attempt.
A very general form of such
statements is:
"If you let m e decide on this, then
I'll do something you want." The spouse being
asked to give up decision power on the present
decision is offered extra-or complete influence on
some future decision.
Bargaining statements also
include partial agreement statements, and
statements which attempt to reduce the distance
between two positions.

Reward/referent influence is based on a combination
of the reward and referent power/influence
typologies presented by French and Raven (1959).
Reward influence is the influence based on an
individual's ability to reward another— i.e., one
spouse m a y be able to reward the other by doing
something that the other would enjoy.
Referent
influence is the influence based on the
identification or feeling of oneness (or desire for
such an identity) of one person with another.
Hallenbeck (1966) suggests that referent influence
in marriage stems from the desire of spouses to be
like their concepts of the "ideal" husband or wife.

Identity management/Modeling/Referent
(category
#4)- This strategy involves the speaker selectively
revealing information about himself so as to seem
likeable, similar to the spouse, and someone the
spouse would want to please.
The speaker might
claim to desire a particular decision outcome
because it would be best for the spouse, for
example, when actually the speaker wants that
outcome for individualistic reasons.
A variant of
this strategy involves invoking desired similarity,
or modeling.
The key concepts for all variants of
this strategy are similarity and attractiveness.
(continued on next page)

(continued on next page)

Table 4.8 (continued)
Spiro Influence Category________________________

______ Observational Category/Categories____________

Based on the initial interviews, these two influence
types were combined.
It was determined during the
interviews that the things a spouse does to
"reward" the other are usually those things which,
in the view of the other, an "ideal" husband or
wife should do.
For example, one spouse can be
very "loving" to or buy a gift for the other in
anticipation of trying to influence him/her.

Positive affect (category //7) - The primary focus
of statements in this category is good feelings for
the speaker, spouse, or both.
The speaker may
promise good feelings if the decision goes in his
or her favor, or m ay simply engage in
"sweet-talking," flattery, or "buttering up."
Reward (category it6) - Statements in this category
involve the speaker promising some reward that it
is in his/her power to give in return for dominance
on the present decision.
The most general form of
such statements is:
"I'll give you (something that
will make you happy) if you let m e have m y way on
this." The bargaining category involves
reallocating decision power, whereas reward power
involves g i f t s .

Emotional influence attempts are influence
techniques that involve displaying some
emotion-laden reaction.
For example, one spouse
may’get angry at the other.
These attempts are
often nonverbal techniques.
For example, one
spouse may cry or pout, and another m ay use the
"silent treatment."

Negative affect
(category //8)- The primary focus
of statements in this category is bad feelings for
the speaker, the spouse, or both.
The speaker may
promise bad feelings if the decision doesn't go the
wa y he or she wants it to, or m ay simply insult or
denigrate the spouse during the decision process.
The distinction between negative affect and
coercion (category //9) is that coercion involves
direct threats of physical or emotional harm from
the speaker to the spouse.
Coercion (category //9) - Statements belonging in
this category involve the direct threat of force or
some other negative act.

Table 4.8 (continued)
£
_______ Spiro Influence Category______________________
Impression management encompasses premeditated
persuasive attempts to enhance one's influence
differential in a dyadic relationship.
For
example, one spouse may claim that the other's
preferred brand was "out-of-stock" when, in fact,
it wasn't.
The objective is to convince the spouse
to attribute the influence attempt to external
pressures beyond the influencer's control.

_________ Observational Category/Categories______
Impression management/Information control,
manipulation (category //5) - Strategy ifA involves,
impressions of people; strategy if5 involves
impressions of facts or e v ents. Statements
belonging in this category involve presenting
information in such a w ay that it predisposes a
particular decision outcome.
The essence of this
strategy category is that statements involve lies
or distortions of the truth.

S ource: Rosann Spiro.
"Persuasion in Family Decision Making."
(March 1983): 393.

Journal of Consumer Research 9
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Why were the

MTMM analyses so unsatisfactory?

uninformative answer would
validity.

Two problems

obtained.

First,

bargaining,

and

evidenced by

the

be that one or both of
are likely

Spiro

of the

particularly

reward/referent influence,

represents true relationships among

th? measures lacks

partial causes

categories,

high intercorrelations.

The obvious but

If

results

emotional,

are not

independent as

this lack

of independence

influence elements,

separation of

them and testing

as separate traits

To the extent

that the lack of

independence is a result

then Spiro's

is inappropriate.
of error in

capturing separate influence traits, Spiro's measure is a cause of the
unsatisfactory MTMM results.
The second

problem is

one of

sparse observational

literature review and Spiro's (1983)
would use

a great deal

observed using.

The

paper both suggested that people

more overt influence

Sparse

data.

than they were

observational data could yield

perhaps incorrect validity diagonal

values.

in fact

unstable and

This sparseness yielded

some heterotrait-monomethod correlations too small to be statistically
significant.
monomethod

However, unlike the Spiro measure,
correlations

(whether statistically

all the heterotraitsignificant

or

not

significant) were much lower than the reliability diagonal values.
In summary,

it is felt that

the Spiro scale makes

contribution to the

unsatisfactory MTMM results because

for

types

the

different

independence.

of

influence

identified

by

the greater
the measures
Spiro

lack

The partial evidence for relative independence of these

traits measured observationally suggests that the lack of independence
in Spiro's measure is error variance.

Also, generally,

speaking,

it
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is felt that

the observational data should be

simply because they are observational —
self-report data generated by

given greater credence

that is,

because (unlike the

Spiro's instrument)

observational data

can be and have been interpersonally verified.

Hypothesis 1:T e s t s , R e s u l t s , and Interpretation

1

Hypothesis
influence
Spiro's

1 (HI)

would

be a

self-report

performed to

stated
better

the observational

predictor

measure.

data

each

using only husband data,
and

regression analyses.

than

regression

analyses

were

decision

outcomes.

and the
Separate

influence data were performed,

then only wife data,

wife (couple)

data,

for

of

outcomes

influence measure data

predicted

analyses using the two types of

measure

of decision

Multiple

assess how well Spiro's

observational

husband

that

a

and finally,
total of

six

first

combined
different

HI would be supported if significant differences

were observed between multiple R-square values in favor of regressions
using the observational influence data.
The

decision

regressions

outcome
f

was decision

was

completed

dependent
This

variable

in

the

particular outcome

was

most directly reflect common expectations

successful exercise of influence.

operationalized

between an

as

dominance.

chosen because it seemed to
regarding the

used

by

comparing the

number

individual's decision worksheet
decision

worksheet.

Specific

Decision dominance
of

and the

decision

matches

couple's jointly

operationalizations

for
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couples, husbands, and wives were as follows:
1)

couple relative
matches

dominance:

between

(H - W)/(H

husband's

+ W).

individual

That is,

worksheet

((# of

and

joint

worksheet) minus (# of matches between wife's individual worksheet
and

joint

worksheet))

matches).

Woodside

relative dominance;
his primary by

divided

by (sum

of

husband

and

wife

(1972) used a difference measure to calculate
the present formula can be distinguished from

its use of a jointly

completed decision worksheet

to adjust individual self-report responses.
2)

husband dominance:

H/(H

husband's individual

+ W).

That is,

worksheet and

(#

of matches between

joint worksheet)

divided

by

(sum of husband and wife matches).
3)

wife dominance:
individual

W/(H + W).

worksheet and

That is,

(# of matches between wife's

joint worksheet)

divided

by (sum

of

husband and wife matches).
Independent variables in the regression
Spiro

influence

scale

influence category
(1983)

paper

summarized

was

as the

summary

frequencies.
followed
mean of

influence categories

and

variables
As in

were summarized as

or

seven

the MTMM

influence

individual

analyses were either six
observational

analysis,

scale

scale items.

Spiro's

variables

were

Observational

a simple frequency

count of

the number of occurrences of each category.
Results of the six regression analyses were all failed to support
HI:

though

observational

multiple
data as

R-square

values

independent variables

for

regressions

were consistently

using
much

larger than R-square values for regressions using the Spiro variables,
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none of the six R-square values was significant.

R-square values,

p

values, and lists of significant independent variables for each of the
regressions are presented in Table 4.9.
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Table 4.9.

Test of HI Regression Results

2

Regression Analysis___________________________ R __________ df

1.

Husbands, observational data

*

P-value

.23

53

.18

Significant t-tegts for:
bargaining
withdrawal
expert
normative expectations

2.

Hives, observational data
Significant t-test for:^
normative expectations

.21

53

.26

3.

Couples, observational data
Significant t-tests for^
husband bargaining
husband withdrawal
wife normative ^
expectations

.39

53

.28

4.

Husbands, self-report (Spiro) data
No significant t-tests

.07

56

.71

5.

Hives, self-report (Spiro) data
No significant t-tests

.11

56

.42

6.

Couples, self-report (Spiro) data
No significant t-tests

.17

56

.69

A
corrected total
a

significant at p < .05

^

significant at p < .10
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The individual

variables and

bivariate correlations

among them

were examined to determine if the assumptions of regression were being
violated,

resulting

Univariate analyses
probably were not

in significant

relationships

of the independent
normally distributed.

Plots of

indicated possible

this

to

correlation

appear
matrix

suggested that

of

be a
the

obscured.

variables suggested

independent variables
did not

being

severe

that all

residuals against

heteroscedasticity,
problem.

independent

multicollinearity might be

large number of nonsignificant correlations

and

though

Examination of
dependent

present,

a

variables

but there

was a

that made it difficult to

assess the extent of this problem.
It is a
when two

rule of thumb to expect

independent variables are

problems with multicollinearity
more highly correlated

with each

i

other than either is with the dependent variable.

This was very much

the case in all three regressions involving the Spiro variables.
example,

the

lowest Pearson correlation coefficient

Spiro variables was 0.44,

and the

these variables and the dependent
none

of

the

correlations

regression

involving

variable was 0.16 (not significant;

between

wife

between husband

highest correlation between one of

Spiro

decision dominance were significant).
the

For

The

Spiro

influence

variables

and

situation was similar for
variables

as

independent

variables, and similar but less pronounced for couple Spiro variables.
There was also
the

three

evidence that multicollinearity might be

regression

analyses using

although less of one than in
Tables 4.10 and

the

observational

a problem in
variables,

the regressions using Spiro's variables.

4.11 present Pearson correlation

matrices of husband
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data for self-report and observational influence variables used in the
regression analysis.
those for wives

These intercorrelation

and couples,

and to results

types of correlation coefficients.

patterns are similar to
obtained with different
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Table 4.10.
Pearson Correlation Coefficients for Husband Summary
Self-Report (Spiro) Variables and Husband Dominance Variable*

ftft
L EG

EXP

EMO

B AR

R EW

IMP

LEG

1.00

EXP

0.54

1.00

EMO

0.55

0.44

1.00

BAR

0.57

0.59

0.70

1.00

REW

0.58

0.50

0.69

0.85

1.00

IMP

0.65

0.62

0.59

0.62

0.60

1.00

DOMH3

0.14

0.06

0.05

-0.02

-0.04

0.15

DOMH

1.00

Similar patterns of intercorrelation and significance test results
were obtained for wife and couple data, and for Spearman and Kendall
correlations.
ft*
LEG
EXP
EMO
BAR
REW
IMP
DOMH

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

legitimate influence
expert influence
emotional influence
bargaining
reward/referent influence
impression management
husband dominance variable

3 Correlations were significant at p < .01 except for those involving
the husband dominance variable; all of these wer nonsignificant.

Table 4.11.

Pearson Correlation Coefficients for Husband Summary Observational Variables (p-values in Parentheses) *

IND**

ADV

BAR

Vnj

EXP

NAF

PAF

REF

IND

1.00
(0.00)

ADV

0.51
(0.00)

1.00
(0.00)

BAR

0.25
(0.07)

0.30
(0.02)

1.00
(0.00)

WIT

0.40
(0.00)

0.42
(0.00)

-0.13
(0.35)

1.00
(0.00)

EXP

0.34
(0.01)

0.43
(0.00)

0.49
(0.00)

0.28
(0.04)

1.00
(0.00)

NAF

0.37
(0.01)

0.28
(0.04)

0.04
(0.78)

0.21
(0.12)

0.26
(0.06)

1.00
(0.00)

PAF

0.11
(0.41)

0.34
(0.01)

0.08
(0.57)

0.28
(0.04)

0.01
(0.95)

-0.17
(0.22)

1.00
(0.00)

REF

-0.08
(0.58)

0.22
(0.11)

0.07
(0.61)

0.05
(0.73)

-0.03
(0.84)

0.04
(0.76)

0.08
(0.56)

1.00
(0.00)

NOR

0.17
(0.22)

0.00
(1.00)

-0.06
(0.67)

0.12
(0.40)

0.00
(0.97)

0.21
(0.13)

0.14
(0.30)

0.15
(0.29)

ft
ftft

NOR

1.00
(0.00)

Similar patterns of intercorrelation and significance test results were obtained for wife and couple
data, and for Spearman and Kendall correlations.
- informational-descriptive influence
= informational-advocacy influence
= bargaining
= withdrawal
- expert influence
= negative affect
- positive affect
= referent/identity management
= normative expectations
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IND
ADV
BAR
HIT
EXP
NAF
PAF
REF
NOR
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Given the

examinations described above,

the

following possible

causes of the nonsignificant regressions were considered:
1)

There might
was

be model error in

either

sufficient
absence

an

inappropriate

range to

of

a

the sense that
dependent

yield • a

variable

or

lacked

significant regression.

priori conceptual

dependent variable,

decision dominance

justification

for

In
some

the
other

this problem was not considered remediable in

the context of the present study.
2)

Some type of response bias might
between the

independent and

study participants might
"nice" and

dependent variables.

feel certain types of

thus understate

influence.

be masking the true relationship

their actual

This was also not felt

For example,

influence are not

use of

these types

of

to be a remediable problem in

the context of the present study.
3)

Finally,

it

was felt that model

that the true

error might exist in

relationship between the independent

variables might

be nonlinear

in nature.

Some of

the sense

and dependent
the residual

plots suggested that this might be the case.
Arcsin,
variables

square

root,

were performed

nonlinear relationships.

and
in an

effort to

transformations of
linearize these

all

possibly

Regression analyses which were redone using

transformed variables still all
values.

natural log

yielded low,

It was concluded that if

nonsignificant R-square

a relationship existed between the

variables as stated, it was not discoverable by means of regression.
Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA)
test

the relationship

between

independent

was then employed to

and dependent

variables
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using

dichotomized

variable.

decision

MANOVA assumes

multivariate normal,

dominance as
that

the

the

nominal

dependent variable

which was not true in this case,

however,

influence variables:
as

the

dependent

approximate
observational

F =

for either

0.44

vector

(p>F

produced a Wilks'

and

as the

MANOVA

a

the

Wilks'

criterion

analysis using

dependent variable

the

vector

approximate F = 0.87 (p>F = 0.59).

Regression assumes normal distribution
and

MANOVAs were

the Spiro summary variables

yielded

= 0.94);

influence variables

is

the Spiro or the observational

the analysis using
variable

vector

but the method

is robust with respect to violations of this assumption.
not significant,

independent

assumes normal

dependent variable vector.

distributions

of

the variables

in

the

In a last effort to uncover a relationship

between the specified variables,
assumptions of normality,

of independent variables,

correlations,

were examined.

which do not involve

The intent was to compare

the average correlation between Spiro influence variables and decision
dominance to

the average correlation between

variables and decision dominance.
all

correlation

significant.

The

values were

observational influence

This proved not worth doing because

equivalently

small

largest correlation between

decision dominance was -0.24 (p = .07),

and only

a Spiro

one

was

variable and

and the largest observational

correlation was -0.20 (p = 0.14).
The final conclusion regarding the test of HI, then, was that the
hypothesis was not

supported.

This raised some

questions regarding

which influence variables should be used as the basis for the grouping
procedures specified in

Hypothesis 3.

The decision was

made to use
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the observational influence variables.
was the same as previously stated;

Justification for the decision

in the absence of evidence to the

contrary, observational data is preferable to self-report data because
it is interpersonally verifiable.

H2 H y p o t h e s e s T e s t s , R e s u l t s , and Interpretation

The H2 hypotheses
strategies would be

asserted that repeated sequences

detected for couples and

of influence

for individual spouses,

across decision interactions and between decision interactions.
sequential

analysis is

not commonly

used in

marketing studies

Since
and

readers of this report are unlikely to be familiar with the technique,
description of the hypothesis tests is
of the sequential analysis procedure,
means in this type of analysis,
in using

are followed

some comments on what a sequence

and enumeration of problems that arose

sequential analysis in

test discussions

preceded by a short discussion

the present study.
by a

The hypothesis

section describing

supplemental

analyses performed on the verbal data.

Sequential Analysis
Constraints)
Bakeman's
(1976)
ELAG

(1983)

lag-sequential

Procedure

ELAG

program was

of

used

analysis on the verbal

calculates conditional

probabilities,

(Meaning

probabilities,

for the occurrence

Results

and

to perform

Analysis

Sackett's

(observational)
and

Z-tests for

data.
those

of observational coding categories

given that some criterion category has

occurred or will occur at some
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remove (lag) in time.
time

(lag)

zero,

Given that expert influence behavior occurs at
for

example,

ELAG will

probabilities and

Z-tests for

codes immediately

following expert

calculate

the occurrence

of all

influence (lag

conditional

other behavior

1 ),

following

a

behavior that immediately follows expert influence (lag 2 ), and so on.
For behaviors

to constitute a

there are two necessary elements:
(2)
from

connectedness.
ELAG

at

any

conditional

sequential analysis,

(1 ) reduction of uncertainty,

The first element

output:

significant

sequence in

lag,

and

is obtainable rather directly

the

probability

behavior with

is

the

the

behavior

highest

for

which

knowledge of the criterion behavior provides the greatest reduction of
uncertainty.

Using the example above,

if expert influence behavior

occurs at lag zero (is the criterion variable) and negative affect has
the

highest

behaviors

significant

following

influence occurs
later

of

expert

negative

second

identifying
processing of

that

affect

at

then

of the

better

at

lag

knowing

that

occurrence two

than

chance

2

(two
expert

behaviors

(unconditional

A reduction in uncertainty has occurred.

element

of

a

connectedness
ELAG.

probability

influence),

allows prediction

probability) levels.
The

conditional

output.

sequence
is

is

present

To get

across

connectedness,
requires
the

some

requirement

and
hand
of

connectedness, consider the following example:
- Expert

influence

occurs

variable).
(
- Informational advocacy

at

lag

zero

(is

the

criterion

I
influence has

conditional probability at lag 1

the highest

significant

with respect to the criterion
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variable of expert influence.
- Negative

affect

has

the

highest

probability at lag 2 with respect

significant

conditional

to the criterion variable of

expert influence.
- Negative affect

also had

the highest

probability at lag 3 with respect

significant conditional

to the criterion variable of

expert influence.
Sequential

analysis

does

not

permit

concluding

that

these <four

behaviors constitute a sequence unless it can be demonstrated that the
behaviors which have been identified are
this

example,

it

is already

known that informational

connected to expert influence at lag
of longer

than these two

all connected at lag 1.

1.

advocacy

In
is

To conclude that a sequence

behaviors exists,

however,

the following

requirements must be met:
- Considering informational
negative affect

advocacy as the

must have the highest

criterion variable,

significant conditional

probability at lag 1 ; and
- Considering negative affect as the criterion variable, negative
affect

must

have the

highest

significant

conditional

probability at laig 1 .
If all the

requirements explained above are met,

said to exist.

a sequence is

It should be noted that sequences using negative lags

can also be detected;

that is,
(at lag

occurrence of a particular influence

behavior in the

present

characteristic

sequence of behaviors

behavior.

then

zero)

may permit identification of a
that lead

up

to

the

present
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In

the present

study,

several

rules proposed

by Sackett

and

others were followed and further constrained the analysis:
1)

A 2-score greater than or equal to 1.96 was required to consider a
conditional probability significant.

2)

Regardless of

significance,

a behavior had

to occur at

least 6

times to be considered part of a sequence.
3)

A sequence was

not considered to exist

if the highest lag

1 (or

lag -1) conditional probability was less than 0.07.
4)

In order

to serve

represent at

as a

criterion variable,

least 5% of

the events

a behavior

in the total

had to

verbal stream

under consideration.
The Z-score rule is simply a standard conservative significance level.
The other
exists

three rules

when

the

were designed

number

of

to prevent

occurrences

is

stating a

too

small

sequence
to

permit

calculation of stable and meaningful conditional probabilities.
The requirements of sequential analysis, combined with the nature
of the data collected and information desired, caused some problems in
the present

study.

First,

interaction was desired,
of

sentences.

sentence stream,

If

sequential analysis

intra-speech influence

were to be

stream,

meaningful.

aggregate analysis

of couple

it was necessary to analyze speeches instead

with inter-speech sequences.
the entire verbal

since an

were

performed

using

the

sequences would be conflated

A second problem stemmed from analyzing
which was necessary

Analyzing the entire

if sequences detected
verbal stream required

including in the sequential analysis all the observational codes, some
of which were not influence behaviors.

The sequences detected in the
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analysis, then, might not involve all (or any) influence categories.
The

observational

categories,

coding

scheme

included

twenty

coding

fourteen of which described types of influence.

these influence categories never
management),

or

occurred (e.g.,

occurred very

identify management).

rarely (e.g.,

In fact,

categories

occurrence of

that

0.05 (5%)

attempts generally

other verbal behaviors.

had

unconditional

or greater

impression

legitimate/authority,

overt influence

occurred much less frequently than
interaction

reward,

Many of

The only

probabilities

of

were informational-descriptive,

informational-advocacy, simple agreement, questions, and noninfluenceother.

(See

Table

4.17

for a

breakdown

occurrence as a percent of total speeches.)
with the rules discussed above

of

observational

code

This fact, in conjunction

regarding minimum levels of occurrence

and conditional and unconditional probabilities, prevented use of most
influence codes

as criterion

variables and

generally limited

their

inclusion in sequences.
A final limitation of the

sequential analyses came about because

of the sparse occurrence of influence attempts.
were

twenty codes

program

could

rewritten.

to classify

handle

no

the verbal

more than

.20

As noted above, there

stream.
such

Bakeman's

codes

without

ELAG
being

It was decided not to rewrite ELAG to include 40 codes (20

for husbands and

20 for wives)

because this

the already sparse occurrence of
any discussion of them at all.
it is impossible

would effectively halve

influence codes and probably prevent
The effect of this limitation is that

to attribute particular influence

or wives in couple sequences.

types to husbands

All that can be said in these sequences
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is

that,

"If

one

spouse

influence/communications,

then

uses

a

the other

particular
spouse is

type

most likely

of
to

u s e . .." and so on.
Given

the

constraints,

it

requirements

of sequential

analysis

is perhaps

surprising that

the H2

generally supported.
first,

Support for the

because decision

because verbal
and structure.
made it

generously

does have

The data limitations

impossible to discern all

the

data

hypotheses were

hypotheses likely was obtained

rules were

interaction truly

and

stated and

second,

characteristic sequences

in the present study,

however,

but the broadest outlines

of that

structure.

H2A1 Analysis and Results
H2A1

asserted that

repeated sequences

of influence

strategies

would be detected in h u s b a n d s 1 (wives1) speeches considered across the
total verbal
first

stream.

Testing

h u s bands1 speeches

this hypothesis

in isolation

speeches in isolation from husba n d s 1.

involved considering

from w i v e s 1

and then

Preliminary analysis indicated

that no sequence was likely to be longer than 4 lags,
and four backward lags were considered
the analysis.

As noted above,

which were not

influence attempts.

"The

hypothesis

significant
supported

will

sequence is
for both

be

so four forward

for each criterion variable in

the analysis included many behaviors
The decision rule

considered
identified."

husbands

wives1

and wives.

detected are presented in Table 4.12.

supported
Under
The

if

for H2A1 was:
at

least

one

this rule,

H2A1

was

sequences that

were

The most interesting of these
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is husbands'

tendency to

escalate from rational influence/explanation

(informational advocacy)

to expert influence, while wives show no such

inclination.
statements,

The
as well

long

sequence

of

agreement

as questions followed by

illustrate the predominantly
of the decision interactions.

consensual,

and

preference

preference statements,

information-swapping nature

Tibia fc.12.

H2A1 Results - Sequences Detected In Husband and Wife Speeches Considered Separately Across Both Decision Situations

HUSBANDS

lag -2

lag -1

laa 0

informational
informational
descriptive ............................. descriptive

lag I

lag 2

informational
informational
d e s c rip tiv e ............... d escriptive

lag 3

informational
descriptive

inform ational.....................................expert
advocacy
s i ^ l e agreement....................... simple.agreement.........................simple agreement

simpleagreement...........................sim ile agreement.........................simple agreement

informational .............................. question..................................informational
descriptive
descriptive
noninf luence-other

noniru luence-other

noninf luence-other

WIVES
lag -3

laa *2

lag -1

lag 0

las 1

lag 2

laa 1

informational . . .
informational
informational
informational
inform ational...............................informational
descriptive
.............. d escriptive................. d e s c rip tiv e *............................ d e s c rip tiv e ................................. d e s c rip tiv e .........................
descriptive
s iip le agreement

simple agreement

simple agreement

simple agreement.......................simple agreement
question................................. inform ational................................inform ational...............................informational
descriptive
descriptive
descriptive

noninfluence < ..^.noninfluence
...............
other
other

.....................

noninfluence
other

f
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H2A2 Analysis and Results
H2A2 asserted
total verbal stream,

that repeated sequences
that is,

in husbands'

considered over both decision situations.
hypothesis was the
backward lags

same as for H2A1.

were considered,

that were not influence attempts.

would be detected

and

and wives'

in the

interactions

The decision rule for the

Again,

four

the analysis

forward and four
included behaviors

The hypothesis was supported,

but

again the sequences detected primarily illustrated consensual decision
making and information exchange.

Results

of the sequential analysis

performed to test H2A2 are summarized in Table 4.13.

t

Table 4.13. H2A2 Analysis Results - Sequences Detected In Husband-Wlfe Decision Making Interaction Considered Across Both Decision Situations

question............................................. .Informational..
descriptive

.. sisple
agreeaent

informational................................................ staple
advocacy ...................................
‘agreement

informational
descriptive

in fo n a tio n a l* 1
descriptive

•••siaple —

staple .. .
agreeaent

• question .

in fo m s tio n a l.................................. noninf luence-other .
descriptive

. question

‘ infom stio n a l
descriptive

• In fom stional
descriptive
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H2B1 Analysis and Results
H2B1

asserted

persist across

that

sequences

of

decision situations

considered in isolation.

influence

for husbands'

That is,

strategies
(wives')

would

speeches

at least one sequence detected in

speeches from a s pouse's first interaction would be repeated in his or
her second

interaction speeches.

both husbands and wives.

The results,

complicated nor subtle.
express

agreement,

preferences.

while

Sequential

summarized in Table 4.14.

The

hypothesis was

though meaningful, were neither

It appears that wives
husbands

supported for

tended

analysis findings

to

tended to repeatedly
repeatedly

for this

express

hypothesis are

Tabla 4.14. H2B1 Results - Repeated Sequences Between First and Second Decision Interactions for Husbands and Hives Considered Separately

WIVES
las Q
1st interaction

staple agreaaenb*

- sim ile agreeaent*

••staple agreeaent

2nd interaction

staple agreeaent••

• sim ile agreeaent-

••siapla agreeaent

HUSBANDS
laa 0

lee -2

laa 2

lag 3

(1st interaction)
informational
descriptive'**

informational
"* descriptive *’

informational
*“ descriptive***

..Informational
‘* descriptive

noninfluence-other............... noninfluence-other . . . . . . . . . . . noninf luence-other

(2nd interaction)
inform a tio n al.............. informational
descriptive *’ *
descrip tive

informational
informational
informational
.
informational
informational
descriptive*...........................descriptive..............................descriptive ................................. descriptive*...............................descriptive

noninfluence-other............... noninfluence-other.................noninfluence-other.................... noninf luence-other.................. noninfluence-other
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H2B2 Analysis and Results
H2B2

asserted

that

persist across decision
considered together.
total verbal stream

sequences

of

influence

situations for husbands'
That is,

and

wives'

would

speeches

at least one sequence detected in the

for the first interaction would

in the total verbal stream for

strategies

also be detected

the second interaction Again,

subject

to the fact that the analysis had to include all coding categories and
not just influence categories,
presented in
sequences
influential.

Table 4.15,
detected

were

the hypothesis was supported.

were
more

similar to

Results,

other H2 results

communicational

in

nature

in that
than

Tibia 4.IS. H2B2 Results - Repeated Sequences Between First end Second Decision Interactions for Verbal Stress as a Whole
las 0
(1st interaction)
question............................................. inform ational.
descriptive
inform ational............................................ simple
descriptive
informational.,
descriptive

..A lfpJlq................................................... question
agreement
informational . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . noninf luence-other.
descriptive

,. simple
agreement
.question

- informational
descriptive
.inform ational
descriptive

(2nd interaction)
laa 0

laa 1

question.,

.inform ational ,
descriptive ”

...ile p le
agreement

inform ational,
descriptive '*

.. slaple
agreement*

. question

simple ...
agreement

..question.

..Informational
** descriptive

inform ational.,
descriptive

. noninfluence-other.

.inform ational
descriptive
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In summary,
verbal

sequential analysis did

streams examined.

The sequences

informational communication

in decision interactions.

possible,
influence

however,

that

categories)

These results

be noted that sparse occurrence

necessarily mean they had no effect

The coding approach used
to occurrences of

primarily

of occurrences of overt influence

It should

of overt influence types does not

equal weight

found suggested

and not overt influence.

reflect the relatively small number

on outcomes.

detect sequences in all the

in the present study assigned

each observational category.

some categories

occurred

rarely

(such as
but

It is

the more

nevertheless

overt

strongly

affected the decision interactions.
Since the requirements
the

data

in the

present

observational influence
observational data

of sequential analysis and
study

prevented

categories,

were performed.

the nature of

saying much

about

two

additional analyses

The

first,

presented

most
of the

in Table

4.16, ignored the connectedness requirement for a sequence and focused
on reduction of uncertainty due to

knowledge of a criterion variable.

Table 4.16 thus presents counts of

the number of significant Z-scores

for each
and

observational category both
using <the

cumulatively,

specified

in

the H2

by separate

same

hypotheses.

speaker-interaction
A

few facts

structure and influence use stand out when
- If husbands

stated a

chance likelihood

then there was

about

breakdowns
interaction

this table is examined:

preference (category

preference along with some rational
(category # 1 2 ),

criterion variable

#11)

or

stated a

reason for that preference

a greater

that they would follow

than unconditional
this up at

some lag
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with exertion of expert influence (category

#2 - "I should get

m y way because I know a lot more about this than you d o " ).
such

likelihood existed

expert

influence both

for wives,
more rarely

who apparently
and in

a less

No

utilized
consistent

manner.
- No instances of greater than unconditional chance occurrence of
bargaining were
either

found to

husbands

interaction.

or

At

wives;

the same

second interaction

occur in

—

45%

. all

the first

fewer

plays"

in

making behavior.

the

problem-solving,

second

spoke less

in the

speeches occurred

there,

interaction.
second

in

This

interaction

conflict-resolving

Selection of product

second decision situation

up

interaction for
the

couples

of total

55% in

straightforward

showed

time,

compared with
"power

the first

was random,

suggests
and

more

decision

categories as first or
so rated

importance of

the product category is not a likely explanation of differences
between the first and second interactions.

Table 4.16. Tabulation of Number of Significant Z-scores for Each Coding Category with Respect to Each Criterion Variable

Criterion
Variable*

Data Analyzed

Coding Categories with Respect to Criterion Variable - Number of Significant Z-Scores
I

H2A2
Husbands and wives,
both interactions
(5296 speeches)

11
12
44
16
19

8

3

1

1

1

1

3

4

2
1
1

1
4

5

6

1
~4 ~5 ~4

TOTALS

H2B2
Husbands and wives,
first interaction
(2934 speeches)

7

1

1

1

TOTALS

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

12

15

12

3
1
3
4
2

1

1

4

2

1

1

3
6
2

1

1

3
2
5
3
4

1
2
3

2
2
3
1
6

13

~4

“I

17

“I

15

~3

~7

13

2

11
12

14
16
19

TOTALS

H2B2
Husbands and wives,
second interaction
(2363 speeches)

9

14

13

12

11

2

12

1

14
16
19

3
4
2
4

1

1

1

14

12

12

Table 4.16 (continued)

Criterion
Variable*

Data Analyzed

*
Coding Categories with Respect to Criterion Variable - Number of Significant.Z-Scores
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 2 0

H2A2
Husbands
both Interactions
(2648 speeches)

11

12
14
16
19

1
1

2

1

4

"TIT

TOTALS

H2B1
Husbands
first interaction
(1469 speeches)

1

11

12

14
16
19

TOTALS

H2B1
Husbands
'
second interaction
(1179 speeches)
TOTALS

11
12

14
16
19

3
T

~3

Table 4.16 (continued)
Criterion
Variable*

Data Analyzed

Coding Categories with Respect to Criterion Variable - Number of Significant Z-Scores
1

H2A1
Wives
both interactions
(2648 speeches)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

Q

1

X

1

2

13

14

16

17

18

19

11
12

14
16
19

TOTALS

H2B1
Wives
first interaction
(1465 speeches)

1

2

1

5
12

10

H2B1
Wives
second interaction
(1183 speeches)

2

2

3

~Z

11

12
14
16
19

1

3

TOTALS

10

11
12
14
16

TOTALS

ft

15

Coding key appears in Appendix C and also in Table 4.16.
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The
summarized

second
in

supplementary
Table

analysis

4.17.

It

of

involved

the

verbal

examining

data

is

unconditional

probabilities (that is, percent of total occurrences) of observational
categories for different breakdowns of the data.
was by coded speech (not sentence)
by

individual

couple).

Some

Again, this analysis

and was an aggregate analysis (not
differences

interactions and between husbands and wives,

were

apparent

across

though in most cases the

magnitude of occurrence was small:
- Husbands tended to use more
the

first interaction

1.1%),

and more

expert influence (category #2)

compared

to

the second

(1 .6%

positive affect (category #7)

in

versus

in the second

than in the first interaction (0.1% versus 0.9%).
- Since spouses talked more in the first interaction,
to

have

slightly

categories for
wives1

use

of

occurrence in

higher

percentage

that interaction.
rational

argument

the second interaction

they tended

occurrences

A clear

of

exception was

(category

#12)

compared to 5.9%

—

all
in
7.8%

in the

first interaction.
- On the whole, husbands used more expert influence (category #2)
than wives, withdrew (category #13) more often than wives,
expressed less
however,

agreement (category #14)

tended to

than husbands.

that

use more rational argument

wives.

and

Wives,

(category # 1 2 )

Table 4.17. Coding Categories as a Percent of Total Speeches

P it . AmlvMd

Coding c . t . g o r l. . u P.rc«nt o f T o t.I Occurr«nc«.

I

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

I

2

1ft

11

11

u

1ft

1ft

1ft

11

lfi

12

2ft

Husband and Wives*
over both interactions

0.1

1.1

2.4

0.3

0

0

0.5

0.9

0

0.3

50.2

6.2

1.1

14.8

0.6

12.9

0.6

2.9

5.2

0

Husbands and Wives
f i r s t interaction only

0.1

1.3

2.5

0.4

0

0

0.3

0.9

0

0.2

50.2

5.7

1.2

14.8

0.6

12.9

0.4

3.1

5.4

0

Husbands and Wives*
second intera ctio n only

0

o.s

2.2

0.3

0

0

0.7

0.9

0

0.1

50.0

6.7

1.1

14.8

0.6

13.0

0.8

2.7

5.1

0

Husbands ever both interactions

0.1

1.4

2.6

0.2

0

0

0.5

0.9

0

0.1

51.5

5.6

1.4

14.2

0.5

11.9

0.8

3.0

5.5

0

Husbands* f i r s t interaction only

0.1

1.6

2.8

0.4

0

0

0.1

0.9

0

0.1

51.5

5.5

1.5

14.1

0.4

11.7

0.6

3.1

5.4

0

0

1.1

2.5

0

0

0

0.9

0.8

0

0.1

51.7

5.7

1.2

14.2

0.5

12.0

0.9

2.9

5.5

0

0.1

0.8

2.2

0.4

0

0

0.5

0.9

0

0.2

48.7

6.8

0.9

15.4

0.8

14.0

0.4

2.9

5.0

0

Husbands* second intera ctio n only
Wives over both interactions
Wives* f i r s t interaction only

0.1

1.0

2.3

0.3

0

0

O.S

0.9

0.1

0.3

48.9

5.9

0.8

15.4

0.8

14.1

0.1

3.1

5.3

0

Wives* second interaction only

0.1

—0.5

2.0

0.5

0

0

0.5

0.9

0

0.2

48.4

7.8

1.0

15.4

0.8

13.9

o.ft

2.5

4.6

0

* Coding key fo r observational categories appears in Appendix and also In Tabla 4.16.
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In summary,
from the
data

H2 was supported

requirements of

collected

in

sequential analysis and

the present

observational codes

subject to constraints which arose

study.

were detected in

of sequences did not

influence.

dominant observational

The

Significant

all the data

but the majority

the nature

of the

sequences

of

subsets analyzed,

include more than one

type of

influence category

found in

these sequences was category # 1 1 , informational descriptive influence ,this .was followed by category
Most

of

the

other

#12,

types of

informational advocacy influence.

observational

influence

occurred

so

infrequently (see Table 4.17) that they were effectively excluded from
the sequential analysis

procedures.

than ideal

analytic technique

categories

which

occurred

Sequential analysis was

in that

infrequently

it was

a less

insensitive to

but

which

may

event

have

had

disproportionately large effects on the course of the interactions.

H3 Hypotheses: T e s t s , R e s u l t s , and Interpretation

The H3 hypotheses asserted that classifying individuals (H3A) and
couples (H3B)

on the basis of

groups similar to
groups

formed

presented in

by

influence strategy usage

those found in Spiro's
classifying

Appendix A;

study.

individuals

Spiro did not

in

would yield

Characteristics of
Spiro's

classify couples,

study

are

so this

information is not available for them.
As

noted

in Chapter

Three,

no

statistical tests

comparing group classifications on different data.

exist

for

The decision rule
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for the
rules

present case
to choose

comparing

this

specifically,

involved first using

the "best"

a variety

classification

classification with

of the

Spiro's

of established
data,

and

then

classification.

More

the hypotheses were considered supported if the present

research found

between 5

and 7

groups and

separate groups

existed

which matched the groups found in Spiro's study.
Spiro used the Howard-Harris nonhierarchical clustering algorithm
to classify
six

individuals on the basis

different scales

present

study

hierarchical

in

used

a

method

—

Additionally,

her

individuals

observational data

influence strategy

different
for

clustering

reasons
were

discussed

classified

rather than self-report data.

data consisted of coded sentences,
analysis.

of their mean responses

not

to the

instrument.

algorithm
in

—

Ward's

Chapter

on

the

The

Three.

basis

of

The observational

speeches as in the sequential

This meant that cluster variables for individuals consisted

of the number of times they had been coded as using different types of
influence in the decision interactions.
The first

step in

analyzing H3A and

which observational variables to use

Additionally,

size

made

variables inadvisable

—

the

There

but not all of them involved

the exercise of influence.
present study

of choosing

in the cluster analysis.

were 20 observational coding categories,

in the

H3B consisted

the relatively small sample

inclusion of

all 20

observational

variable-to-sample-size ratio

would be

too large to permit a stable cluster solution.
Since what was desired was a stable cluster solution whose groups
varied by

influence strategy mix,

it

was decided (1 )

to

limit the

number of variables in the analysis; and (2 ) to include in the cluster
analysis

only

variables,

influence

the

variables.

observational

In

coding

order

categories

descending order of occurrence (Table 4.18).
were identified
frequency

based on the

of occurrence

to

choose
were

ranked

in

Three sets of variables

assumption that variables

would have

cluster

a greater

with greater

influence on

cluster

formation:
1)

The

seven influence

occurrence

variables

with

the greatest

(informational descriptive,

frequency

informational

of

advocacy,

bargaining, withdrawal, expert, negative affect, positive affect);
2)

Nine influence variables

(the seven listed above,

management/modeling and conformity/normative

plus identity

expectations,

which

occurred considerably less frequently); and
3)

Twelve influence variables,
which were

constituting

observed to occur

at least

all the influence codes
once in the

These included the variables described above,
influence

that

coercion,

and

categories).

occurred
"other"

very

rarely

—

(influence that did

verbal data.

plus three types of
legitimate/authority,
not fit in

the other

Two influence types which were not observed to occur

were impression management and reward.
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Table 4.18. Observational Categories Ranked in Descending Order of
Frequency of Occurrence

Rank

Frequency

Percent
of total

Category
Number

Category Label

1

3750

44%

11

Informationaldescriptive

2

1567

18%

16

Question

3

1229

14%

14

Simple agreement

4

761

9%

19

Other non-influence

5

365

4%

12

Informationaladvocacy

6

283

3%

18

Incomplete/unclear

7

138

2%

3

8

92

1%

13

9

70

8%

2

Expert

10.5

63

7%

8

Negative affect

10.5

63

7%

15

Simple disagreement

12

50

6%

17

Addition/clarification

13

34

4%

7

Positive affect

14

19

2%

4

Identity
management/referent
influence/modeling

15

10

1%

10

Withdrawal/avoidance

Conformity/normative
expectations
Legitimate
influence/authority

.05%

16

Bargaining/compromise

17

2

.02%

20

18

1

.01%

9

Coercion
Other influence

Two categories, reward influence and impression management,
were not observed to occur.
Does not sum to 100% because of rounding.
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It was decided

not to standardize the influence

variables because it

was felt the magnitude (the amount of influence attempts of each type)
was

a

priori a

reasonable

distinguishing

factor among

groups

of

individuals.
Analyses of H3A and H3B are discussed in separate sections below.
Each section includes descriptions and
groups which were identified.

profiles of influence strategy

Conclusions

regarding H3A and H3B are

presented together in a final section.

Hypothesis H 3 A ;
Cluster

A n a lyses, Solut i o n , and Cluster Characteristics

analyses of

individual data

were

performed using

seven, nine, and twelve variables discussed above.
a graph was constructed plotting

and

4.3).

within-cluster

All

of clusters (see Figures 4.1,

three graphs revealed

distance

For each analysis,

the percent change in' within-cluster

distance coefficient against the number
4.2,

the

coefficient

for

large decreases
three-

and

in the

five-cluster

solutions.
Group profiles
then

compared.

for the
Groups

described sensibly and
the solution also
five-cluster
explanation

three- and

from the

five-cluster solutions

five-cluster

solution

were clearly distinguishable from

fell within the expected number

solution

was

of differences

therefore
across

felt

variables

to

could

be

each other,-

of clusters.
provide

of interest

were

The

greater
than

three-cluster solution, and was chosen for further examination.

the
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Figure 4.1. Percent Change in Within-Cluster Distance Coefficient
— 7-Variable Analysis

/- N

(0

u
0)
4J
CO
3
iH
O
0)
6
3
S
sx

_____________________________________________________ (Percent Change)
.03 .06 .09 .12 .15 .18 .21 .24 .27 .30.33 .36 .39 ,42 .45 .48 .51 .54 .57 .80 .53 .66
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Figure 4.2. Percent Change in Within-Cluster Distance Coefficient
— 9-Variable Analysis

CO

M
0>
4J
CO

a
U

o

___________
(Percent Change)
.03 -06 .09 -12 .15 .18 .21 .24 -27 .30 .33 -36 .39 .42 .45 .48 .51 .54 .57 .60 .63 .66
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Figure 4.3. Percent Change in Within-Cluster Distance Coefficient
■— 12-Variable Analysis

a
n

4)

20 w

CO

u
144

16

________
(Percent Change)
.03 -06 .09 .12 .15 .18 .21 .24 -27 .30 .33 .36 .39 .42 .45 .48 .51 .54 .57 .60.63 .66
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Choosing the five-cluster solution as
analyses under
nine,

consideration —

five-cluster solutions

and twelve influence variables.

across these

three analyses.

Cluster

that this occurred because

twelve-variable
first

analysis had

nine variables.

membership was

precisely the

nine and twelve variables.
the influence codes added

very low

The last

using seven,

Cluster membership was compared

same for five-cluster solutions using
is felt

more meaningful left three

frequencies

in the

compared to

three variables,

then,

It

did

the
not

significantly affect cluster formation.
Since the extra
cluster analysis
became whether

three variables included in

had no effect
to use

on cluster membership,

the five-cluster solution

nine-variable analysis for further examination.
profiles for the two solutions revealed
seven-variable

the twelve-variable

solution —

it

from the

seven- or

Comparison of cluster

less meaningful groups in the

was difficult

to

sensibly name

describe the groups in the seven-variable solution.
discarded, and a nine-variable,

the question

and

It was therefore

five-cluster solution was used in all

further analyses of individual data.
To assess

the stability

split-sample cluster
variables.
thumb

of

five-cluster solution,

analyses were performed

Sample size (n=54)

estimate

of a

ten

on the data

was a problem here,

observations

per

separate
using nine

with a rule-of-

cluster

variable

(90

observations for the present case) being required for a stable cluster
analysis.

It was felt,

make agreement between
is,

if

the

however,

that the sample size problem would

the split-sample analyses less

split-sample

analyses

both

indicated

likely.

That

five-cluster

t
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solutions,

this

would still

solution

was

stable.

however,

might or

was unstable —

Disagreement

might

the

suggest the

lack

full-sample,

between

five-cluster

split-sample

results,

not indicate that

the five-cluster solution

of agreement might

be a

in within-cluster

distance coefficient

result of the small

sample.
The

percent change

was

plotted against number of

clusters for both split-sample analyses (see

Figures

One

solution,

4.4 and

4.5).

that is,

there was a

distance coefficient for that
sample plot,
cluster,

however,

observations in
the

solution.

number of clusters.

suggested a

five-cluster

i

The

analysis

five-cluster

The

other split-

four-cluster solution,was missing.

solution

this small (n=5)

split-sample

indicated a

large decrease in the within-cluster

of heavy influence users,

full-sample,

into

plot clearly

showed

group

split-sample analysis

Examination of the
that

four

by chance had

which

indicated

that suggested

solution placed only two observations in

the fifth

of

the

been selected
a

five-cluster
a four-cluster

a fifth cluster,

and one of

these observations had not been classified into cluster 5 in the fullsample analysis.

It was concluded

split-sample analyses
cluster solution on the
sample results

after this examination

yielded qualified
individual data.

appears to

support for

small sample size and small solution group size.

I

a stable

The differences

be most attributable

to a

that the
five-

in split-

combination of
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of

20'

Clusters)

Figure 4.4. Percent Change in Within-Cluster Distance Coefficient
— 9-Variable Analysis, Split Sample (Even IDs)

(Number

18

16

14

12,

10

8

6

4

2

,

__________________________________________________
(Percent Change1)
.03 .06 .09 .12 .15.18 .21 .24 .27 .30 *33 *36 *39 -42 .45 .48 .51 .54 .57 .60 .63 -66
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Figure 4.5. Percent Change in Within-Cluster Distance Coefficient
— 9-Variable Analysis, Split Sample (odd IDs)

12 -'

(Percent Change)
.03 .06 .09 .12 '.IS .18 .21 .24 .27 .30 .33 .36 .39 .42 -45 .48 .51 .54
60 .63 .66
54 .57
57 .60
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A

discriminant analysis

was

performed

classification as dependent variable and

using the

the nine influence variables

used in the cluster analysis as independent variables.
the

pairwise

of

distances

between

separation between groups

1 and 3 —

three of

observations
Williams

matrix

involved confusion

(1967)

hierarchical

have

cluster

classification

noted

of

analysis

process,

to

these

that

groups

Examination of
suggested

classified

prove,

more properly

poor

the four misclassified

two groups.

items

may

five-cluster

by

the

belong

Lance
early
end

in other

and
in

of

a
the

groups.

Lance and Williams recommended some type of iterative reclassification
to correct this flaw in hierarchical clustering methods.

The present

study reclassified items using the multivariate normal distribution in
order to improve cluster
iterations and

assignment.

reassignment of

Reclassification required five

24 observations.

All

but 5

of the

reassignments involved movement between groups 1 and 3.
A

final

examination

of

this

multivariate analysis of variance

cluster

(MANOVA)

solution

involved

a

using cluster assignments

as levels of a nominal independent variable and influence variables as
the dependent variable vector.
variables in the test were

Univariate analyses indicated that the

not normally distributed.

MANOVA assumes

multivariate normal distribution, but appears to be fairly robust with
respect to violations of this assumption.
null

hypothesis of

approximate F
individual
with

no difference

=12.38,

p>F

ANOVAs indicated

at most

p

= .007.

between the

= .0001).

All

significant
The

The MANOVA did reject the

two

mean vectors
except two of

differences between

nonsignificant ANOVAs

(Wilks'
the nine
groups
involved

positive affect

(p =

.1179)

and

identity management/modeling

(p =

.0905).
The final group assignments provided better group separation than
the original
distances

analysis,

between groups.

as

judged by comparison
The group

assignments

of the matrices
from this

of

final

analysis were used in H4

hypotheses that looked for differences among

individuals on the basis

of cluster membership.

Names and

descriptions of groups

final cluster solution are presented
based on the

cluster variables and

cluster appear as Figures 4.6 and

of individuals defined
in Table 4.19.

on other

by the

Visual profiles

interaction variables by

4.7 respectively.

Group means and

standard deviations are presented in Tables 4.20 and 4.21.
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Table 4.19.

1.

Influence Group Names and Characteristics (Individuals)

Moderate Influencers

(n“ 20)

These individuals display mostly moderate use of all types of
influence.
T h e y show low to moderate use of other interaction
categories, suggesting moderate levels of communication
interaction.

2.

Rational Influencers

(n=17)

These individuals show the highest use of expert and bargaining
influence strategies, and the second highest use of
informational-descriptive and informational-advocacy influence.
Compared to other groups, this group has by far the largest
number of agreements.
Their interaction style can be generally
described as active, rational, successful problem-solving.

3.

Low Influencers

(n=52)

These individuals use the least of all influence types and tend
also to have the lowest use of other interaction categories.

4.

Needlers

(nss14)

These individuals display low to moderate use of all influence
categories except negative affect, for w hich they have the second
highest frequency of use.
They are moderate in their use of
other interaction categories.
Individuals in this group have a
fairly low-key but negative interaction style - they "needle"
their spouses much more frequently than most individuals in the
study.

5.

Emotional Influencers

(n*5)

These individuals use the most positive and negative affect,
withdrawal, informational-descriptive, and informational advocacy
influence strategies.
They ask the most questions, and have a
generally high use of other interaction categories.
They bargain
very little.
Decision-making for these individuals is extremely
active and emotionally manipulative.

i

Gr°“P

Bslne
AUe Cluster An=i

ysls triable.

bar
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ref
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Figure 4.7.
Profile of Other Interaction Variables By Cluster (Q = questions, SA = simple
agreement, 0 = other noninfluence, U = unclear, SD = simple disagreement, A = additions)

Q

SA

0

U

,• A

SD

A
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(Aveyaee Frequency)

14

Table 4.20. Means of Influence Variables Used in Individual Cluster Analysis (Standard Deviations in Parentheses)

Influence Variable

Group #1
"Moderate
Influencers"

Group #2
"Rational
Influencers"

Group #3
"Low
Influencers"

Group #4
"Needlers"

Group #5
. "Bnotional
Influences

informational
-descriptive

28.9 (3.5)

59.5 (7.1)

20.3(7.7)

43.2 (5.8)

85.8 (5.3)

informational
-advocacy

4.1 (3.5)

6.2 (4.0)

1.4 (1.5)

3.2 (2.2)

10.6 (6.1)

bargaining

1.9 (1.9)

2.1 (2.2)

0.7 (1.1)

1.4 (1.2)

1.2 (0.8)

withdrawal

0.9 (1.2)

1.7 (1.9)

0.4 (0.7)

0.7 (1.1)

2.2 (1.5)

expert

0.9 (1.1)

2.2 (5.2)

0.0 (0.2)

0.4 (0.8)

1.6 (1.5)

negative affect

0.8 (1.2)

0.4 (0.7).

0.2 (0.4)

1.2 (1.9)

2.6 (2.4)

positive affect

0.5 (0.9)

0.3 (0.5)

0.2 (0.4)

0.4 (0.6)

0.8 (1.3)

referent

0.5 (0.8)

0.1 (0.3)

0.1 (0.4)

0.1 (0.3)

0.2 (0.4)

normative
expectations

0.0 (0.0)

0.1 (0.2)

0.1 (0.2)

0.1 (0.4)

0.8 (1.3)
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Table 4.21. Means of Interaction Variables by Cluster— Individual Solution (Standard Deviations in Parentheses)

Interaction Variable

Group #1
"Moderate
Influencers"

Group #2
"Rational
Influencers"

Group #3
"Low
Influencers"

Group #4
"Needlers"

Group #5
"Emotional
Influencers"

Questions

15.55 (10.0)

16.6 (11.6)

11.4 (8.0)

18.0 (11.8)

18.6 (11.4)

Simple agreement

10.25 (5.7)

21.1 (9.0)

7.2 (4.3)

14.1 (9.5)

14.8 (3.0)

Noninfluance-other

5.9 (3.8)

13.0 (7.1)

4.2 (3.4)

9.4 (8.7)

11.0 (6.2)

Unclear

2.2 (1.4)

5.2 (3.1)

1.3 (1.0)

3.9 (2.9)

5.4 (3.5)

Simple disagreement

0.5 (0.5)

1.2 (1.3)

0.3 (0.5)

0.8

Additions

0.6 (1.0)

0.8 (1.2)

0.3 (0.6)

0.4 (0.6)

(0 .8)

1.8 (1.8)
0.6 (0.9)
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The profiles supplement verbal descriptions of the groups.
clear,

for

instance,

that though the

distinguishable groups (a r e ,
variables which
descriptive

most

and

communicational

in

clusters can be

fact,

affected

group

influential

formation

in nature.

did not involve

which were included

coding

scheme to

Specifically,
using

insure exhaustive

groups

influence codes

identified by

differed also

in number

more

were

also

categories that

in the observational

classification

of individuals

were

Clusters

the basis of interaction

the

(informational-

categories)

strongly distinguishable on
influence,

described as

distinguishable groups),

informational-advocacy
than

It is

of verbal

data.

cluster analysis

of questions

asked,

amount of agreement expressed, and other purely communicational verbal
behaviors.

Hypothesis H 3 B ;

A n a l y s i s , Solution, and Cluster Characteristics

The search for groups in the couple
individual data.

As for individuals,

using seven, nine,

cluster analyses were performed

and twelve variables.

of two individuals,

however,

the actual

analysis was fourteen, eighteen,
couples,

data was similar to that for

stability

Since each couple consists
number of variables in each

and twenty-four.

of any cluster

With a sample of 54

solution was clearly

a potential

problem, and split-sample analysis was simply not feasible.
The

percent change

plotted for each
4.9,

and

4.10).

in within-cluster

distance coefficient

of the three analyses (plots appear
All

three

analyses

identical in the range of interest.

was

as Figures 4.8,

produced plots

which

All suggested a three-,

were

four-, or

242

five-group solution.

The

plots from the separate

identical results was interpreted to mean
the nine- and twelve-variable analyses
aid in

cluster formation.

analyses yielding

that the extra variables ii\

added no useful information to

The rest of

the analysis

was therefore

based on the seven- (actually fourteen-) variable analysis.
minimum number of variables also, it was hoped,
instability problem.

Using the

minimized the cluster
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Figure 4.8.
Couple Analysis — Percent Change in Within-Cluster
Distance Coefficient - 7-Variable (x2) Analysis
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16'

of

18.

(Number

20

Clusters)

Figure 4.9. Couple Analysis — Percent Change in Within-Cluster
Distance Coefficient — 9-Variable (x2) Analysis
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16

of

18

(Number

20

Clusters)

Figure 4.10. Couple Analysis — Percent Change in Within-Cluster
Distance Coefficient — 12-Variable (x2) Analysis
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The

five-group

cluster

solution

was

chosen

for

investigation because (1 ) , its formation resulted in a
intracluster distance;

and (2 )

further

steep drop in

there was a priori reason (i.e.,

the

individual analysis results) to expect at least five clusters.
Examination of
suggested

poor

the matrix of

separation

reclassification

was

pairwise distances

between

performed

groups
using

1
the

and

between groups
2.

Iterative

multivariate

normal

distribution.
As for the individual analysis, a final examination of the couple
cluster solution involved a MANOVA using cluster assignments as levels
of

a nominal

independent

variable and

dependent variable vector.

As before,

influence

variables as

the

the variables in the dependent

variable vector were probably not normally distributed.

However,

the

MANOVA did reject the null hypothesis

of no difference between groups

(Wilks'

= .0001).

approximate F

= 3.75,

p>F

differed from the individual MANOVA in that
fourteen

variables

significant.

in

In fact,

the

dependent

the only

The couple

most of the ANOVAs of the

variable

vector

65.90,

use of this

and p = .0001.

type of influence had an R-square

groups were on weakly influential,
Interpreting and naming
help

=0.84,

F =

Statistics for the wives' use of this type of

that, for couples as for individuals,

To

not

The ANOVA for

influence were R-square = 0.51, F = 12.59, and p = .0001.

confusing.

were

significant ANOVAs were for husband

and wife values of informational descriptive influence.
husbands'

MANOVA

in

the largest differences between

strongly communicational variables.

the final groups was
this

It appears

task,

initially somewhat

individual

spouse

cluster
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assignments
4.22).

were

compared

with couple

cluster

assignments

(Table

Some characteristic pairings did emerge, for example:

- In

couple group 2,

consisted
- In

of two

couple group 1,

was individual

themost common individual

group pairing

individual group 2s(Rational Influencers).
the

most common pair

of individual groups

group 1 (Moderate Influencers)

and individual

group 3 (Low Influencers).
- In

couple group 3,

consisted

of

Influencers).

two

the

most common pair

individual

group 3s

of individual groups
(that

is,

two

Low
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Table 4.22.
Comparison of Couple Group Assignments with Individual
Group Assignments (Used to A id Interpretation of Couple Groups)

Couple Group it 1 (n * 12)
"Moderate Influencers"
________Couple ID

Husband
Individual Group

Wife
Individual Group

1

1

1

10

1

3

11

3

3

16

1

2

20

1

4

24

1

3

28

1

1

50

3

3

51

3

3

52

3

1

59

3

1
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Table 4.22 (continued)

Couple Group // 2 (n ■ 14)
"Rational Influencers"
Couple ID

Husband
Individual Group

Wife
Individual Group

3

3

1

4

1

3

3

3

6

4

1

7

2

2

21

3

3

22

3

4

30

3

5

31

2

2

44

1

2

53

3

3

54

3

3

55

1

4

56

3

1

5

.
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Table 4.22 (continued)

Couple Group # 3 (n ■ 14)
"Low Influencers"
______ Couple ID__________

Husband
Individual Group

Wife
Individual Group

9

3

3

12

3

3

14

3

3

15

3

3

17

3

3

23

3

1

25

3

3

27

3

3

34

3

3

3

3

41

3

3

46

3

3

58

3

3

60

3

3

40

Couple Group # 4 (n - 7)
"Disaffected Influencers"
______ Couple ID

*

Husband
Individual Group

Wife
Individual Group

2

2

2

13

5

4

29

2

4

43

2

4

45

2

2

48

5

5

49

5

4
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Table 4.22 (continued)

Couple Group // 5 (n *= 7)
"Emotional Bargainers"
______ Couple ID__________

Husband
Individual Group

Wife
Individual Group

19

2

4

32

4

1

35

4

3

36

4

2

39

4

4

47

4

2

57

2

1
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These

clear

similarities

were the

primary

giving couple groups

1 through 3 the same names

individual

i.e.,

groups,

couple

group

1

justification

for

as their constituent
was

named

Moderate

Influencers, couple group 2 was named Rational Influencers, and couple
group 3 was

named Low Influencers.

Couple

exact or near equivalents of individual
of individual
but naming and
of group means.

group assignments in

groups 4 and 5

were not

groups 4 and 5.

Examination

these couple groups

was helpful,

describing the groups also

required close examination

The final names and descriptions

for couple groups

appear in Table 4.23.

Visual cluster profiles were not drawn because

they

with

are unmanageable

deviations of cluster

14 variables,

but

means and

variables and interaction variables

are presented in Tables 4.24 and 4.25 respectively.

standard
by cluster
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Table 4.23.

1.

Influence Group Names and Characteristics (Couples)

Moderate Influencers

(n=12)

These couples are generally low to moderate in use of both
influence and other interaction categories.
They are about twice
as active as Low Influencers (group #3) in use of both influence
and interaction categories.
Wives in this group make more
advocacy (category # 12) statements than husbands.

2.

Rational Influencers

(n^lA)

Husbands in this group mak e by far the most use of expert
influence strategies.
Husbands are second highest (among
husbands) and wives are by far the highest (among wives) in
bargaining.
These couples make moderate use of informationaldescriptive and informational-advocacy strategies.
In general,
the husband in this group asserts his expertise, but that
assertion is treated as negotiable by both spouses.

3.

Low Influencers

(n*14)

These couples are lowest in use of both influence and other
interaction categories.
Twenty-seven of the twenty-eight spouses
in this couple group also belong to the L ow Influencer individual
group.

4.

Disaffected Influencers

(n=7)

These couples are highest in use of informational-descriptive,
informational-advocacy, and withdrawal influence strategies, and
second highest in use of negative affect.
They interact
extensively (see Table 4-22) - in general, the most of all groups
- but that interaction appears to be relatively unsuccessful in
helping them communicate, i.e., reach decisions.

5.

Emotional Bargainers

(n«*7)

These couples make the second highest use of informationaldescriptive and informational-advocacy strategies, and the
highest use of bargaining a nd negative affect.
This group
communicates better than Disaffected Influencers (that is,
spouses appear to listen to each other); however, it is also more
hostile than Disaffected Influencers.

Table 4.24. Means of Influence Variables Used in Couple Cluster Analysis (Standard Deviations in Parentheses)

Group #1
"Moderate
Influencers"

Group #2
"Rational
Influencers"

Group #3
"Low
Influencers"

Group #4
"Disaffected
Influencers"

Group #5
"Emotional
Influencers”

28.4 (2.7)

34.1 (12.0)

14.4 (4.4)

72.1 (11.4)

49.3 (6.8)

Informational-advocacy

3.5 (3.3)

2.9 (2.7)

1.5 (1.6)

5.0 (4.9)

3.4 (2.6)

Bargaining

1.3 (1.7)

1.8 (2.3)

0.9 (1.3)

1.3 (0.5)

1.9 (1.8)

Withdrawal

0.8 (1.2)

0.8 (1.7)

0.6 (0.8)

2.4 (1.9)

0.9 (1.5)

Expert

0.8 (1.1)

2.4 (5.8)

0.0 (0.0)

1.0 (1.4)

0.1 (0.4)

Negative affect

0.3 (1.1)

0.5 (0.9)

0.2 (0.4)

1.3 (2.2)

1.1 (1.8)

Positive affect

0.6 (1.0)

0.4 (0.6)

0.0 (0.0)

0.3 (0.5)

0.3 (0.5)

27.3 (9.4)

39.7 (20.2)

16.8 (5.5)

59.7 (18.7)

39.3 (12.3)

Informational-advocacy

4.3 (4.6)

4.1 (3.9)

1.7 (1.9)

6.1 (6.1)

3.4 (3.8)

Bargaining

1.2 (1.1)

1.6 (1.7)

0.5 (1.2)

1.3 (1.1)

1.3 (1.9)

Withdrawal

0.5 (0.5)

0.7 (1.2)

0.5 (0.9)

1.0 (1.2)

1.0 (1.2)

Expert

0.6 (1.0)

0.4 (0.8)

0.1 (0.4)

0.4 (0.8)

0.3 (0.5)

Negative affect

0.5 (0.8)

0.7 (1.6)

0.2 (0.4)

1.0 (1.4)

0.6 (1.0)

Positive effect

0.2 (0.4)

0.6 (0.9)

0.4 (0.7)

0.4 (0.5)

0.0 (0 .0)

Influence Variable
Husband
Informational-descriptive

Wife
Informational-descriptive

Table 4.25. Means of Interaction Variables by Cluster— Couple Analysis (Standard Deviations in Parentheses)

Group #1
"Moderate
Influencers"

Group #2
"National
Influencers"

Group #3
"Low
Influencers"

Group #4
"Disaffected
Influencers"

Group #5
"Emotional
Influencers"

11.4 (6.7)

11.4 (10.6)

10.7 (9.0)

14.9 (9.3)

10.4 (6.7)

Simple agreement

9.5 (5.9)

11.1 (7.6)

5.2 (3.3)

19.0 (11.8)

13.9 (10.9)

Noninfluence-other

5.3 (3.7)

5.1 (4.3)

3.1 (2.9)

12.1 (5.3)

6.4 (4.3)

Unclear

1.8 (1.4)

2.7 (2.9)

1.1

5.6 (3.1)

4.0 (4.0)

Simple disagreement

0.3 (0.5)

0.6 (0.9)

0.2

1.7 (1.4)

0.6 (0.5)

Additions

0.9 (1.2)

0.2 (0.4)

0.4 (0.6)

(1.1)

0.4 (0.8)

Questions

13.0 (5.0)

18.4 (9.7)

9.1 (8.8)

27.4 (11.4)

24.6 (7.3)

Simple agreement

12.1 (6.4)

12.5 (9.5)

6.4 (3.2)

20.0 (4.2)

12.3 (5.3)

Noninfluence-other

5.1 (3.0)

9.6 (6.8)

4.1 (4.0)

18.3 (10.2)

7.9 (3.3)

Unclear

2.3 (0.8)

3.1 (2.5)

1.1 (1.0)

4.7 (3.5)

3.0 (1.8)

Siiiple disagreement

0.5 (0.5)

0.4 (0.6)

0.3 (0.5)

1.1 (1.5)

1.1 (1.5)

Additions

0.3 (0.5)

0.6 (0.9)

0.1 (0.4)

0.6 (1.5)

0.3 (0.5)

Interaction Variable
Husband
Questions

(1.1)
(0 .6)

1.1

Wife
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Table 4 <.26 presents
speech length —
in

speech

There are
length,

Disaffected Influencers.
enhance understanding
Influencers neither
much,

so it

groups.

preferences.

especially for

the

the

between expected

and

Low

and

Influencers

These differences fit group descriptions and

of group

characteristics:

influence nor

Disaffected

represent

large differences

is not surprising that

problem-solving

in terms of

the amount of talking (number of speeches) by couples

each group.

observed

differences among couple groups

Influencers

abilities.
repetitious

Their

for

communicate with

example,

each other

they also speak less
disagree but
long observed

restatement

of

seem

to

ow
very

than other
have

low

speech length

may

mutually

exclusive

Table 4.26.

Number

Couple Influence Group Differences in Speech Length

Group Name

Group n

Expected ^
speech length

Observed
speech length

1

Moderate Influencers

12

1155

1010

2

Rational Influencers

14

1348

1430

3

Low Influencers

14

1348

733

4

Disaffected Influencers

7

674

1182

5

Emotional Bargainers

7

674

843
t

* There were 5198 speeches generated by 54 couples In the total verbal stream.
Under a uniform distribution, couple interaction should average 5198/54 = 96.26
speeches.
Expected speech length was calculated by multiplying this figure
times the number of couples in a group.
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Summary and Conclusions —

H3A and H3B

Clustering algorithms
surprise that

they found

present study.

always find groups in
groups of

data, so it

individuals and

couples in

the

These groups can be described meaningfully and appear

to differ in reasonable ways on
the cluster analysis.

interaction variables not included in

The question that remains is whether hypotheses

H3A and H3B can be considered to be supported.
the hypotheses are the number of groups

In favor of supporting

found (5 in each case,

is within the range required by the decision rule);
between at

is no

least two

categories in

Spiro's Non-influencers
Low Influencer

group,

Spiro's and

group appears to
and her

closely

and a close match
the present

Additionally,

study.

match thisstudy's

Light Influencers closely

study's Moderate Influencers.

which

match this

the individual group of

«

Emotional Influencers

in the present

study appears to

closely match

Spiro's Emotional Influencer group.
Against
absence

of

considering H3A
close

remaining groups

matches

and H3B
between

in the present

1)

use

Spiro's

study.

reasons for a lack of correspondence
in the present study.

supported,
other

produce
different

groups

is

the

and

the

There are several possible

between Spiro's groups and those

These include:

of a different clustering algorithm.

different

however,

It

is known that

clustering procedures applied to the same data will
different groups,

so

it

clustering procedures

is not

applied

surprising

that

to different

data

(even very similar data) might produce different groups.
2)

use of different

variables in

the

analyses.

Spiro

used
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influence variables from her
present study

used a

self-report measure,

selection of

enumeration of influence types.

present

study

(that

is,

informational advocacy

variables from

Further,

that appear to have most affected

while the
a fuller

the influence types

formation of groups in the

informational

influence)

descriptive

are not even

and

included in

Spiro's set of influence strategies.
Given

these fundamental

differences

in

between groups identified in the two

ana l y s i s ,

the

differences

studies are not surprising,

and

it is concluded that there is partial support for H3A and H3B.

H4 Hypotheses:

The

H4

Tests, R e s u l t s , and Interpretation

hypotheses

psychological

all

differences

exist

individuals identified b y H3A.
extensions

of

replications
resulted in

Spiro's
because

different

them as formal

hypotheses,

the

of

variables

interpretation

different

are

methods,

variables,

because Spiro did not

but rather commented

H4A2,

and

groups

characterized

identical to Spiro's

interest across

of H4A1,

sociodemographic

or
of

represent weak replications and

They

groups which are not

that

between

They

study.

hypotheses represent extensions

sections.

assert

group

weak

samples

groups.

The

state and test

upon differences in

profiles.

H4B are

and

as

Analysis

discussed in

and

separate

The results for H4 as a whole are then discussed together.
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H4A1 Analysis and Results
Hypothesis H4A1 asserted

that,

influence strategy usage groups,

compared to individuals

in high

individuals in low influence strategy

usage groups would:
- have been married longer,- have a less traditional family ideology;
- be

in a later stage of

- be

less educated;

- be

in lower income g r o u p s ; and

- be

older.

The preliminary
differences among
MANOVA

was

analysis of this

groups on

performed

dependent variable.

the family life cycle;

in
The

hypothesis simply

these variables
which group

taken as

membership

checked for
a whole.

was

the

A

nominal

dependent variable vector consisted

of the

following variables:
- length of marriage

(operationalized as

the mean of husband and

wife responses) ,- family ideology

(operationalized as the

sum of the

scores on

the six items after correcting for reverse-scored items);
- education (treated as an intervally scaled varible with a range
from 1 = high school or less, through 4 = postgraduate work);
- income

(operationalized

responses to a
range

from 1

as

the

intervally scaled,
=

less than

mean

of

and

open-ended variable

$1 0 ,0 0 0 ,

through

$50,000); and
- age (based on individuals'

husband

self-report).

6

= more

wife
with a
than
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The MANOVA

rejected the null

groups with a Wilks'

hypothesis of no

difference among

approximate F = 1.60 (p>F = .0430).

Only two of

the individual ANOVAs were significant:
- length of marriage, with R-square = 0.08,

F = 2.24,

and p>F =

.0695; and
- income, with R-square = 0.19, F = 5.75, and p>F = .0003.
Scheffe's pairwise comparisons were performed for these variables.

No

significant

of

marriage,

differences were

detected between

though the Low Influencers

groups

on length

had been married longest.

Influencers had significantly higher incomes than other groups,

Low
which

means that at least part of H4A1 was not supported.
A second MANOVA tested H4A1

more directly,

using nominal levels

for the independent variable as follows:
- high influence - consisting of

groups 2 (Rational Influencers)

and 5 (Emotional Influencers);
- moderate

influence

-

consisting

of

groups

#1

(Moderate

Influencers) and 4 (Needlers); and
- low influence - consisting of group 3 (Low Influencers).
This breakdown was based primarily on amount, not characteristics,

of

influence employed by the different groups.
This MANOVA
p>F

= .034).

presented

in

was also significant
Means

Table

for variables
4.27.

Three of

(Wilks'
included
the

approximate F
in

=2.01,

the analysis

individual

ANOVAs

significant: _
- length of marriage (R-square = 0.07, F = 4.08, p = 0.02);
- age (R-square = 0.07, F = 4.01, p = 0.02); and
- income (R-square = 0.11, F = 6.74, p = 0.002).

are
were
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Table A.27.
High, Moderate, and Low Influence Group Means for
Variables Tested Using MANOVA as Part of H4A1

________Influence Group Means
Variable Name

Hi g h

Low

Moderate

8.8

7.3

12.6

33.5

32.6

38.1

Education

3.0

2.8

2.9

Income ^

4.1

4.1

4.9

21.6

21.1

21.0

Length of marriage *
Age 2
3

Family ideology ^

*

Significant ANOVA; significant difference between L ow and Moderate
groups

2

,

Significant ANOVA; significant difference between L ow and Moderate
groups
3
Nonsignificant ANOVA; no differences between group means

*

Significant ANOVA; significant difference between L o w influence group
and other groups

^

Nonsignificant ANOVA; no differences between group means
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Age and

length of marriage

are likely to be

surprising that both would be
the three

significant.

significant variables indicated

were older and

had been married longer,

related,

so it

is not

Pairwise comparisons for
that low

and had

influence groups

higher incomes than

moderate or high influence groups.
Family life
because it is

cycle (FLC)

could not

a nominal variable.

It

be included

in the

MANOVA

was initially operationalized

using eight categories from Murphy and Staples (1979) as follows:
category 1:

under 35, no children,-

category 2:

under 35,

youngest child less than 6 years old;

category 3:

under 35, youngest child between 6 and 18 years old;

category 4:

35 to 64 years old, no children,-

category 5:

35 to 64 years old, youngest child less than 6 years
old;

category 6 :

35 to 64 years old,

youngest child between 6 and 18

years old;
category 7:

35 to

64 years old,

youngest child over

18 years

old,category 8 :

65 and older, no children (or children over 18 years
old).

High,

low,

categories
procedure

and

moderate influence

were initially
strongly rejected

tested
the

group

using
null

between categories (chi-square = 38.895,

differences

among

chi-square analysis.
hypothesis of
p = .0120),

no

FLC
The

difference

but this result

was possibly invalid because of sparse cells in the table.
FLC categories were collapsed and retested as follows:
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category 1:

less than 35, no children;

category 2:

less than 35, youngest child less than 18 years old;

category 3:

35 to 64, youngest child over 18 years old;

category 4:

65 or older,

no children,

or no children under 18

years old.
The chi-square

analysis strongly rejected

difference between categories

the null hypothesis

(chi-square = 17.042,

provided only an indirect test of

the hypothesis.

to

later

be

more low

influencers

collapsed category 4.)
4.28.

in

FLC groups,

p

of no

= .0091)

but

(There did appear
especially

in

The chi-square analysis is presented in Table

Table 4.28.
Chi-square Analysis of Collapsed Family Life Cycle
Categories by Influence Groups (Test of H4A1)

FLC*
FREQUENCY
PERCENT
ROW PCT
COL PCT

Influence Group Category

HIGH

LOW

MODERATE

TOTAL

13
11.61
38.24
59.09

12
10.71
35.29
21.05

9
8.04
26.47
27.27

34
30.36

2

4
3.57
11.76
18.18

16
14.29
47.06
28.07

14
12.50
41.18
42.42

34
30.36

3

3
2.68
25.00
13.64

6
5.36
50.00
10.53

3
2.68
25.00
9.09

12
10.71

4

2
1.79
6.25
9.09

23
20.54
71.88
40.35

7
6.25
21.88
21.21

32

TOTAL

22
19.64

57
50.89

33
29.46

112
100.00

1

=17.042

df = 6

p = 0 .0091

1 = less than 35 years old, no children
2 = less than 35, youngest child less then 18
3 * 35 to 64, youngest child over 18
4 ■ 65 or older, no children or none under 18
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H4A2 Analysis and Results
H4A2

asserted

influence groups
preliminary

that

individuals

are more

analysis

likely to

was

performed

belonging

to

be female.
to

see

high

emotional

As with
if

there

H4A1,
were

significant differences b y sex across influence strategy groups.
square analysis
hypothesis of
.8899).

was used,

and the

no difference

This result

test failed

to reject

among groups (chi-square

suggested that a direct test

a
any

Chi-

the null

= 1.128,

p =

of the hypothesis

would fail to support it, and this proved to be the case.
For

the direct

test of

H4A2,

influence

strategy groups

were

divided into high and low emotional strategy use groups.

Groups 4 and

5,

in the

Needlers and

Emotional

emotional strategy use
emotional strategies
profile.

were

placed

group because they had visibly
(positive and negative

Groups 1,

Influencers —

Influencers,

2,

and

3

—

affect)

Moderate,

high

greater use of
on

the cluster

Rational,

and

were placed in the low emotional strategy use group.

second chi-square

analysis was

then performed

differences in emotional strategy use by sex.

to test

Low
A

directly for

This test also detected

no significant differences (chi-square = 0.265, p = .6069), and it was
concluded that,
heavy users of

contrary

to Spiro's findings,

in

the present study

emotional influence strategies were no

more likely to

be female than male.

H4B Analysis and Results
Hypothesis
strategy

H4B

groups would

asserted

individuals

differ in

the

in

extent to

different
which they

influence
avoided
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conflict, on the percentage of wives employed outside the home, and on
the

percentage

the

wife contributes

to

family

income.

analyses simply looked for differences across groups.
conflict avoidance
significant.

and w i f e 1s

contribution to

Initial

A MANOVA tested

income,

and

was not

Wife's employment was tested using chi-square analysis,

and this too was not significant.
The same analyses were then

repeated with the influence strategy

groups combined into three (high, moderate,

low)

strategy use groups.

This combination was the same as described for H4A1 above.
was still not significant,

The MANOVA

but the chi-square analysis did reject the

null hypothesis of no difference between groups (chi-square = 6.029, p
= .0491).

The wife's employment portion of H4B was thus supported.

Spiro noted
contributed by
displayed

the wife was

the greatest

linked this to
statistically
however,

that "the groups in

which the percentage

the highest

influence

were the three

attempts"

the

differences

led to the decision to

in the present study.

she

groups that

(Spiro 1983:399),

resource theory (Blood and Wolfe 1960).
test

of income

observed.

and

She did not
Her

comment,

extend the test of wife's employment

The extension involved sorting respondents into

husband and wife groups and repeating the chi-square analysis for each
group.

In other words,

the

extended analysis examined (1)

whether

wife's employment had any effect on husband's influence strategy group
membership, and (2 ) whether wife's employment had any effect on wife's
influence strategy group membership.
extended test of H4B

The

chi-square analyses of the

are presented in Table 4.29.

significa nt;for husbands.

The

test was not

It was significant for wives, however (chi-
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square

= 5.548,

p

=.0624),

and

there

nonworking wives in the low influence group.
also consistent with resource theory.

were

obviously many

This finding,

more

then, was
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Table 4.29.
Chi-square Analysis Results of Extended Test of H4B.
A:
Whether Husband's Influence Strategy Group Differs w i t h Wife's
Employment (not significant).
B: Whether Wife's Influence Strategy
Group Differs with Wife's Employment (significant)

A:

Test of husbands

WIFE'S
EMPLOYMENT
FREQUENCY
PERCENT
ROW PCT
COL PCT

HUSBAND'S INFLUENCE GROUP

HIGH

LOW

MODERATE

TOTAL

1

2
3.57
11.76
18.18

12
21.43
70.59
40.00

3
5.36
17.65
20.00

17
30.36

2

9
16.07
23.08
81.82

18
32.14
46.15
60.00

12
21.43
30.77
80.00

39
69.64

TOTAL

11
19.64

30
53.57

15
26.79

56
100.00

Chi-square = 2.852

df = 2

1 ** not employed outside home
2 = yes, employed

p = 0.2403.
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Table 4.29 (continued)

B:

Test of Wives

W I F E ’S
EMPLOYMENT
FREQUENCY
PERCENT
ROW PCT
COL PCT

WIFE' S INFLUENCE GROUP

HIGH

LOW .

MODERATE

TOTAL

1

0
0.00
0.00
0.00

10
17.86
62.50
37.04

6
10.71
37.50
33.33

16
28.57

2

11
19.64
27.50
100.00

17
30.36
42.50
62.96

12
21.43
30.00
66.67

40
71.43

TOTAL

11
19.64

27
48.21

18
32.14

56
100.00

Chi-square ■ 5.548

df - 2

p => 0.0624
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H4 Summary and Conclusions
There was mixed support for H4 hypotheses.

There was an overall

difference between groups on the variables examined in H 4 A 1 ,
three of

the individual

marriage,

and income.

ANOVAs were significant

—

age,

but only
length of

Only one pairwise comparison was significant:

Low Influencers had significantly higher incomes than moderate or high
influence groups,
two variables,

which led to partial rejection of H4A1.

age

and length of marriage,

The other

did have nonsignificant

differences in the hypothesized direction.
The FLC hypothesis,
—

low

influence group members

The general
(FLC),

tested separately,

picture for

H4A1,

was indirectly supported

did tend to

be in later

FLC stages.

though,

support on

one variable

is

rejection on one variable (income),

and rejection due to lack

of strong results in either direction for all the other variables.
H4A2 was
membership).

rejected (sex
Wife's

had no

employment,

relationship to
tested

related to influence group membership for
The

other

two

H4B

v a r i ables ,

in H4B,

influence group
was found

to be

wives but not for husbands.

conflict

avoidance

and

w i f e 1s

contribution to income, were not significant.
The nonsignificant results
of the

6 variables in

variation on

and consequent lack of

H4A1 and H4B

those variables in

support for 4

could be caused

by insufficient

the present sample;

examination of

ranges of the variables

suggests that this

education and conflict

avoidance values. Another

the lack of significant

differences could be insufficient variation in

the present

influence strategy

sample on

is true,

however, only for

possible

usage. That is,

cause of

if the
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variables are
variation

truly related to influence

in either

the

variables

result in failure to support

strategy use,

the

or influence strategy

the hypothesis.

lack of

use

would

Other possible reasons

for the failure to support H4 hypotheses include:
- insufficient sample size;
- violation of assumptions of statistical techniques;
- possible error resulting from weighting all observational codes
equally.
It

is the

strategy usage

author's

feeling that

(especially the

lack

of range

stronger types

in

influence

of influence)

was a

primary cause of failure to detect differences among H4 variables.
is

beyond the

scope

of the

present

study,

however,

to

It

attempt

empirical determination of the sources of error in the data which were
i

collected.

Summary of the Analysis Chapter

The analysis results were mixed.
and these have been discussed above.

Some hypotheses were supported,
The most serious problems were

the large number of nonsignificant results and the lack of interesting
sequences yielded

by the

different causes,

so they

Coding

error

cannot

uninteresting sequences:
acceptable,

sequential

analysis.

These

probably have

will be discussed separately.
be

ruled out

as

a

partial

reason

for

while inter-rater reliability was considered

there still was about 10% disagreement between judges, and
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there

is no

guarantee

unbiased.

It

that resolutions

must

transcripts, not from

also

be

recalled

audiotapes,

and

coding of strong influence types.
however,

of

that

this may

coded

have led

from

to under

Even accounting for coding error,

than indicated by the

Spiro (1983).
context of

The

the present study)

or whether the
transcripts is
An effort

family power literature

key issue here (and
is

it is n ot resolvable

whether the design of

study resulted in couples using less

primarily communicational picture that

in the

the present

emerged in the

closer to the way couples usually make decisions.
was

made to make couples less

interviewer

leaving the

problem

the

of

or by

influence than they normally do,

interactions by unobtrusive placement of the

present

room during
study

consumption-related decisions.

study,

judges

were

influence attempts (especially strong attempts) occurred much

less frequently

secure,

conflicting codes

self-conscious in their
tape recorder and by the

interactions.

design

may

People,

lie

An
in

especially

unavoidable

its

focus

on

the financially

well-educated people who agreed to participate in the present
may not care enough about products to risk disharmony in their

marital relationship.
The large number of nonsignificant
of measurement error.
be identified.

findings suggest the presence

A number of possible sources for this error can

For example, because of the stigma attached to marital

conflict, couples may have been unwilling to use the stronger types of
influence

when they

were

aware of

being

observed,

and may

have

I

understated or even refused to admit using stronger types of influence
when they responded to questionnaires.

There is n o practical cure for
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this problem at present.
For at
which it

least one variable,

it is

possible that the

was operationalized contributed to

manner in

nonsignificant findings.

In HI, decision dominance was operationalized as the number of matches
between an

individual's worksheet and

this approach

has been used

the joint

before (Woodside

operationalization of dominance,

and it

worksheet.

1972),

Though

it is

a crude

could be improved by somehow

also taking relative involvement of each spouse into account.
While

there were

limitations in

the

which contributed to some nonsignificant
to conclude this chapter summary with

analysis and

findings,

methodology

it is appropriate

a general statement of what the

dissertation analysis did find:
1)

The self-report measure (Spiro 1983) examined in the analysis
was

found

not

interaction

to

be

an

influence,

exhaustive

especially

not

classification

of

of

of

the

types

influence occurring in husband-wife decision making.
2)

The

influence

developed

in

interactional
process.

classification
the

present

picture of

and
study

the

observational
revealed

a

measure
primarily

husband-wife decision

making

Overt influence types occurred much less often than

expected based on the literature review.
3)

Analysis
verbal

of

verbal

structure

data suggested
exists

for

that

a

characteristic

individuals'

and

couples'

decision making interaction.
4)

Individuals grouped according to differences on observational
influence

variables

were

found

also

to

differ

on
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sociodemographic variables.
These findings
approach

to studying

are preliminary in
the family

that they represent

purchase

decision making

an early
process.

They suggest that this research direction holds promise for explaining
how and why family purchase decisions occur as they do.

CHAPTER FIVE

Conclusions,

Implications, and Recommendations for Future Research

Chapter Five

summarizes first

the results

research and then its limitations.
recommendations

for

future

of the

dissertation

Implications of the research and

research

are

presented

in

the

final

section.

Conclusions

The findings of the dissertation research are summarized in Table
5.1.

The

questions.

dissertation research

attempted to

answer four

The first of these asked how well Spiro's (1983) influence

strategy measure would perform when its validity was assessed.
resource

research

and sample

size

limitations prevented

modeling techniques that would have provided
this question,

the

the

use of

causal

a very precise answer to

validity analyses performed in

the present study

strongly suggest that Spiro's measure does not perform well.
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While
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Table 5.1.

Summary of dissertation research findings.

MTMM Analysis
- No evidence of convergent, discriminant, or construct validity.
- Spiro infuence categories highly intercorrelated, observational
categories relatively independent.
Hypothesis 1 (predictive validity )
- Neither observational
nor Spiro influence
variables
are
.significant determinants of decision outcomes,
though analyses
using observational measures had consistently
larger R-square
values and smaller p-values.
- Significant
individual variables in observational
analyses:
Husband analysis - bargaining,
withdrawal,
expert influence,
and normative
expectations;
wife
analysis
normative
expectations;
couple analysis - husband bargaining,
husband
withdrawal, wife normative expectations.
H2 Hypotheses (repeated sequences of influence strategies)
- Supported in part.
- Clear evidence for characteristic sequences within individuals1
and couples' verbal streams (see Tables 4.10 through 4.13).
- Low occurrence
of influence
strategies prevented focusing on
them in analyses.
- Most sequences
identified were
more
interactional
than
influential in nature.
H3 Hypotheses (groups of individuals and couples similar to S p i r o 1s )
- Partially supported.
- Both couple and individual analyses found five groups (compared
to Spiro's six groups).
- Both couple and individual analyses found some groups identical
to Spiro's (based on amount and type of influence exerted).
H4 Hypotheses
(Sociodemographic/psychological
differences between
influence groups)
- Partial
support,
partial nonsignificance,
partial opposite
findings.
- Supported: Low influence groups older and married longer.
Low
influence groups in later FLC stage.
Wives'
work status
related to influence group membership.
- Nonsignificant findings:
No support that low influence groups
have less
traditional family ideology.
No support that low
influence groups are less educated.
No support that conflict
avoidance varies
across influence groups.
No support
for a
relationship between wife's contribution to income and husband
or wife influence group membership.
- Opposite results:
Low influence groups have higher incomes.
High emotional influence groups not more likely to be female.
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The instrument as developed by Spiro lacked internal consistency,
which

is a

(MTMM)

requirement

for

analysis showed

strategies

to

be

validity.

The

measures of the different

highly

intercorrelated,

corresponding influence categories measured
Finally,
on an

multitrait-multimethod
types of influence

much

more

so

than

by observational methods.

Spiro's influence strategy measure was shown not to be based

exhaustive classification of

influence,

influence types.

such as informational-advocacy

included in

but

could never

types of

(rational argument),

the observational classification

occur frequently,

Some

scheme and

were

observed to

be captured by Spiro's

instrument

because they were not a part of it.
A

second research

decision

making

question

process

asked how

could

be

captured

measures.

This question was tested both

HI,

compared the

which

well

using

the

observational

in the MTMM analysis and in

predictive validity

observational measures.

influence and

of the

The MTMM analysis suggested

self-report and
Spiro's scales

lacked independence, and indicated acceptable reliability only because
eight items

had been deleted

analysis.

However,

there

observational influence
low,

though

from the
were

measure —

instrument prior to

also

some

the MTMM

problems

reliabilities

observational influence categories

were in

with

the

some cases

did tend to

be less

influence

measured

intercorrelated than Spiro influence categories.
HI

compared

observationally to
report
results,

instrument.
although

the

predictive

that of
The
some

validity

influence
test

of HI

individual

of

measured
failed

using Spiro's
due to

observational

self-

nonsignificant
variables

did
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significantly contribute to explaining decision outcomes.
thus

yielded proof

in

research question was
deficiencies,
statistical

it

favor of

neither .measure,

not conclusively answered.

appeared

procedures

that

in

HI

Spiro's

neither

HI findings

and the
Both

were

more

confirmed

second,

measures had
severe,

but

denied

this

nor

perception.
The

third research

question

asked

regarding influence strategy groups
findings

obtained

hypotheses

using

attempted

to

how well

Spiro's

findings

and their characteristics matched

observational
answer this

methods.
question

The
and

H3

and

perhaps

H4

extend

knowledge of types and characteristics of influence strategy groups.
Partial support was obtained for
cluster

analysis

of the

observational

individuals and couples who differed
The groups found
not

identical

dimension upon

the two hypotheses.
data,

H3 found

groups

which groups

found

groups

of

in their influence strategy use.

in the present study had similarities
with,

Employing

in

to,

Spiro's study.

formed was amount

but were
One

of influence

clear
used —

both Spiro's and the present study found groups employing "little" and
"moderate" influence.

A

second,

less clear,

similarity

between the

two studies involved

influence —

there was an Emotional Influencer group in Spiro's study,

and Emotional Influencers (in the

use of emotional

of groups

(negative affect)

individual analysis)

and Emotional

Bargainers (in the couple analysis) in the present study.
The

H4-

hypotheses

formally

tested

sociodemographic

and

psychological variables whose values Spiro had observed to vary across
influence groups.

As Table 5.1 illustrates, a few of the hypothesized
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relationships were supported,
most

of

the test

results

and a few were
for

clearly rejected,

these variables

lacked

but

statistical

significance.
The last research question sought
the

interaction

process

decision making.

between

to identify characteristics of

husbands

and

wives

in

The H2 hypotheses attempted to answer this question

using sequential analysis of couples' verbal interactions.
sparseness of influence attempts in
what could be said about influence
Nevertheless,

purchase

Unexpected

most influence categories limited
usage and the interaction process.

there was sufficient evidence to yield some interesting

general conclusions:
1)

Husbands

and

wives do

strategies they
more

expert

differ

in

the types

of

characteristically use (e.g.,
influence

than

wives,

influence

husbands use

wives

use

more

informational-advocacy influence than husbands).
2)

Husbands and wives differ in the influence strategy sequences
they

characteristically use

husbands tends to

(informational-advocacy use

be followed by expert

influence,*

by

no such

tendency exists for wives).
3)

The type and amount of influence

used by spouses varies over

products

between the

and over

time (i.e.,

first and

the

second decision situations).

Limitations of the Present Study

Specific

flaws

or

limitations

in

the

tests

of

individual
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hypotheses

have

summarizes

three major

dissertation

been

discussed

in

Chapter

factors which

research

to

other

Four.

temper the
academic

This

section

usefulness of

researchers

the

and

to

practitioners.
The first

limitation originates

nonprobability

sample.

probability sample,
operating
sampling

that

The

but

present

demographically biased,

study

attempted

to

found such severe self-selection

data collection

methods.

in the

Individuals

was

switched

who

agreed

to rely

use

a

bias to be
on

judgment

to participate

in

the

dissertation research had the usual characteristics of family decision
making

study

participants

wealthier than

—

they

were

the population average,

older,

better

and in general

educated,

upper middle

class.
It

is

true

that

people

disproportionately more buying
population,
some applied
however,

and this

these

characteristics

power compared to other

Academic

understand and explain the

types of families.

on them in

marketing research,

family decision process

the extent that such

research is

based on data gathered from one small subset of families,

its findings

are limited.

To

have

groups in the

might be justification for focusing

market research studies.

aims to

across all

with

(It can, however,

theory as long as the sample

serve to adequately test concepts and

has sufficient variation,

a requirement

the present sample did appear to meet.)
The second
methodology,
verbal data.

limitation of the

dissertation research lies

in its

and most specifically in its reliance on the analysis of
Methods for

the analysis

of verbal

data are

poorly
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developed and little used in marketing research.
methods,

both

proposed and

analyzing protocol data.
common is that

in use,

There are different

for collecting,

coding,

and

The chief elements protocol methods have in

they are all

extremely labor intensive

and judgment-

based.
Use
First,

of protocol

analysis

is thus

limitation

in two

ways.

the fact that there are many different approaches to analyzing

verbal data

imposes a

burden of evaluating

researchers using protocol data,
of findings in these studies.
protocol data based research:

future family

influence

and choosing

methods on

and also limits the generalizability
Second,

(1 )

the labor intensive nature of

limited

findings of the dissertation research;
of

a

studies

the scope and perhaps the

and (2 )

limits the likelihood

using these

methods,

because

researchers choosing protocol methods must have greater time and labor
resources than researchers choosing,
The last and
value lies in

for example,

greatest limitation of the

dissertation research's

the large number of nonsignificant

Possible reasons

for nonsignificant findings

self-report methods.

results it yielded.

have been

discussed at

length in Chapter Four and are summarized here:
1)

The

design of

influence

the study

strategy use

being observed

may
among

and restriction

product decisions,

for example,

have failed
participants.
of decision

to evoke

normal

Knowledge

of

interactions to

may have lessened the use of

influence by participants.
2)

Protocol methods, particularly the use of written transcripts
for coding, may have failed to record influence that actually
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occurred,

such

as nonverbal

or voice

inflection influence

cues.
3)

The

low observed

use of

strategies in

couples'

decision making interactions may be the true state,

at least

for product-related
That

is,

decisions among this subset

husbands

and wives

financially secure may
exert influence

influence

who

are

of couples.

well-educated

simply not consider it

and

worthwhile to

(and possibly cause marital disharmony)

over

product purchase decisions.
The limitations discussed
the fact that
methodology
making

from

in this section are

not surprising,

the dissertation research adopted
and approached
a

different

Considering how to

the

topic

direction

a relatively unusual

of family
from

most

given

purchase
previous

overcome these limitations in fact

decision
research.

yields some of

the suggestions for future research discussed in the next section.

Implications and Recommendations for Future Research

Directions
suggested by

for future

both the findings of

problems it encountered.
1)

research in

family

decision making

the dissertation research

are

and the

The dissertation research demonstrated that:

There is a difference between

couples'

self-report and their

observed decision making interaction;
2)

Couples' verbal

decision making

interaction is

structured;

and
3)

Couples'

interaction

"style"

varies

within

the

general
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interaction structure.
Past family decision making research has almost always used selfreport methods

and has

successful in
dissertation
making

focused on

determining why and
findings above

interaction process

how couples make

imply
is

"who decides."

that

It has

decisions.

studying couples'

potentially

not been

a fruitful

The

decision

approach

to

explaining why and how decisions are made.
The dissertation findings

and its limitations raise

questions around which suggestions for

three broad

future research are organized.

These are:
- How good are our data on husband-wife decision making?
- How can influence best be conceptualized? and
- What is the nature of

influence relations between husbands and

wives?

How Good Are Our Data on Husband-Wife Decision Making?
Needed

research

methodological.
and.in

under

this

heading

is

primarily

There is ample evidence, both in the present research

family decision

that self-report

discussed

making studies over

methods do

family decision making.

The

not accurately

the past

fifteen years,

report what

goes on

in'

dissertation research findings strongly

suggest that verbal protocol methods

are more successful in capturing

the family decision making process.

To advance understanding in this

area, then, future family decision making research should make greater
use

of protocol

analysis methods.

There

are problems,

involved in the use of this poorly developed methodology.

however,
They center
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about data collection and data processing issues,
making research that

and family decision

uses verbal protocols will also

have to address

these issues.

Data

Collection

Issues.

collection method would

The

in any way by observing it.
knowledge

and

verbal

record the family decision

it occurred in normal family life,

their

ideal

protocol

data

making process as

and would not change that process

To observe people's private lives without

permission

violate

research

ethical

standards, so this ideal is probably unattainable.

However,

there is

some evidence that moving in the
especially for

topics that,

would

direction of the ideal is desirable,

like influence

research,

involve

the

measurement of affect.
Surprenant and Churchill (1984) compared data collection in roleplaying situations (the most common approach for verbal protocols)
data collection in
playing may be

actual consumption situations.

less useful in capturing affect than

cognitive aspects are emphasized.
microphones

in every

room of

spirit of what is recommended,
to a

at a

found role-

in studies where

Webb's (1978) suggestion of putting

people's homes

is thus

in the

right

though perhaps impractical and subject

great deal of self-selection.

shopping carts

They

supermarket or

Putting microphones on
general merchandise

all the

store would

probably be more naturalistic and less subject to self-selection,
would still;
1978:26).

|

suffer from

to

what Webb

calls "a

high dross

rate"

but
(Webb
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The suggestions above
collection process,

involve a major reorientation

and if adopted would probably be a prime research

focus of the studies in which
however,

can

of the data

they were used.

be easily incorporated into

decision making studies.
data less obtrusively,

Specifically,
future family

Some recommendations,

the design of

most family

in order to collect protocol

decision making studies should,

if possible:
1)

Gain permission to record interaction
early in the

and begin recording as

interview process as is possible and

as far in

time as is possible from the interaction that is the research
focus; and
2)

Place recording equipment so that it
participants or disguise the equipment

is not visible to study
if it is not feasible

to hide it.
It was

noted in the present

study that couples were

initially quite

aware of the recording equipment and interacted self-consciously,
that most became

used to it as the interview

to interact more naturally.
implemented
study

design

in the

The

progressed and appeared

second recommendation above was not

present study

constraints.

but

It is

because of

limited resources

recommended

protocol research in the belief that the

for

"out of sight,

future

and

family

out of mind"

principle will help achieve the goal of unobtrusive, naturalistic data
collection in family decision making studies.

Data Processing

I ssues.

Protocol

methods,

whether

in family
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decision making or

in other areas,

yield

These data require much labor-intensive
analyzed,

and

usefulness
important

it is this

of protocol
goals

respect to

for

in

social science

future family

data processing

decision

issues are

methods,

raw data.

processing before they can be

labor-intensiveness that has

methods

associated with protocol

a great deal of

research.

making

to reduce

and to develop

retarded the
Two

research

the labor

with

demands

some comprehensive

procedure to evaluate the quality of data processing.
It is

recommended that

future family

decision making

research

investigate partial or complete automation of data processing in order
to

reduce

labor

practically

intensiveness

useful.

Some

natural language already

and

computer

make

protocol

programs

exist and have seen

methods

for the

more

analysis

of

limited applications in

coding and analyzing verbal data (e.g., Pepinsky 1982, Pepinsky et al.
1977,

Pepinsky and

family

decision

DeStefano 1983),
making

but none have

research.

been employed in

Recommended

investigate substantive family decision making topics,
compare

hand

processing of

verbal

data

studies

would

but would also

with different

types

and

degrees of automated processing.
Evaluating the

quality of

the processing

second area in which research is recommended,
organized,

comprehensive approach

credibility of
fields would be

protocol studies in

to this

of verbal

a

as there seems to be no
task

at present.

family decision making

much enhanced if there were a

data is

The

and other

procedure analogous to

Churchill's (1979) paradigm for developing better marketing constructs
to guide the design of protocol studies.
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How Can Influence Best Be Conceptualized?
Needed

research

discussed under

conceptual and theoretical.
deriving

a

general

of

influence and

strategy taxonomy.

f o u n d . little agreement

heading is

primarily

The conceptual research required involves

definition

exhaustive influence

this

specifying

The dissertation

an

research

on either

the

meaning of

influence strategy classification,

and

reviewed studies of influence

in

at

least

nine

fields

in

the

classification scheme employed in the
marketing,

sociology,

process of developing
present study.

psychology,

management, economics, anthropology,

counseling,

that in retrospect it

present,

any

the

(These include
home

economics,

and political science.)

influence is such a diffuse concept at
many guises,

influence or

However,

and is studied in so

is likely the dissertation review

#

is incomplete.

For this

literature is recommended.
be to develop

reason,

a major

The first purpose

review of

the influence

of such a review would

a general definition of interpersonal

influence and an

exhaustive classification of influence strategies.
The assumptions
also

to be

underlying common conceptions of

challenged.

operated under the

might be

example,

the

assumption that types of

frequently would have
than types of

For

dissertation

—

greater power to determine

some apparently

occur so often that their effect

or explain outcomes
Exactly the opposite

strong influence

is minimal.

research

influence which occurred

influence that occurred rarely.

the case

influence need

attempts may

The really influential

types of influence may actually be those that o c c u r .infrequently.
Several influence

techniques that

were not

based on

statement
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content

were observed

during the

include repetition and

dissertation research.

constant interruptions of one's

effect being to cut off their
No studies

studies of

interpersonal influence include

discussions

interruption,

of family

of

decision making

interpersonal

however,

necessary to

content-based

include

types

of

the

and few,

if any,

techniques like

these in

influence.

clearly did

making in the dissertation study.
be

spouse —

preference statements until they simply

give up.

their

Examples

affect the

It

Repetition
course of

and

decision

therefore appears that it will

structural types
influence in

any

of

influence along

influence

with

classification

scheme.
Theory development is also needed in two areas.
belongs in

any model

unclear.

Family decision

include

the

or theory

making models

influence construct

theories that disagree
be reconciled.

of family

need

to

decision making

is often

and theories

that do

not

be revised;

models

and

on the place and effect of

Research

Where influence

the construct must

developing a general theory

of influential

interaction might be valuable in achieving this reconciliation.

What Is the Nature of Influence Processes Between Husbands and Wives?
Needed

research

described

descriptive and predictive.
decision making

section

interaction that

The dissertation research,

several specific recommendations for
These include:

this

is

primarily

In general, of course, theories of family

or influential

empirical testing.

in

are developed
however,

need

suggested

family decision making research.
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1)

Study influence
not as

in family decision making

a state or as

as part of

a process,

stages.

Separating

occurring in discrete

process from outcomes may be the single most useful recommendation
that

could be

adopted

from

separation might finally
particular

of

research.

yield some understanding of

outcomes occur

enumerations

the dissertation

as they

differences

do,

as

how and why

opposed to

between predicted

and

This

repeated

actual

(or

husbands1 and w i v e s 1) outcomes.
2)

Study how
wives.

time affects influence
Such research

simplest being

relations between

can proceed on two

an examination

of how

husbands and

different fronts,

time pressure

the

in decision

situations affects the type and amount of influence that occurs.
It was
that

many

influence.

observed in the
older

couples

Others

course of the
seemed to

be

dissertation research
past

exercised influence,

the

but

exercise

the

of

influential

interaction between husbands and wives seemed like a much-repeated
script.

These

observations suggested

the

second

direction for time-related influence research,
the idea

that the

decision

making

amount and type
changes

over

which is based on

of influence
time

and

recommended

in husband-wife

may

even

have

a

characteristic life cycle.
Capturing changes in influence relations between husbands and
wives over time requires longitudinal research,
involve couples before marriage and
relationship developed.

and would ideally

test them repeatedly as their

If longitudinal research is not possible

because of administrative difficulty and expense,

cross-sectional
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research

may

at

least

provide

some

information

regarding

differences in influence patterns across marriage age groups.
3)

Study family
decisions.

purchase decisions in
The

which

products whose purchase they

However,

produ c t s ,

other marital

dissertation research asked couple

decisions for various
important.

the context of

spouses

rated

only

to role-play
had both rate

the

importance

of

and there is evidence to suggest that product decisions

are.

rated

as

very

important

considered are thought to be much

when

only

products

are

less important when compared to

decisions about broader life issues (Hupfer and Gardiner 1971).
Because
importance,
influence

couples in
there is

observed in

the
no

present

way of

study rated

telling

their interactions

only

whether

product

the lack

of

was characteristic

of

i

their decision making

interactions in general,

purchase decision making interactions.

or

just of their

Future research in family

decision making could avoid this problem by asking couples to rate
the importance

of both purchase

and then interpreting

and life decisions

family purchase decision making

in pretests,
studies in

the context of their relative importance.
A great deal of research has
section;

it is summarized in Table

the order in

been recommended in this concluding
5.2.

which this research should be

suggestions obviously must
order they are written.

One final comment concerns
performed.

be read separately,

The research

one at a

time in the

to

simultaneously

Astutely planned studies, however, should be
{
address several of these concerns.
For

example,

an exploratory

study to test the viability

able

of an influence
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classification scheme might also test different methods and degrees of
automating data processing procedures.
The research

suggested in

this concluding

itself lead to perfect understanding of
other decision making.

section will

not by

family decision making or any

A great deal still remains to be learned.

research endeavors suggested, however,

The

represent a new and potentially

very productive direction for research in family decision making.
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Table 5.2.

Summary of recommendations for future research.

1.

Improve data quality by using verbal protocols to supplement selfr eport.
A.
Develop unobtrusive data collection methods.
B.
Search for practical,
ethical means
of observing actual
decision making interaction.
C.
Develop automated or partially automated means
of processing
verbal data to reduce the task's labor intensiveness.
D.
Develop
a comprehensive
scheme to evaluate
the quality of
verbal protocol data.

2.

Improve
the
conceptualization
of
influence by
addressing
definitional, classification, and theoretical i s sues.
A.
Develop a general definition of influence.
B.
Develop
an exhaustive classification scheme
of types
of
influence.
C.
Explicate
the role
of influence processes in models
and
theories of family purchase decision making.

3.

Explore the nature of infuence
relations in husband-wife decision
m a k i n g , instead of focusing primarily on decision o utcomes.
A. Study influence as part of a process, not as a state.
B. Study the effect
of time on the amount and
type of influence
exerted in husband-wife decision making.
This includes both
time pressure and changes in influence patterns over time.
C. Study family purchase decision making, including influence, in
the context of other family decisions —
this will permit
better assessment of decision importance.
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A Mote to Study Participants:
The attached release form Is required by Louisiana State
University for all research studies that involve human contact.

The

basic purpose of the form Is to make sure we agree on two things:
- that your participation in the study Is entirely voluntary
and confidential; and
- that 1 have your permission to use information gathered
in this study in research papers.
Please both sign the form and give it to the interviewer.
Thank you very much for your help with this paperwork.

Sincerely,

Ellen Re Foxxnan

,
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Our signatures, on this sheet, b> which we volunteer to
participate in this study on family decision making, conducted by
___________________ for Ellen R. Foxman,
Interviewer
indicate that we understand that all participants in the study are
volunteers, that we can withdraw at any time from the study, that wehave
been or will be informed as to the nature of the study, that the data we
provide will be anonymous and our identities will not be revealed, and
that data gathered from us in the course of this study may be used in ocher
academic research besides Che present study.

Finally, we shall be given

an opportunity to ask questions before the start of this interview and
after our participation is complete.

Husband's signature

Date

Wife's Signature

PRODUCT

DECISION

EVALUATION

S H E £ T

The purpose o f th is shore questionnaire Is to determine which products you hews purchased o r thought shout purchasing
in the past 6 months, and to gat anas idea o f bow Important such e purchase Is to you.
Please f o th ro ugh the products one a t a time and c ir c le your answer fo r each question.
___
______
Product

How im portant
Who w i l l have
the f in a l say
do you consider *
th is purchase!
in deciding to
buy th is product! ( 1 - to te lly u a ls p t.,
2«not very im p t.,
3 "o e u tra l,4 *ln p t» ,
5-very im p t.)
(2)
(1)

Bsve you as a
couple purchased
product w ith in
past 6 months!

Have you discussed
purchasing the
product w ith in
the past A months!

(3)

Did you disagree about
the product! (Any form
o r amount o f disagree
ment r e la tin g to the
purchase)

(3)

(4)

I f the money le a v a ila b le ,
would you ra th e r save i t ,
use i t to buy th is product,
or use i t to buy aosMthlng
e ls e !

(6)

1.

Car

1. Husband
2. Wife
3. J o in t
decision

I 2 3 4 5

1. Tea
2. Ho

- 1. Yes
2. No

1. Yes
2. No

1. Save
2. Buy product
3. Buy something else

2.

F u rniture

1. Husbani
2. Wife
3. J o in t
d ecision

12 3 4 5

1. Yes
2. No

1. Yes
2. No

1. Yea
2. No

1. Save
2. Buy product
3. Buy something else

3.

Vacation

1. Husband
2. Wife
3. J o in t
decision

12 3 4 5

1. Yes
2. No

1. Yes
2. No

1. Yes
2. No

1. Save
2. Buy product
3. Buy something else

4.

Major appliance ( e .g .,
stove, fre s s e r, r e f r ig 
e ra to r, e tc .)

1. Husband
2. Wife
3. J o in t
decision

12 3 4 5

1. Yes
2. No

1. Yes
2. No

1. Yes
2. Ho

1. Save
2. Buy product
3. Buy something else

S.

House (o r condominium)

1. Husband
2. Wife
3. Jo in t
decision

1 2 3 4 5

1. Yea
2. No

1. Yes
2. Ho

1. Yes
2. No

1. Save
2. Buy product
3. Buy something else

1 2 3 4 5

1. Yes
2. No

1. Yes
2. No

1. Yes
2. No

1. Save
2. Buy product
3. Buy something else

1 2 3 4 5

1. Yea
2. Ho

1. Yes
2. No

1. Yea
2. No

-1. Save
2. Buy product
3. Buy something else

1 2 3 4 5

1. Yes
> 2. No

1. Yes
2. No

1. Yes
2. No

1. Save
2. Buy product
3. Buy something else

r

Hoae entertainment equip
ment (e .g ., stereo, TV,
e tc .)

1. Husband
2. Wife
3. Jo in t
decision

7.

L ife insurance

1. Husband
2. Wife
3. Jo in t
decision

B.

Out-of-home entertainment
( e .g ., season tic k e ts ,
dinner th e a te r, e tc .)

1. Husband
2. Wife
3. Jo in t
decision

i

i
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DECISION RULES FOR CHOOSING PRODUCTS COUPLES WILL DISCUSS

Qualified
Under
Rules:
#2
#3

Product Category:
1. • Car
2.

Furniture

3.

Vacation

4.

Major appliance

5.

House or condo

6.

Home entertainment equipment

7.

Life insurance

8.

Out-of-home entertainment

1.

Hark an "X" in the appropriate box next to each product if the product
qualifies under decision rules #1, #2, or 03 as follows:
Rule 01 - For a product category to qualify under this rule,
both husband and wife must rate importance (column
2 on product decision evaluation form) at 3 or higher.
Rule 02 - For a product to qualify under rule #2, at least one
spouse must have a "Yes” in either column 3 or column 4.
ThaC is, one of them must Indicate having purchased or
thought about purchasing the product in the past 6 months.
Rule #3 - For a product to qualify under this rule, at least one
spouse must have a "yes” in column 3. That is, the
husband and/or the wife must indicate that there has been
some disagreement over purchasing the product.

2.

You need to choose two products for the couple to discuss. Look at the
number of X's next to each product, and use choice rules in the order
presented until you have chosen two products.
Choice rules:
A. Choose Che first two products that have 3 X's next to them.
B. If there aren't two products that have 3 X's, choose the first
product (or two products, if you need two products) that has
X's for both rule 01and rule 02.
C. .If you cannot select two productsbased on the preceding rules,
select the first product or products that have an X in column 1.
D. If you still, haven't selected two products, go back to Che
individual product decision evaluation sheets and select Che
product or products which have the highest total importance rating.
That is, sum the husband's and wife's importance ratings for each
product and choose Che highest total racing or ratings.

3.

Write in Che spaces below Che two products you choose for the couple
to discuss:
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Joinc

DECISION WORKSHEET

-

CAR

Please think about buying a car. Diacuaa with each other the following car-related
questions and for each coma to a decision you both can live with. Write down your
joint decisions in the spaces provided.
Please tell the interviewer when you have discussed and answered all the questions.

1.

When should you buy the car —

2.

How should you pay for Che car —
or some other way?

3.

Should you buy a new car or a used car? From whom should you buy the
car — a dealer (which?), friend, classified ads, etc.?

4.

Approximately what 'price do you feel you should pay for the car?

S.

What style, color, make, and options will you get?

6.

right away, in a few months, or some other time?

in cash, with a bank loan, a dealer loan,

Will you Cry to get outside information about cars before you make a decision?
•If yea, what information source do you think will be of most value in helping
you reach a decision?

i
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Joint

DECISION WORKSHEET

-

FURNITURE

Please think about buying household furniture. Discuss with each other the following
furniture-related questions and for each come to a decision you boch can live with.
Write down ycur joint decisions in the spaces provided.
Please tell the interviewer when you have discussed and answered all the questions.

i

1.

When should, you buy the furniture —
time?

right away, in a few months, or some other

2.

How should you pay for the furniture —
with a bank loan, or some other way?

3.

Should you buy new furniture, used furniture, or antiques? From whom should
you buy the furniture — department store or furniture retailer (which one?),
antique shop, classified ads, etc.?

4.

What kind of furniture should you buy (e.g., livingroom, diningroom, bedroom)?

S.

Approximately what price do you feel you should pay for the furniture?

6.

What style of furniture will you purchase?

7.

Will you try to get outside information about furniture before you make a
decision? If yes, what information source do you Chink will be of most value
in helping you reach a decision?

in cash, by layaway or installments,
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Joint
DECISION

WORKSHEET

-

VACATION

Please think about planning a vacation. Discuss with each other the following
vacation-related questions and for each cone to a decision you both can live with.
Write down your joint decisions In the spaces provided.
Please tell the interviewer when you have discussed and answered all the questions.

1.

When should you schedule the vacation — sometime during the
(when?), in the winter, or during one of the holidays?

summer

2.

How should you finance the vacation — by using your credit cards, or
by saving the money In advance and paying in cash or traveller's checks?

3.

Where should you go for your vacation? Please consider both geographic
location (seashore, mountains, etc.) and whether you prefer a structured
(e.g., resort, cruise) or unstructured (e.g., camping, fishing) vacation.

4.

How much do you think you should spend on your vacation?

5.

Will you try to get outside Information about vacation spots before you make
a decision? If yes, what information source do you think will be of most
value in helping you reach a decision?
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Joint

DECISION WORKSHEET

-

KITCHEN APPLIANCE

Please think about buying a kitchen appliance. Discuss with each other the
following kitchen appliance-related questions and for each cone to a decision
you both can live with.
Write;down our joint decisions in the spaces provided.
Please tell the Interviewer when you have discussed and answered all the
questions.

1.

Which,^one or more of the following should you buy —
dishwasher, freezer, microwave oven, washer, dryer?

stove, refrigerator,

2.

When should you buy the appllance(s) —
soma other time?

3.

How should you pay for the appliance(s) — in cash, by credit card, by
layaway or Installments, or some other way?

4.

Should you get new or used appliance(s)?
store should you get them from?

5.

What special features do you want the appliance(s) to have (e.g., icemaker
for the refrigerator, self-cleaning oven for the stove, etc.)?

6.

Approximately how much do you want to spend for the appliance(s) you are
considering?

7.

Will you try to get outside Information about appliances before you make a
decision? If yes, what information source do you think will be of most value
in helping you reach a decision?

right away, in a few months, or

If you want new appliances, what
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J o ln c

DECISION WORKSHEET

-

HOUSE (or Condominium)

Please chink about buying a house or condo. Discuss with each other the following
house-related questions and for each come to a decision you both can live with.
Write down your Joint decisions In the spaces provided.
Please tell the Interviewer wheu you have discussed and answered all the questions.

1.

When should you buy the house —
time?

2.

How should you finance the house purchase —
rate mortgage or adjustable-rate?

3.

Should you buy a new home or an older home?

4.

What special features do you want your new home to have —
bathrooms; location, lot size, pool, etc.?

5.

Should you buy from an owner or go through a realtor (which realtor)?

6.

What price do you feel you should pay for the house?

7.

Will.you try to get outside Information about houses before you make a
decision? If yes, what information source do you think will be of most
value in helping you reach a decision?

i
i

right away, in a few months, or some other

what size down payment, fixed-

number of bedrooms,
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Joint
DECISION WORKSHEET

-

HOME ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT

Please think about buying hone entertainment equipment. Discuss with each other
the following entertainment equipment related questions and for each come to a
decision you both can live with. Write down your Joint decisions in the spaces
provided.
Please tell the interviewer when you have discussed and answered all the questions.

1.

Which one or more of the following should you buy —
recorder, stereo tapedeck?

stereo, TV, videocassette

2.

When should you buy the item(s) —
time?

3.

Bow should you pay for the item(s) —
or installments, or some other way?

4.

Should you get new or used equipment?
store should you get it from?

5.

What special features do you want the equipment to have (e.g., remote
control for TV, digital Instead of regular stereo equipment)?

6.

Approximately how much do you want to spend for the item(s) you are
considering?

7.

Will you try to get outside information about home entertainment equipment
before you make a decision? If yes, what information source do you think
will be of most value in helping you reach a decision?

right away, in a few months, or some other

in cash, by credit card, by layaway

If you want new equipment, what
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Joint

DECISION WORKSHEET

-

LIFE INSURANCE

Please think about life Insurance. Discuss with each other the following Insurancerelated questions and for each come to a decision you both can live with. Write
down your joint decisions in the spaces provided.
Please tell the Interviewer when you have discussed and answered all the questions.

1.

For whom should you take out life Insurance —
one of you (If just one, who)?

for both of you, or for just

2.

What dollar amount should the policy (each policy) pay to

3.

What kind of life Insurance should you get — term, whole, or universal?
(If you don't know, just indicate that in the space below.)

4.

How much do you feel you should spend per year on life insurance?

5.

How do you think you should pay for the insurance —
or some other way?

6.

From whom should you buy life insurance —

7.

Are you likely to consult outside sources in trying to decide about life
insurance? If yes, what information sources are most valuable in helping
you decide what to buy and who to buy from?

the

beneficiary?

annually, quarterly,

which company and agent?
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Joint

DECISION WORKSHEET

-

OUT-OF- HOME ENTERTAINMENT

Please think about out-of-hone entertainment. Discuss with each other the
following entertainment-related questions and for each come to a decision you
both can live with. Write down your joint decisions in Che spaces provided.
Please tell the interviewer when you have discussed and answered all the questions.

1.

Which one or more of the following should be part of your out-of-home enter
tainment activities — eating out, going to sports events (which events?),
movies, theater, ballet, opera, hunting, fishing, bicycling, clubs?

2.

How much should you spend per month on these activities?

3.

How often should you engage in these activities during a typical month?

4.

What is the best way. or place to do each of the activities you have mentioned
— e.g., which is the best restaurant for you to visit, where should you go
hunting or fishing, should you attend professional wrestling or the LSU
football games, etc.?

3.

Are you likely to consult outside sources in deciding which
of these activities Co enjoy? If yes, what information sources are most
valuable in helping you decide how to spend this free time?

Appendix C:

Observational Coding Categories
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REVISED OBSERVATIONAL CODING CATEGORIES
(A Priori Categories Revised in Light of Judges1
”
Classification Schemes)

Legitimate/Authority - Statements which belong to this category
call upon the other spouse to acknowledge the speaker's right or
responsibility to make a particular decision.
Examples of
statements that belong in this category include:
- "Taking care of the house is my job,
so I should make this
decision."
- "I'm the husband (wife), so I should make this decision."
The key part of this strategy involves getting one's
spouse to
agree that the speaker fills a role (father,
mother,
husband,
wife,
social planner,
financial planner,
etc.)
that makes it
proper for the speaker to dominate in the decision.
The difference between legitimate
or authority influence
(category # 1 )
and conformity or normative expectation-based
influence (category # 10) is as follows:
- Legitimate influence implies that the speaker should get
his/her way because of some role he/she fills or claims,- Conformity or normative expectation-based influence implies
the speaker should get his/her way because his or her spouse
fills (or does not fill) a particular role.
Revisions/Additions:
This
influence category
includes
the
following judge # 1 categories: #8 - Authority arguments; and #13
- Commanding.
Expert - Statements which belong in this category involve a claim
by thespeaker of superior knowledge or expertise
in a decision
area.
The implicit or explicit argument is that the spouse who
makes the claim knows more about the decision area and should
dominate in the decision because he or she is capable of making a
better decision than the less knowledgeable spouse.
Examples of
statements belonging in this category include:
- "I
know a lot more about cars than you do, so you should
really let me decide on this."
- "You don't have the know-how to make a decent choice.
You
should let me take care of this because I do know about this."
Revisions/Additions:
Expert
influence includes
Judge #l's
category #6 - Past experience;" and Judge #2's category #16 - Uses
previous experience.
Bargaining - Statements in this category offer some sort of
exchange of benefits or a compromise attempt.
A very general form
of such statements is:
"If you let me decide-on this,
then I'll
do something you want."
The spouse being asked to give up
decision power on the present decision is offered extra or
complete influence on some future decision.
Bargaining statements
also include partial agreement statements,
and statements which

344

attempt to reduce the distance between two positions.
Examples of
bargaining statements include:
- "If you let me get the 6-cylinder engine,
I'll let you pick
the color."
- "You can't stand red and I hate white cars,
so let's get a
blue one."
- "I'll go along with that if..."
- "There's only a thousand dollars difference."
Revisions/Additions:
Judge
#l's categories
of
"Offering
compromise" (#5) and "Yes with a contingency" (#4) are included in
the Bargaining category.
Also includes in this category are Judge
2's categories of "Compromise" (#15)
and "Minimizing differences"

(#18)
Identity management/Modeling/Referent - This strategy involves the
speaker selectively revealing information about himself so as to
seem likeable, similar to the spouse, and someone the spouse would
want to please.
The speaker might claim to desire a particular
decision outcome because it would be best for the spouse,
for
example,
when actually the speaker wants that outcome for
individualistic reasons.
A variant of this strategy involves
invoking desired similarity,
or modeling.
The key concepts for
all variants of this strategy are similarity and attractiveness.
Examples of statements belonging in this category include:
- "He're so alike
that I just can't imagine you'd want to take
care of this differently than I've suggested."
- "He both think of the Joneses as having made it,
so let's do
what they did."
Impression management/Information control, manipulation - Strategy
#4 involves
impressions of
people;
strategy
#5 involves
impressions of facts or events.
Statements belonging in this
category involve presenting information in such a way that it
predisposes a particular decision outcome.
The essence of this
strategy category is that statements involve lies or distortions
of the truth.
For example:
- "I'd love to get that kind of car, but I don't think there's a
dealer in town." (when there is, in fact, a dealer)
- "I don't want to buy butter any more because
ther doctor says
saturated fats are bad for us."
(when the real reason is
personal taste preferences)
- "The store doesn't carry the brand of stereo you want."
(when
'‘the speaker wants to save money by buying a sale brand)
NOTE: This influence category cannot be measured observationally
(because observers cannot reliably identify lies,
or
distinguish lies from errors).
It is therefore not
included in the MTMM analysis.
The observational coders
should confound this category with either of the two
information categories
(numbers 11
and 12),
so the
influence categories which remain in the MTMM analysis
should not be affected.
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6.

Reward - Statements in this category involve the speaker promising
some reward that it is in his/her power to give in return for
dominance on the present decision.
The most general form of such
statements is: "I'll give you (something that will make you happy)
if you let me have my way on this.11 Examples of reward statements
include:
- "I'll take you out to dinner if you o.k. my buying this band
saw."
- "I'll give you a diamond ring if you'll take off your
clothes."
The bargaining category involves
reallocating decision power,
whereas reward power involves gifts.

I*
~

Positive affect - The primary focus of statements in this category
is good feelings for the speaker,
spouse,
or both.
The speaker
may promise good feelings if the decision goes in his or her
favor,
or may simply engage in "sweet-talking," flattery,
or
"buttering up."
Examples of statements in this category include:
- "I'm just very happy that you're leaning towards solving the
problem that way."
- "You're such a sweetheart...we make such good decisions
together..."
- "I'll get a lot more pleasure out of the videoplayer than from
the table saw."

8 . Negative affect - The primary focus of statements in this category
~
is bad feelings for the speaker, the spouse, or both.
The speaker
may promise bad feelings if the decision doesn't go the way he or
she wants it to,
or may simply insult or denigrate the spouse
during the decision process.
Examples of statements in this
category include:
- "You're really a jerk to think that —
don't you
haYe any
sense at all?"
- "You'll really regret it if we buy that."
- "I hate it when you insist on such stupid things."
The distinction between negative affect and coercion (category #9)
is that coercion involves direct threats of physical or emotional
harm from the speaker to the spouse.
.There is a sense of
deliberate malice in the coercion category-.
Negative
affect is
more a function of the decision interaction process or
the
specific decision outcome.
Revisions/Additions:
Judge #l's
"Razzing"
category (#14)
is
included in negative affect,
as are Judge #2's
"Hostile or
argumentative disagreement" (#11) and "Sarcasm" (#13).
9.

Coercion - Statements
belonging in this category
involve the
direct threat of force or some other negative act.
Examples
of
, statements which belong in this category include:
- "I'll beat you up if'you waste our money on that."
- "I'll make you sorry you ever lived if you buy that."
- "If you buy that, next time you're out shopping I'll take your
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cat to the pound."
10.

Conformity/Normative expectations - Statements in this category
involve inducing one's spouse to accept a certain role,
and by
the acceptance of that role,
to decide (or give up decision
power)
in a manner desired by the speaker.
Examples of
statements belonging in this category include:
* "It's not feminine to want ma g wheels."
- "you're a university professor.
I can't believe you want to
buy a Harley."
- "Deciding whether or not we get a food processor
is not your
job."
The difference between these statements and the expert category
is that the expert category attributes expertise to the speaker;
the present category focuses only on the actual or desired role
fulfillment of the spouse.
The difference between legitimate or authority influence
(category #1)
and conformity or normative expectation-based
influence (category #10) is as follows:
- Legitimate
influence
implies
that the
speaker should
dominate in a decision situation because he or she fills a
particular role;
- Conformity or normative expectation-based influence implies
the speaker should dominate in a decision because his or her
spouse fills (or does not fill) a particular role.
Revisions/Additions:
Judge #2's "Patriotism"
category (#17)
is
included in this influence category;

1 1 . Informational/Descriptive - Statements in this category make no
explicit claims of expertise or lack of expertise for either
speaker or spouse.
They simply present facts,
opinions,
or
feelings; or describe things.
They may ultimately result in the
perception that one spouse has greater knowledge or expertise
than the other in a decision area,
but no overt claims aremade.
Examples of statements in this category include:
- "The Honda gets better mileage than the Nissan."
- "I like the Maytag better than the Kenmore."
- "I put four-wheel drive,
air conditioning,
and astereo
tape
deck as the options I wanted."
Revisions/Additions:
' The following Judge #1 categories are
included in the present influence category:
"Explaining" (#3),
"Preference Arguments" (#9), and "Statement of Opinion" (#1). The
following Judge #2 categories are
included in the present
influence category:
"States preference or decision"
(#3),
and
"Uses facts to support view".(#9).
12.

Informational/Advocacy - Statements in this category present
information and suggest conclusions and courses of 'action based
on that information.
At their simplest,
statements in this
category directly express the: speaker's preferences and opinions.
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This
is
a
more
overt
form
of
influence
than
informational/descriptive,
but it is still characterized by a
rational,
direct approach.
Examples of statements in this
category include:
- "Since the Honda gets better mileage than the Nissan,
I think
we should get the Honda."
- "I'm in favor of buying the Haytag because it's so much more
reliable than the Kenmore."
- "I want a Dodge king cab truck."
Statements
in this category can be described as preference
statements or problem-solving statements.
Revisions/Additions:
Judge #l's
"Practical arguments" category
(#7)
falls in the present influence category.
The following
Judge #2 categories also are included in the present influence
category:
"Uses logic
to explain preference" (#8),
and "Uses
personal reasons to support view" (#14).
Categories #13 through # 1 9 , strictly speaking, describe the absence of
influence.
They m a y , h o weve r , serve influential purposes.
They are
also required in order to provide an exhaustive classification of
decision-making interaction.
1 3 . Avoidance/Withdrawal - Statements in this category directly or
indirectly indicate unwillingness of the speaker to exercise
influence or make decisions in the area under discussion.
Included in this category are statements which shift decision
responsibility or power by attributing greater expertise
to the
other spouse.
Examples of statements in the avoidance/withdrawal
category include:
- "You know more about this -- you decide."
- "You make the decision — I can't be bothered."
- "I don't care."
Abruptly changing the subject or in some other way sidetracking
the decision process are also examples of this category.
An
attempt to delay a decision is also an example of avoidance.
The
key idea of this category is the speaker's disengagement from the
decision.
Revisions/Additions;
The following Judge #1 categories are
included in the present category:
"Ignoring, cutting off" (#12),
and "Irrelevant/ humorous" (#19).
Judge #2's "Delay, indecision"
category (#7) is also included.
14-19.
Interaction characteristics/categories - Statements which
belong
In these
categories are
not obviously
influence
statements.
Examples include questions,
audible but nonverbal
sounds
(belches,sneezes),
agreement statements
(including
concession statements),
disagreements,
and additions.
In
general, anything that is not. a type of influence should be coded
in these categories as follows:
14. Simple
agreement
statements
(including
concession
statements).
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15.
16.
17.
18.

Simple disagreement statements.
Questions.
Additions.
Incomplete or unclear statements.
If it doesn't make sense,
or it's
incomplete,
and it doesn't appear to be an
influence statement, it goes here.
19. Other non*influence statements.
Revisions/Additions:
The following Judge #1 categories fall in
the
present
category:
"Adding
considerations"
(#2),
"Incomplete/point unclear"
(#18),
"Don't know"
(#20),
"Asking
questions"
(#16),
"Agreements"
(#15),
"Other's
opinion
unacceptable"
(#11),
and "Conceding the point" (#17).
The
following Judge #2 categories
fall in the present category:
"Don't
know"
(#20),
"Read
or
review question"
(#57),
"Presents/asks for options" (#2),
"Agreement with other" (#4),
"Agreement,
with added 'stroke'"
(#5),
"Disagrees with other's
choice"
(#10),
"Humor"
(#12),
"Defers
to other" (#6),
and
"Insistant restatement of other" (#19).
20.

Other - Statements which belong in this category appear to be
influence attempts but do not clearly fit into categories #1
through #13.
If the statement enhances the speaker's chances of
getting his way in the decision but doesn't fit the other
influence categories, it should go in this category.

Final N o t e :
1. Judge #1 specifies a category called "Persistance," or "Being
stubborn." Statements which constitute persistance or wearing the
other down should be coded in the same category as the first
statement of that persisting series.
Persistance will show up in
the statistical analyses of couple interactions;
to code it as a
separate category would leave out the content of the persisting
statements.
2. Judge #2's "Humor" category was
included in category #14,
"Interaction Characteristics." As in the "Persistance" case,
the
focus in coding humorous statements should be on the content or
purpose of the statement, not specifically on its humor.
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